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THE MEASUREMENT OF STRATOSPHERIC DENSITY

DISTRIBUTION WITH THE SEARCHLIGHT TECHNIQUE

L. ELTERMAN D.c.mb.r 1951
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MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

V-E = 5

V H = 0

V X E = -/*• dt

V XH =
dE

+ j

2.2. WAVE EQUATION AND PLANE-WAVE SOLUTIONS
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VXyxE- V(VXH)
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V X v xEs V(V E)- v2E

ftJ (2-9)
v t = /«

VS ^)"/2 (2.10)
-i/J' - ('oMo) =2.9979 X lO'iris"1 (2.11)
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Fig. 2.9. Reflectance and transmittance versus
incident angle for two perpendicular planes of
polarization(Hecht and Zajac. 1974).



FRESNEL EQUATIONS

Nl 1

N2 1.5

THE1 THE2 rs rp ts tp

0.000 0.000 -0.200 0.200 0.800 0.800

10.000 6.648 -0.204 0.196 0.796 0.797

20.000 13.180 -0.217 0.183 0.783 0.789

30.000 19.471 -0.240 0.159 0.760 0.773

40.000 25.374 -0.278 0.120 0.722 0.746

50.000 30.710 -0.335 0.057 0.665 0.705

60.000 35.264 -0.420 -0.042 0.580 0.638

70.000 38.790 -0.547 -0.206 0.453 0.529

80.000 41.036 -0.734 -0.487 0.266 0.342

90.000 41.810 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000

THE1 THE2 RS Rp Ts Tp RS+TS

0.000 0.000 0.040 0.040 0.960 0.960 1.000

10.000 6.648 0.042 0.038 0.958 0.962 1.000

20.000 13.180 0.047 0.033 0.953 0.967 1.000

30.000 19.471 0.058 0.025 0.942 0.975 1.000

40.000 25.374 0.077 0.014 0.923 0.986 1.000

50.000 30.710 0.112 0.003 0.888 0.997 1.000

60.000 35.264 0.177 0.002 0.823 0.998 1.000

70.000 38.790 0.300 0.042 0.700 0.958 1.000

80.000 41.036 0.539 0.237 0.461 0.763 1.000

90.000 41.810 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
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INTERFERENCE FILTERS .REFLECTANCE

REFLECTION AT AN INTERFACE
WhenHght statesa smoothinterlace betweentwotranspar-

ent media as in Fig. 1. some ot the HgW entersthe second
medium and rs retracted, and some is reflected al the inter-
toce. The relationship between the angleol incidence.I.and
the angleot retraction is givenby Sne»SLaw:

n, sin i = n, sin r (1)

n. andn, are the Indicesot retraction ot the media as

Ftg.1 Retraction at an rntaftan.

Electmagnetic theory provides expressions torthe trac-
•on ot inddent radbrtton reflected. The reflectance depends
on the indices ol refraction,the angle ot Incidence and the
polarizationot the radiation.

B tan'jl-r)
"•"tan'd +rr

^ * sin'(i ♦■*)'

.(2)

.0)

RetV>c*Br«» fortghl polarizedparatWto the
planeot Incidence (theplanecontaining the ray
and the surface normal).
Reflectance tor Ngrrl polarizedperpendicularto
the plane ol incidence.

Fig. 2 showsthe variation ot reflectance withangleItoran
air fused s*ca interlace.

The reflectance atimiiwIfciUdencefle'O) is given by these
equations and Snel's Law:

RoR.bR. .[^--"•if 14)[tn,*n,)J
Fora -1 and n,» t.5. typicalc*an afr-0ass interface.R~

0.04. For aglass slide the transmittance trorn two surfaces is
It - 0.4 - ft - 0.0410.041« 0.9216 • 0.92.

Since Fresnel derived equations similar to (4) using Ms
elastic theoryot light, the reflection at the mtertaoe is some
times catted f-.e Fresnel reflection or Fresnel loss

The reflected wave also underg^esaphasechangeof 180*
at the interface It n» > n,. This rs important in thin t*m design
as discussed later.
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Ftg.2 tailteciareTja vs. angle ot Incidencelor two
poforttatton ttotM.

From (4)you can see thatthe Fresnelwss becomes high
torhighinde*drflerence. n, - n.. For a singlea»-z«csetenide
(n,. 2.4) interface. R • 0.17.

Interface losses Irom sequential Rat surfaces can be re-
ducedbyhwloaiwatcM-ig. Waterandmanyc<her Squids have
retractive mdces of about 1.3. Wyou M the space between
two plane glass surfaces wllh water you reduce the total
Fresnel toss from the two surfaces Irom 008 to 0.01. tndei
matching fluids areused in some assembles,but Interlace
toss reductionusing thin Mmopticalcoatings Is usuallymore
practical.



FILTER THIN FILMS AND COATINGS

WIN FILMSANUINlEHrEHLNCE
Fig. 3 shows monochromatic light incident on a surface

coated with a thin Mm with index olrefraction n,.and physical
thickness I Some light is retlectod Irom each surface You
might expect that the total loss is the sum of the Fresnel losses
Irom each surface. However, iltissmall, that isthe lilm isthm.
interference takes place between tho light reflected from each
surface The light reflected from the-combined surfaces- can
intactbe more thanormuch less thanyouwould expect from
the simple Fresnel calculation.

First consider thecase where n, <n, <n,.and nearnormal
incidence lof simplicity. II the Mm optical thickness, n, I. is
egual loaquarter ofthe wavelength olthe light, then thelight
rellecled Irom thesecondinterface iscompletely outolphase
with the light rellocted from the first. (Remember the phase
change mentioned on the previous page ) The two rellecled
beams interfere destructively toreduce thetotal reflection The
Mm is said to be a quarter wave thick and ads as an
antl-reflectlon coating.

Ifn, <n,> n,. the doublephase change leads toconstruc
tive interference between the two rellecfed beams The total
relleclance is incroased. and the thin Mm makes thesurface
a partial reflector

t-»l

OPTICAL THICKNESS

- 3 Thin film coating wfth an Index of retraction of
nj and thickness I.

tple

If light travelling through air (n, =1) a! 550 nm strikes
a qlass surface (n;. 152) at normal incidence. Ihen
about4%is rellected If we deposit a layer ol magne
sium lluonde. (n.=138)andIhelayer optical thickness
is 1/4 wave at 550 nm Iho reflectance drops to1 3%_

II on thoother hand, a quarter wave layer ot ZnS.
(n3 >232) isdeposited, the reflectance changes to 31 3%

Wavelength Dependence
Thereflectance ofthecoatedinterface dependsonwave

length since the interference effect depends on tho wave
length The Mm isnot exactly a guarter wave thick lor any
wavelength except the design wavelength. Fig. 4shows Ihe
approximate relleclance againsl wavelenglh lor tho coatings
descnbod intheexample. Both olthesesurfaces are simplo
Interferencefilters:their rclloctance. and therelore transmit
tance. depends onwavelength in a manner determined by
optical interference.

EJFHEL

/ b->

'•V
UNCOATED

V I'-K '

1=-S—•
WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig. « Reflectance it normal Incidence for aglass
substrate coated with a quarter wave
(<3> 550nm) layerol MqFj (a)and ZnS(b).

Example

If light travelling through air (n. =1) at550 nm strikes
a glass surface (n, =t 52) at normal incidence, then

' about 4%is rellected II wedeposit a layer ol magne
sium fluoride, (n,=138) andthelayer optical Ihickness

! ,s 1/4 wave al 550nm. thereflectance drops lo 1.3%_
I If on theother hand, a quarter wave layer of ZnS.

(n3 - 232) isdeposited, the reflectance changes to31.3%.

We describe optical coatings Inmora detail andlistreflective
andantl-rellectlve coatings onpages10-2 lo 10-9.

FILTER CAVITIES AND TYPES

FABRY-PEROT ETALON AND FILTER
Interference fillers use the basic pnnciples described on

theprevious page, combining Fresnel reflections andinterfer
ence in thin layers lor strongly wavelength dependent trans
mittance. It is helplul to understand the litterconstruction in
tormsol Fabry-Perot etatonsor cavities Fig 5 shows the
basicFabry-Perot cavity Athin, accurately parallel, transpar
ent dielectric slice has rellective layers applied to each sur
face. Thedielectric could be air. glass,oronool the thinMm
dielectrics used for optical coatings.

Infernally, there are multiple reflections from the partially
reflecting mirror surfaces. When broadband light isincident on
the Fabry Perot cavity, constructive and destructive inter
ference leads to transm.tlance ol bands of iKjht with center
wavelengths where the cavity optical thickness is 1/2 an
optical wave thick.

nf = kX/2 (5)

Where
nt = Optical thickness ol the cavity
X = Wavelength
k ^ Any integer

REFLECTING LAYERS
— (METAL COATINGS OH
, PIELECTRIC 1/4 * STACKS),

COATING MAPE OF A LAYER
OF DIELECTRIC K x/j

OPTICALLY TUCK.

Fkj. 5 S»ng* Fabry Perot Cavity.

Multi-layer thin Mm coatings areused togive better control
overthebandshape. Thelocation ofthepass bandsX,. X, and
X,.etc.. depend on the cavityoptical Ihickness.

IIthe filter is to pass X,. and the cavity is made onlyone
hallwavethick, (ie nt • X. 12) onlywavelengthsshorterthan
X, can satisfy (5) Wavebands centered around X. / 2 and
X. / 3 alsopass through. II thecavrty thickness isgreaterthan
a single hall wave, say3 X,. thenlonger wavelengths suchas
3X. and 6X, pass through

Since most filtersaro for isolation of a single pass band,
tho unwanted pass bands must bo blocked Absorbance by
the materials ot the cavity and partial rolleclors often blocks
shortwavelengths Absorbing filter glassos mayalso be used
lor effectrve blocking.

WAVELENOTH dm)

Fig. 6 Transmittance ofWeal Fabry Perot Cavity.

WHYDO WE KEEP SA YING "THIN-?
Werepeatedly use fie word thm' to describe the

layers ot dielectric This is because the operation ot \
most ot these devices is based on interference When

j the light isrellected Irom the back surface to interfere
with light incident on the Iront surface, there must bea I
phase relationship between the reflected light and the j
incoming light, or there willbenointerference. Light Irom ,

| any source hasa characteristic coherence length It
we-look attwopoints along a light ray'Irom thesource. I
separated byless than this length, then there isaphase
relationship between them It tho points are separated

'' by more than this length there is no phase relationship ]
Thismeans that the layers we describe must have an
optical thickness (nt) less than the source coherence |
length White light hasacoherence length olabout fum,
SO the liims must bethinner than this. Light from mono j
chromatic sources (olten lasers) has much longer ;
coherence lengths andinprinciple youcouldconstnjet
•thick thm films' In practice, with thesesourcesinterfer
ence effectsfrom use ot normal optics suchas lenses i
or mndows toads fo signilicant. unwanted vanations in :
reflectance.

TYPES OF FILTERS

Multl-cavlty Filters
In a Fabry Perot of given spacing, the bandwidth de

creases with increasing refleclance ol the reflecting stacks
Thereflectance inrum dependsonthenumber oflayersmIhe
Stack The result rs that the bandwidth is approximately a
logarithmic function of thenumber of layers inIhe reflector
stacks.Using several Fabry-Perot cavities (i.e. reffector-spacer-re
Hector) ma single filler adds versatility In bandshaping and
allows abetter combination oftransmittance atthewavelength
ol intereslwith improved refection ol otherwavelengths

This type offitter s known asamulli cavity filter (Fig. 7on
the lollowing pageshows theconstruction ofa multi cavity
litter) Atypical 3cavity 10nm bandwidth filter inthemid-visible
has approximately 50 individual thm Mm layers Multi-cavity
fillers have characteristic square tops with steeper sides than
the simple Fabry-Perot

Muln cavity fittersstill require additional blocking to sup
press unwanted harmonics



FILTER TYPES ANDCHARACTERISTICS

Induced Transmission Filters
Induced transmission filters use dielectric layers on each

sideolthe metal layers. Themetal layer transmiflance althe
lifter wavelength is increased dramalicatly by Ihe dielectric
layers. These litters, which have excellent blocking ol long
wavelengths, areparticularly useful intheultraviolet.

These filters aresometimes bonded to sharp cut-on col
ored glass (to absorb the shorter wavelength liarmonics). and
used as completelyblocking broadband filters.

Table 1: Transmittance of a Finished Interference
Filter Designed for 550 nm

1ST CAVITY

2ND CAVTTY-

3RD CAVITY

I r LAYER DCUCTPJC L__
I M4TWCT I
~1 w» tmok F^j

REFLECTOR

SPACER

REH.ECTOR

COUPLMQ LAYER

REFLECTOR

SPACER

REFLECTOR

COUPLteO LAYER

REFLECTOR

SPACER

REFLECTOR

Fig.? ConrrtructteflotlfMtl-cwrrlyFlUtr(top)and
Induced Transmission Fitter(bottom).

The Finished Filler
A finished filler should have:

• an accurate central wavelength
• good peak transmission
• good band shape
• good reiection onboth sides olthepass band

For these,itisnecessary toaddadditional filter devicesto
an a!) dielectric tiller. The simptesl is a colored glass filter.
Sometimes, aninduced transmission filler isalsoappropriate.
The resutl is a combination ol an an dielectric filler and
dielectric/metal filter, andandielectric andcolored glassfilter.

In a finished titter. Ihetransmission is Iheproduct ot Ihe
transmissions ol each constituent later component. Table t
indicates the transmission al the central wavelength andat
two wavelengthsoutside the pass band.

' Wave- AH Induced
lenflth Dielectric Trans.
(»m) Fitter Filter
450 ' 0 05 0 20
550 0.90 070
700 0J» 001

Colored
Glass
Filter

Finished
Filter

0001

0.92

092

PPP

Theactual transmission canbeupto 10% higher than the
values indicated because cementing ol Iheconsfttuenl titters
with anindex matchingcemenleliminates thereflection losses
from some surfaces.

In a finished titter, consisting of an alldielectric titter, an
induced transmission fitter anda colored glass lifter, itis Ihe
all dielectric filter which controls Ihe band shape and centra!
wavelength.

FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
Band Shape

AsthenumberotcavitiesInthe alldielectric tiller increases,
theshape otIhe band improves, i.e.thetransition from maxi
mum transmissionto rejectionbecomes sharper.

Fig. 8 shows the shape otthe pass band asa function ol
Ihe number ot cavities.

Fig. 8 Tre»tiiapee4t1ieb»ndr*»«otl.2,e^3cavlty
inters.

Environmental Factors

Temperature
All Oriel Band Pass Interference Fitters are designed to

operate from -50X to4 B0X: theymaybe operated intermit
tently to 100 X. Therate ol temperature change should not
exceed 10X/minute All20 X orabove, permanent changes
and possible destruction can occur.

Apart Irom irreversible changes athigh temperatures, the
mostnoticeable temperature effect is Ihevariation ot central
wavelength. Alincreased temperature thecentral wavelength
increases. This wavelength change is arnost hnear between
-60 X and* 60 X withvalues between 0.01 and 0.03 nrrvX:
above120X thechangeincentral wavelength maybe irrevers-
«e There are also very saghl changes in bandwidth
(about 0.001 nmTC) andpeaktransmittance (about 001%T/X)
with txreasing temperature

Humidity
AllOnel ultraviolet. visWe and near infrared Band Pass

Interference Fitters are edge sealed as a barrier to environ
mentalmoisture We lest ourtillersto MILST0-810Cmethod
507.procedure 1 Thislest consists ol placing the filter in an
environmental test chamberandcyclmgthe temperature and
humidity over a 24hour period. Each 24hour time period is
termed acycle, andthenumber otcycles testedloisspecHied
loreachtitertype.Alter Ihecompletion olthetest. Ihefitter is
inspectedtorspectral performance and physical damage.

Other Oriel multi-layer filter products suchaslongandshort
pass filters comply with theslightly lessstringent M1LC-675A
(para. 4. 6 and 9) Temperature and Humidity Specification.
This lest consists ot placingthe lest sample inan environmen
talchambertor24hoursat95%relative humidity andat50 X.
Then the fSler is inspected tor spectral performance and
physical damage.

Some infrared Interference fStars have extremelyhardand
durable coatings. Thesecoatings areunaflected by ambient
humidity and are let! exposed to the atmosphere. These
coatings also meel the requirements ol MIL-STD-810C
method 507. procedure 1.

Filter Orientation
Mosl band pass interference filtersare constructed using

some typeol auxiliary absorptive blocking filters. Eachsideol
the filterhas a distinctivelydifferent appearance. One side will
be nighty mirroredwhiletheothersidewill be colored (opaque
oranywhere Iromdeep violetto deep red).

Alwaysorientthe band pass fitter so the highly mirrored
side is facing the source ot radiation. Most ol the rejected
radiation is reflected and does not heat Ihe internal compo
nents ol the filter.

Angle of Incidence
Filler specifications areusuaDy givenlorcollimated radia

tion incident normal to Ihe filtersurface. In many applications,
cothmated. normal incidence radiation is not practical or even
posstote. You can. however, estimate the results ol using
of) normal incident radiation.

Bandpass interference filters arecomposedola seriesol
layers ol precisely controlled thicknesses ol dielectrics and
metals. Changingthe angleol incidenceincreases Ihe appar
ent thickness ol these layers. However,the phase difference
between the interferingwaves decreases as angle increases.
The effects ol off-normal radiation are three told: there is a
decrease in the central wavelength: the transmmance de
creases and the bandwidth increases: lor off-normal angles
less than 25". the effect on transmittance and bandwidth are
minimal. The shift in central wavelength with angle ol inci
dence can be used lo precisely tune" a narrow band litter

The decrease in central wavelength is a function ol the
refractive indices ot the deposited films and Ihe angle of
incidence. The effective retractive Index, n*. ol the filter, is
used tosimplify the relational formula. Forcollimated radiation
incident at angle e. where e <25°.:

X. =X« [t - in. AVrsin- Bp 161

Where:
X. > Centralwavelength at angle of incidenceG
X. = Central wavelength at normal incidence (Br 0)
n, = Refractive Indexol the mediumsurrounding

the fitter
n* « Effective refractive index tor the fitter

ANGLEOf MCIOENCE (DEQREES)

Fig. 9 Approxlmata wavaMngtn shiftwithangleot
incidence lor the n* values ot our interterenct
HMafa.



FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

For typical visible and near Irrlrared band pass interference
filters(400- ii00rim)ttmexperimentalvaluBSoln,havebeen
lound tobe2.0tor hxjh index spacer layers, and t .45tor low
index spacer layers. _,.__,

When (he angle ol Incidence «large.>30*. thespectral
pass band characteristics otthe filler can besodegraded as
to yield two distinct peaks and transmittance becomes depen
dent on polarization.

Table 3 fists multiplying lectors torofl-normal coBmated
incident radiation. To find thenewcentral wavelength at an
of! normal angle, simply multiply the wavelength atnormal
mcidence bytheappropriate lactor lorthat angle.

Table 3:Muttlplylng Factors for Ort-normal
Collimated Light

Angle High Index Spacer Low Index Spacer >

(degrees) Layer(n*'2) Layer (n*. 1.45)

025 to 1.0

OS 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 09999

20 09999 09997

30 0 9997 09994

40 0 9994 09998

50 09991 0 9982

75 09979 09959

100 09962 0.9928

tso 09916 09839

200 09853 09718

25 0 09774 09566

300 09663 0 9387

8JO 530

WAVELENOTH <nm>

Fig. 10 530 nmcanter wavelength titter atnormal
Incidence and al -20 .

Divergent orConvergent Incident Radiation
Adiverging or converging beam incident ona filter means

aspread ol incident angles. The result isabroadening otthe
apparent band pass and ashift totower wavelengths. Swko
thetransmittance isangle dependent, thebeam which passes
thefilter will have a slight angular wavelength dependence.

The change incenterwavelength can beobtained byusing
the HALF cone angle inequation(6).

X. =X, (1 - (n. / n*)1 sin'6]'? (6)

jl, '= Cerrtral wavelength alangleot incidence e
X. = Cetrtralwave)engthatnormalincidence(e =0)
n, = Retractive index olthemedium surrounding

the filter
n* = Etleclive retractive index (or the filler

For soHd cone angles to20°. thechange win beabout hall
ol thai calculated. Band pass interference fillers with
bandwkflhs olless than3.0nmhavenegligible center wave
length changes with convergent or divergent beams with up
to 5*Ml cone angle (F/11).

FILTERS ANDMONOCHROMATORS
AMonoehrotnator oranInterference Fitter?

For maximumthroughput efficiencywith amonoctrromator.
Vie F/» oltheInpul optics must match that ofthemonochro-
mator This puts afundamental limn onthedemap^
asource totry togetasmuch bght aspossible through the sHl.
AnInterference fitter, on theother hand, hasa large accep
tance aperture and can have transmission in the range of
SO -60%. With extended (large) sources aninterference fitter
canhaveupto500 times greater throughput than amonochro-
mator.

SeeourVolume• loranbvdapmdhxwsston.

AMonochromator Used WHh anInterference Filter
Interference filters are etlecHve In reducing thestray light

arxompanying the output from a fixed wavelength grattng
rrwnochromator. It ahigh intensity continuous source isused.
the filter shouldbeplacedbetweentheexit sUl and thedetector
to reducethe thermal loadon the later.

INTERFERENCE FILTERS: BLOCKING

PEAK TRANSMITANCE

BANDWIDTH AT 06
PEAK TRANSMITTANCE

Fig.11 Typical IntertorenceFitter.

INTERFERENCE FILTERTRANSMISSION/
REJECTION

WilhanaTierference fitter itisverycommontothmkotIheratxj
of peak transmission toblocking as a system signal tonoise
ratio. This assumption canlead tovery serious errors. In order
loobtain atrue systemsignal lonorse ratio thespectral power
distribution ol the sourceandresponse ol the detector must
be considered as weB as the peaktransmission, bandwidth,
bandshapeandblocking ottheinterference filler.

For example, consxfer the useofan•nerference Ster with a
central wavelength of400 nm. a bandwidth ol 10 nm. a peak
trarismission ot40% andbtockxrg ot0.01% from X-ray toIhe tar
infraredmasystemwhichhasatungstenl^tsource^asftcon
photodetector. With atypical tungsten source the intensity mIhe
1000 nm regon can beupto100 times that al400 nm. Addition-
aHy. Ihe siacon photodetector can have 3 • 5 limes asmuch
response inthe800 -1000 nmregion asal400 nm. 8theMm_
brnaSon olinterference tiBer. Ight source and<tetec'°'**cr*>ed
above were tobeusedma400nmabsorbance photometer, the
rest* wouldprobablybe rrisleadaig.

To obtain agood indicatxjn otIhe real signal tonoise ratio
in such asystem, makeasignal measurementwiththe400nm
interference filler, tight source and detector in place Then
place asharp colon colored glass filter (such asOriel Model
51484) inseries with the interference filter andtakea mea
surement. Thecolored glass filler will absorb the signal at
400nmleaving mostof Ihe"noise" componenl.

Asimple way to improve a system signal tonoise ratiois
tousetwofillers inseries. Thesecond filler couldbea<***«•
glass loeliminate most ofIhe visible and near infrared, or Ihe
same type ol interference filler.

Anearworst case measurement with53810Fillers (10nm
bandpass at420 nm). atungsten halogensource (3200 K) and
a silicon detector gaveIheresults below. A470nmlong pass
filler was used to blockallihe light coming through the fitter
bandpass to record Iheleakagesignal

250 1100'nm

Leakage Signal
above 480 nm

Relative Signals

SingleFitter TwoFilters

100 *75

3,10» <1«10*

• Mostot this atonal lam the 400-440nmtransmuting region
ol the Hilar.

CENTRAL WAVELENOTH

TRANSMITTANCE
OUTSOE

BAND
PASS

Fk).« Typical Long Pass (top) and Short Pasa (bottom)
men.



ULTRAVIOLET INTERFERENCE FILTERS

SPECIFICATIONS
Sire to'erance .0 mm 0 8 mm

Thickness 9 5 mm max

Useful aperture All but a 1 6 mm outer nm

Cenler wavpienqtn tolerance

200 • 240 nm' 3.5 nm
250 • 390 nm i 20nm

Bandwidth

200 • 240 nm 25 nm

250 390 nm

Bandwidth tolerance
200 240 nm • 4 0nm

250 390 nm • 2 0nm

Bandshape f otcavities'
200 340 nm

350 390 nm

Wavelength shift laclor(n'l"
Btockinq'"

See table

0 01%

Blockinq range X ray to tar IR

Per MIL STO 810C
(method 507. procedure 1)
5 cycles

• Standard wavelength filters available
individually or In sets

• Transmittance curves supplied wtth each filter
• 1 and 2 inch diameter sizes offered

These filters areused toisolatea narrow ultraviolet spectral
region while blocking out of band wavelengths Irom the low
UV toIhefar IR: blocking isbetter than0 01 %.Thelitters listed
here are available with center wavelengths Irom 200 nm to
390 nm.

ForLaaerLlnaUV Flllara *e* page 2-37: for AnalyticalLint
Filler* »e«page2-38: lorVIS- NIR Interference Fitter* am
page 2-35.

Single and multiple tiller holder* are Hated onpage* 2-48 to
2-49.

/
1

J P1=WEL \^
-

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig. 1 Tran»ml1l«nce curveof 5332058560 UV Filler*.

' Saa paga 2-30lor Information on band «hapa.
tl See page 2-31 fordl*cu**lon on calculating lha

wavelength ahift.
H1 See page2-33lor Inlormallon on blocking.

ORDERING INFORMATION
1 inch (25 4 mm) 2 Inch (50 8 mm)

1Cenler Diar ieter

length Tran*.

(%)

Index
(n'l

Model
No.

Price

(S) No. (*>

1 72 53310 J 235 00 58550 $355.00

1 72 53330 $23500 58560

1 72 53330 J 235.00 59570 $355.00

190 53340 S 235 00 59580 $355.00

1 90 53350 $235 00 59590

1 90 53355 $235 00 59595

1 90 53360 $235.00 58600

53365 $235.00 58605

53370 $235 00 59610 $355 00

1 90 53375 $235.00 59615 $355.00

190 53380 $23500 59620

53385 $235.00 59625

1 57 53390 $235 00 58630

1 57 53400 $235.00 59640

53410 $23500 58650

1 57 53415 $235 00 59655 $355.00

1.57 53420 $235.00 58660

390 20 2 00 53425 $235.00 59665

Filler Sets

Each tiller set includes a hard shell protective case.

" 1 Inch (25 4 mm) 2 Inch (50.8 mm)
Diameter Diameter

Model Price Model Price
No. ($) No ($)

53280 $ 940.00 58500 $142000
Set Deicrlptlc

4 fillers, every 50 i
l Irom 200 r

350 nm

10 litters

Irom 200 l
i 380 nm

All 18 litters lisied above

i through

erv 20 nm
1 IhlOUQll

53250 $235000 58470 $3550 00

53255 $423000 59477 $6390 00

VIS-NIR INTERFERENCE FILTERS

SPECIFICATIONS

Sire tolerance

Thickness

Surface quality
Useful aperture

Center wavelength lolerance
Bandwidth

Bandwidth toterano*

Band shape. « ofcavities'.
Wavelength Shift factor (n-)"'
Blocking"'
Blocking range
Ma« temperature

Environmental

♦ 0 mm: -08mm

6 4 mm. max

80-50
All but a 1 6 mm outer hm

l 20nm

10 nm
• 2 5nm

3
See table

0 01%
X ray lolar IR
BOX
Pe'MILSTDBIOC

(method 507. procedure 1)
5 cycles

• lOnmbandwIdths
• High transmittance at centerwavelength
• Center wavelengths Irom 400 to 1550 nm

These inlerference fitters pass a very narrowspectralband
of visible or near infrared radiation and reiecl out ol band
wavelengths Irom the lowUV tothe tarIR

The bandwidlh is 10 nm. and transmittance is 50% mini
mum lor most filters.

Several filters ina fitter wheel allowwavelengthselectionwith,
inmany cases, higher throughput than available from a mono-
chromalor Filters in series giveeven higherblocking

Seepage* 2-48 to2-49 torfilter holder* and2-50 for titter wheat*.

• Set paga 2-30 for mtormallon onband ahepe.
M Seepaga 2-31 lor dl*cu**ton oncalculating wavelength *hm.

ttl s— paga 2-33 fordetail*on blocking.

FILTER SETS

1 Inch (25 4 mm)
Diameter

Price

(J)

2 Inch (50 • mm
Diameter

Modal Price

Sat Deacrtpllon

7 filters, every 50 nm
Irom 400 nm lo 700 nm
16 (iters every 20 nm
Irom 400 nm lo 700 nm

10 tillers every 50 nm
from 750 nm to 1200nm

53760 $495.00 59250 $ 798 00

53700 $998.00 54161 $1759.00

53730 $925.00 $4201 $1989.00

ORDERING INFORMATION

1 Inch (25 4 mm) 2 Inch ( 0.8 mm)

Wave
length

Peak
Tran*.

Eftac.
Index

(n-)

Diameter

Modal Price
No. ($)

Diameter

Modal Price
No. ($)

Wave

length
(nm)

Peak
Tran*

(%)

1 45 53800 $72 00 59290 $118 00 680

1.45 53805 $72.00 59285 $118.00 690

1 45 53810 $72.00 59290 $118.00

1 45 53815 $72.00 59295 $118 00

1 45 53820 $72.00 54301 $118 00,

53830 $72.00 54311 $118.00

53840 $72.00 54321 $11800

45 20 53845 $72.00 59325 $11800 800

53850 $72 00 54331 $118.00

20 53855 $ 72 00 59335 $118.00 825 50

53860 $ 72.00 54341 $11800 830

53865 $72.00 59345 $118 00 850

20 53870 $72.00 54351 $118.00 875

20 53875 $72 00 59355 $118.00

20 53880 $72.00 54361 $118.00

53890 $72 00 54371 $118.00

53900 $72 00 54381 $118 00

53905 $ 72 00 59385 $118 00 1000

53910 $72.00 59390 $118 00

53915 $ 72 00 59395 $118.00

53920 $72.00 54401 $118 00

53925 $72 00 59405 $11800 1100

53930 $ 72.00 59410 $118 00 1125

53935 $72.00 59415 $118.00 1150

20 53940 $72.00 59420 $118.00 1175 50

53950 $72.00 59430 $11800

53960 $72 00 59440 $11800 1300 50

| 670 50 20 53965 $72 00 59445 $11800 1550

Eflac.
Index

(n1)

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

1 mch (25.4 mm)
Diameter

Priea

(*)
72.00

72.00

72.00

72.00

72.00

72.00

72.00

90.00

90 00

90 00

90 00

90.00

90 00

90.00

90.00

90 00

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00
90.00

$145.00

$145.00
$14500

$145.00

No.

53970

53975

53980

53985

53990

53995

53996

54000

54001

54005

54006

54010

54015

54020
54025

54030

54035

54040

54045

54050

54055

54060

54065

54070

54075

54080

54081

54085

2 Inch (50.8 mm)
Diameter

Modal Price
(»)

$11800

$118.00

$118.00

$118.00

$118.00

$195.00

$195.00

$195 or

$195.00

$195 00

$195.00

$195.00

$195.00

$195 00

$195.00

$195.00

$195 00

$195 00

$195 00

$195.00

$195.00
$195 00

$195.00

$195.00

$ 195.00
$195.00

$195 00

$195.00

No.

58450

59455

58460

59465

54471

59475

59476

58480

59481

59485

59486

58490

59495

54501

59505

58510

59515

58520

59525

58530

59535

58540

58545

54551

59555

54561

54562

54565



w,c - mip IQNG AND SHORT PASS FILTERS,

• Visible to nearhTtr»rt)d modal*"
• Altow»*pw*tion of spectral band*
• Excellent monochromator order sorting linen
• High transmittance)

Long pass fitters transit* (or pass) a**««^|*"*!{
lataTwrntonoth <*<««*" while btockmg short -^^5ULT53 Pass Hners transmit awrfe ******* *Jhor,Swad-ahon and block tong J^«?L

Roth tvties are cnaracterired by an extreme* sharp fratv

I^TitSSSSSSZSSSi
parameters.

LTIrr, w^r^^h-ffl b.11»P^^ ^ ^*mm"nC'°'
the lodrvldoel finer* atmat wavatengm.

REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION
The bllers are acomb-natton of *^*™**%£Z

radiation isreflected rather than absorbed.

TUNING A FILTER
The transmittance ot these tillers moves *>J^«*£

ZSZ32SX2I1 me cul-on from S50 nm ,o
641 nm

Sm page* 2-48 lo2-49 tor titter holder*.

Rg.2 Typical Short Paaanrtar.

SPECIFICATIONS
Sue tolerance

Thickness

Surface ouatty
UseM aperture <.
Wavelength shrttlaclor(n-)

Long Pass Fitters
Short Pass Filter*

Blocking"
Slope"'-
Max temperature

Environmental

• 0 mm. • 0 8 mm
30 50mm
80-50
An bul a 1.6 mm outer rtm

1 58

IbJ

0 1%

43%

80 "C
Per M1ISTDB1C
(method 507. procedure 1)
5 cycles

•at page 2-31 »oe calculallon otangle .Wtt.
S*a paga 2-33 for Information onblocking.
Slope I* defined ee:

X(80% of Paaki- V« M
%S»ope. u » '°°

Wrier*X. . Cut-onorcu1-ot1w*vaV*ngth8l5%ol|
1ran*mlft*nce

IR LONG AND SHORT PASS RLTERS

• Sharp cut-on or cut-oft
• Wide bandpass
• Excellent transmittance

These liftersare excellent for isolating awide spectralband
in the infrared: they have tow absorptionso Ihey can with
stand incident high power density

Likethe filters on Iheprevious page,they arecharacterized
byasharp transition between transmittance andblocking See
Figs. 1and2 for typical curveshapesandterminology

Youcancombineashortandlongpass finer tomake acustom
band pass Metwitha top har transmittance profile Thetrans-
rrnTlaocc of the c«vr*rnation atanywavelengthwillbe the product
of the tMnsmrttances of the individual fillers al thatwavelength.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sire
Sue tolerance:

Thickness

Surface ou**1y:
Usclui aperture

Transmittance.

long Pass Fillers-
Short Pass Fillers

Blocking'
Blocking range
Slope"
Temperature
Environmental

1 inch (25 4 mm) diameter
• 0mm. 0 5mm

3 mm max

80-50
All but a 1 6 mm outer nm

>75%evg
>60%avg

0 1%
Seetabkf

0 03 mm

80 C max contmuou*

Mil STD 810C (method 507.
procedure 1) 7 cycles

S«e page 2-33tor Informationon blocking.
Si"pe i» defined a*

%Slope
Xi*0%o«P*e*.i-X.

Where:
Cut-on or cul-ott wavelength at 5%
tran ai nil lance

ORDERING INFORMATION

lCut-on Tramv
1Wave- Toaar- mmano
length' anca To

(um) (t nm) (um)

Long Pa** Fitter*

25

35

525

B0

100

Cut-oft
Wave

length*
(um)

30

100

150

150

150

300

25

50

70

75

140

200

Trena-
Toear- mttlence

anca From

(t nm) (urn)

Short Pea* Fitter*

20 30 115
3 0 100 17
4 1 150 2 1

60 200 30

Blocking
Flange

Xray- 1 45pm
X ray 2 10 um
X-ray 3 20 pm
Xray 4 9 pm
X-ray- 7 7 pm
Xray 9 8 pm

mocking
Rang*

No

87*10

57925

57935

57940

57955

57965

2 15 p"
3 2Spn

3 80|in

6 40pn

Far In 5TM0
Far IR 57*90

Far IR 57995

Fa> IR 5*020

(») !

•47.00

447.00

58500

835.00

93200

(»)

357.00

357 00

357 00

357.00

Cut on and cut of* wnetengtha *e* defined a* 5%
tranamlttanca. Sea Fkj*. 1 and 2

Ftg.1 Typical long Paaa Fetter.

FJg. 2 Typfea. **>* *— "»»»•



DICHROIC FILTERS

ULTRAVIOLET REFLECTING LONG PASS FILTERS
• Usedal45 or0 angle ot Incidence
• Three spectral rangesavailable

These UV mirrors are used primarily lor UV irradiation.
Applications include photo.ithog.aphy. UV curing, materia
agino studies and pho.obiology They haye ar»»^9|^
>90% -etleclance over the specified wavelength range See
Figs 1 and 2 lorcurves

SPECIFICATIONS
Sue tolerance

Thickness

Material

Surface quakty
Usclui aperture

Temperature
Envi'onmenial
Abrasion

. 0 mm. • 0 5 mm
6 4 mm. max

Optical qualify crownglass
80 50
An but a 2 6 mm oule' nm

80 C max continuous
PerMll-C-675A
PerMll-M 13508C

HEAT CONTROI FILTERS (HOT AND COLD
MIRRORS)
• Thermal boroslllcate glasssubstrates

withstand high temperature
• Non-absorbing coating mlnlmlre* heat

• May boused In high Intensity applications
The toltowmg heat control mirrors act as long and short

pass filters They transmfl one spectral region and reflect
another

0" Heat Reflecting Filter (Hot Mirror)
Hot mirrors transmit the visible while reflecting much ofIhe

infrared They are typically used at normal (0 )incidence lo
he source ot radiate* In this position. Ihe visible radiation ,s
anow^. to pass undented while the infrared (heat) * re-
Heeled back lowards thelight source fc

When used at 45". the transm.ttance'retlectance curve isJSS «» *Ode. wavelengths For ^"g"
ot mlra.ed use an inlra.ed absorbing filter (page 2-5 BlW he
ho"minor" The visible transmittance is the product of .he
visible transmittance of both litters

Fig 1 Typical tran.mlttenc* ot59451 UV Long P.*.
FMter The unwanted radiation above 500 nm
I* tran.mltled through Ihetiller while Ihe
ultravioletIs efficiently rellected.

waVELENOTrt (mO

Fig. 2 «ell*el8tt4»otoora60.3»r««(a)W
* nettling Filter*, and 350 .450 rnnjb) UV

Rellectlng Filter* usedat45.Atnormal
incidence Ihe curve* .h.tltolonger wavelength
(by - 20 nm) for theUV and 40 nmlor Ihe
350 - 450 nm fitter.

"SoT Typical trM.arnttt.nc. ol 57401 Haat Reflect*
Filler.

45"HeatTransmitting Fillers (Cold Mirrors)
Cold mirrors aretypically usedat45 toabeamolradiation

from a source. Inthisconfiguration, the mlrared is transmitted
undevialed. while the visible is rellected at 90 For many
sources thisis better thanreflecting the mlrared backtowards
the source.

Al normal (0") incidence Ihe reflectance/lransmittance
curve is shifted towards longer wavelengths We offer circular
and rectangular cold mirrors The rectangular siresare large
enough lor 1.5 inch (38 mm) 2 inch (51 mm) and 3 inch
(70mm)diameterbeams incident at45'.

SPECIFICATIONS
Siro tolerance:

Thickness

Substrate material:

Surface quality:
Useful aperture:

Max temperature

Environmental:

Abrasion

4 0 mm:-0.5 mm
6 4 mm. max

Polished thermal

borosiiicate glass
80-50

All but a 2 6 mm outer nm

190 C
Per Mil C-675A

Per MIL M13508C

ORDERING INFORMATION

Size
m.

(mm)

Ultraviolet Long Paa* Filter*

2 0(50 8)
1 64x24(41 7x61.0)

2 2x30(559x762)

3.2x45(81 3x 1143)

Average
Reflectance

t%)

90

95

95

95
95

95

95

Heat Retracting Filter (Hot Mirror)

2 0 (50 8) 90
Heat Tranamlttlng Fitter* (Cold Mirror*)

2.0(50 8) • 90
1 64x2.4 (41.7x61.0) 90
2 2x30 (55.9 x 76 2) 90
32x4 5(813x114.3) 90

Reflectanca

Range
(nm)

325- 475
260 320

350 450

260 320

350 450

260 320

350- 450

420- 630

420 630

420 • 630

420- 630

W0 BOO '00 BOO »0O 1000

WAVELEJ-3TH Own)

Fig. 4 Typical tranmlttence ol Heal Trenimrttlng Fitter*.

Transmit!ane*

mlttanca Range Model

%) (nm) No.

B5 600- 1200 59451

85 350- 1200 86217

B5 550 1200 66218

85 350 • 1200 66227

85 550 1200 6G22B

85 350 1200 66237

85 550- 1200 66238

750 12O0

750- 1200

750- 1200

750- 1200

57431

65219

66229

66239

Price

($)

S 179.00

J 145.00

$125.00

$195.00

$175.00
$288.00

$268.00

$219.00

$219.00
$ 98 00

$125.00
$198.00

to filter the UV or VIS. Bee Volume II. page 150 lorTh* rectangular modal* era uaad attheoutput otour Hghl *ource condenaer*
mora Inlormetlon. and holder*.



POLARIZING OPTICS TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Light travels as transverse electromagnetic waves. The
electric and magneticfields are perpendicular lothe direction
ol propagation andeachother(Fig. 1).Defining the direction
of a rayand its electric field specifiesthe threevectordirec
tions: propagation, electric field and magnetic lield. Mosl
incoherent light sources consist ol a large number ol atomic
or molecularemitters The rays emitted fromsuch sources
have electric fields with no preferred orientation: these rays
are unpolarized.

Fig. 1 Elactro-magncticwava.

LINEARLY POLARIZED LIGHT
The direction ol the electric lield vector is used to describe

the polarization. Ha kghlbeamis madeup ol rayswhere Ihe
electric lield vectors are oriented in Ihe same direction, the
beam is said to be linearly polarized. It Ihe E field vector
(E vector) is vertical. Ihe light is vertically polarized. Fig. 2
showssome symbolsused to designatelinear polarization.

•ffc" -0*444

x

N

NATURAL
UNPOLARIZED

IIOHT

HORIZONTAL
LINEAR

POLARIZATION

• I I i I I I I VERTICAL
.OR -| * LmtMt

POLARIZATION

iiiillllliiiilllimi' ™™»r
POLARIZERS

Fig. 2 Polarization Symbol*.

TWO POLARIZERS
WITH AXES
CROSSED

S and P Polarizations
The terms "s" and "p" polarization are convenientwhen

linearly polarized Bghl is incident on an optic. IIthedirection
o! polarization is parallel to Ihe planeol incidence the rayis
said to be *p' polarized. If the direction of polarization is
perpendiculartotheplaneo!incidence, theray is"s" polarized.
(Theplane ot incidence is the plane containing the ray. and
the normal to the surface.)

Usingvector resolutionsimplifiesanalysis
The polarization direction ol a plane polarized light beam

maynotbe parallel loIhe"X* or"V axes olanoptical system.
Analysis ol what happens to a light beam, polanzed or un-
polarized, ingoing through anoptical systemissimplilied ilthe
beam is broken into two components, one polarized along
each axis.The system modifies the amplitude and phaseol
each component beam and the emergen! "beams' are then
recombined to give the intensity and polarization stateol the
output beam.

Any ray that is Bnearty polarized can be resolved Mo its
componentspolarized alongany arbitrary orthogonal axes by
normal vector sum rules.

In Fig. 3. ray Z-Z is linearly polarized with the vibration
direction making theangle 6 with the Xaxis.Thelength olray
Z-Zrepresentsthe amplitudeot Iheelectricfield. RayZ-Zcan
be resolved intotwo rays:the horizontalpolarizedcomponenl
withan amplitudeof E cos e. and Ihe verticalpolarizedcom
ponent withan amplitudeol E sin e.

X.Y.AND
SYSTEM
zone
DfccnoM

X

ZAflef _
WES- jr1

YOUCAMTHEM WORKWTTM THEMtVUIAL COMPONENTS
rCMEMBERMQ THAT THEY START M PHASE.

Fig.3 Resolutionof potarltedray'"to h*o
orthogonally potarlted component*.

!.♦?-

CIRCULARLY AND ELLIPTICALLY POLARIZED
LIGHT

The electric lield(Evector) of linearly polarized light has a
lixeddirection perpendicular to the direction ol propagation.
The E vectorol a circularly polarizedlightbeam has constant
amplitudeand rotatesabout Ihedirectionol propagation althe
frequency ol Ihe light.

IfIhe E vector rotatesclockwiseas viewed by an observer
receiving the beam, the circularlypolarized light is said to be
right-handed.

Manymaterials have drflerent refractive indices for light
polanzed in orthogonal directions. Twoequal rays passing
through such a medium travel at different speeds and become
out of phase. ItIhe phase difference as they leave the medium
isanoddmultiple oln/2.Ihetworayscombinetogivecircularly
polarized light. Our quarter wave retarders on page 3-30
convert linearly polarized light to circularly polarized or circu
larly polanzed to linear.

IIthe E vector rotatesat the frequencyol the radiation but
varies in amplitude then Ihe light is ediphcaHypolarized. This
is Ihe mosl general formol polarized Kghl: linear and circular
polanzabons are special versions ol ellipticalpolanzation.

PRODUCTION OF POLARIZED LIGHT
Light from natural and incoherent artificialsources is often

slightly polarized; i.e. the degree ol polarization is small,
usually small enough to be negligible. Many lasers, on the
other hand, emit polarized radiation.

We follow witha discussion ol some ol the ways lo produce
polarized light from unpolarized. Some ot these are used
deliberately, others are unavoidable and can cause serious
error in radiometric measurements.

Polarization by Reflection
IIan unpolarizedbeam of tightis incidentat an off-normal

angle onto an optical surface, the reflected and transmitted
beams become polarizedto somedegree. This is because the
reflectancedifferstors and p polarizedlight.Any unpolarized
beam is equivalentto equal s and p linearly polarizedcompo
nents. This effect is important (or selection ot beam splitters
and in polarization sensitive radiometry.

Fig. 4 shows the reflectance lor s and p polarized fight
against angle ol incidence lor a light incident from aironto a
fused silicainterface (n • 1.457).P polarizedlightincidentat
Brewster's angle(55.5*)is completely transmitted by the sur
face.None is reflected.Only88.5%ot s polarizedlightincident
at Brewster's angle is transmitted.The remainder (13.5%) is
reflected. This means thai (oran unpolarized beam modem at
Brewster's angle, the reflectedbeam is kneartypolanzed (s)
and the transmitted beam partlypolanzed.

Brewster's angle is given by:

Where:

ie«. Tan'
n*

Refractive index of aJr

n, = Refractive index of the optical material
i, = Brewster's angle

ForafeMrv-1.0)andglass (n, -1.5). Brewster'sAngle* 563*

» «o so *o »o at

ANGLE OT INCIDENCE 0) (DEGREES)

Flg.4 RanaclanceforeandppoLirliadllgtil

After an unpolarized beam (50% s and 50% p) passes
through a stack ot20 fused silica plates atBrewster's angle,
the transmitted beam has 99.7%p polarized light and0.3%s
polarized.

Instead ol 20 stacked plates il is more practical to use a
single surface witha multi-layer dielectric coating to produce
highly polarized light. Thm film polarizers* ofthistypeareon
pages 3-12 to 3-14.

Thereflectance otEgtn from metallic surfaces isalso angle
ot incidence and polarization dependent. P polanzed light
goes through a reflectance minimum at an anglecalledIhe
"principalangle .

Fig. 3 At Brewster's Angle, the retracted and reflected
raya ot an Incident beam are perpendicular. The
tranamlMed beam rt 42% a/38% p polarized lor
nal.S.



pmARIZINGOPTICS.TECHNICALP.SCUSS.ON

Polarization by Scattering
Light scattered at 90" by charged particles is polarized

perpendicular lothe plane olincidence (spolarization). In the
atmosphere, light Irom the sun isscattered bycharged parti
clesand molecules. The intensity ol scatter increases with
increased frequency (decreasing wavelength)which accounts
lor the blue appearance ol the sky Wilhoul a scattenng
atmosphere, asinspace. Ihere isnoblue sky.

Polarizationby Wire Grids
A series ol line parallel metal wires can function as a

polarizer (Fig. 6). The component olthe incident radiation
which hasits Evector parallel tothewire grids is absorbed
and reflected soIhe transmitted component is largely polar
ized. Theelectric field along thegrid dnves theconduction
electrons leading toJoule heating and re-radiation. For effi
ciency, the space between Ihe wires must besmall, compared
tothewavelength, so these polanzers are more easily con
structed tor infrared radiation.

Polarization by Double Retraction (Birefringence)
Sometransparent materials suchas crystal quartz, sap

phire mica andcalcile. do nol have asingle value lor retractive
index This isduetostructural anisotropy. These malenals are
crystals and manyoftheir physical properties vary with crystal
lattice orientation. The retractive index tor a ray passing
through these materials depends onthe direction olIhe ray
with respect tothecrystalline structure, and onthe direction
oltheEvector. Material characterized bytwo retractive mdices
are btrefrlngent.

We use calcile for ourpolarizers becauseIhedifference m
thetwo refractive indices is large. Light travelling parallel lo
the optic axis exhibits no doublo retraction. Light travefltng
perpendicular to theoplic axis has one index olrefraction
value (n.) tor light polarized in the planeotthe optic axis (called
Ihe extraordinary ore-ray). and adifferent index olrefraction
value (n.) for hght polanzed perpendicular to Ihe opte axis
(catted the ordinary oro-ray). ......

AI550nmcaterte hasaretractive Index ot1.66tortheo-ray
which is independent otthedirection oftravel. For thee-rays.
theretractive indices ere1.66 for rays (ravelling parallel tothe
optic axis, and 1.49 lor rays travelling perpendicular tothe

'̂to^ouow the propagation ot Hght rays through the cateite
crystal weresolve the rays into components parallel tothe
opt* axis (e-rays). and perpendicular tothe opticaxis (o-rays).
There are three possible conditions lor light travelling through
the calcile crystal:

1. II therays travel parallel totheoptte axis, then rays
otany polarization have thesame retractive index.

2 titherays travel perpendicular totheoplic axis, then
thee-ray travels taster thantheo-ray. Becauseotthe
tower index ol retraction ol thee-ray. itwin be bent
orretracted lessthan theo-ray onleaving thecrystal
atan angledinterlace. «.„.«-.

3. The rays travel atsome angle between 0°and 90
from theoptic axis. The o-ray travels undeviated and
isrefracted according toSnell's Law. Asitenters the
crystal atanangle. Ihe e-ray deviates Irom theo-ray
duelothevariation otrelractive index with direction:
thedirection oldeviation will be away Irom thooplic
axis andgenerally outottheplane olincidence.

Fig. 6 WireOrW Polarizer.

Polarizationby Dlchrolsm
Somematerials absorb light polarized inonedirection more

strongly lhan Hght ot the orthogonal polarization. Sheet poter-
izers such asthose onpage 3-12 exhibit this property called

The sheel polarizers are made from long chain polyvinyl
alcohols. The sheets are stretched toorient and align the
molecules. The stretched sheets are treated with iodine. Elec
trons can then move easily along thechain. This isequivalent
toa tine grid polarizer. Light with the Evector in a plane
perpendicular to the chain is transmilted: light with Ihe Evector
parallel to thechainis absorbed.

Dichroic sheet polanzers lor Ihe ultraviolet, visible and
near infrared are moderately efficient and inexpensive They
donol withstand ultraviolel orhigh power beams and soare
notrecommended for usewith intense sources. Dichroic sheet
polarizers werelatively tnsensilive toangle olincidence, and
are available in large sizes.
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Catena IsIjlretrtngerr!: theeflectot the tworetrace**
tndlcee la obvloue in this photo.

Fig 7. shows an unpolarized beam incidenl on a cateite
rhomb. The unpolarized ray is splitinto its o-rayand e-ray
components at Ihe entrance lace and then both rays travel
through the crystal at different speeds They exit the crystal at
different points and so are separated. The degree ot separa
tion is a (unction ol Ihe difference in index ot refraction between
the o-ray and e-ray and the thickness ol the crystal.

Itis often more convenient to splita beam intoorthogonally
polarized beams by exploiting the largedifference in n, and n,
in cateite through Iota) internal reflection. The txrefringenl
crystal is cut so as Ihe o and e rays leave the calcile crystal
the o rayis totallyinternallyreflected. Mostot the e-ray passes
through Ihe interface, and by use ot a compensating prism
continues parallel to its originaldirection (Fig. 8). This is the
basis of operation ol our Glan-Taytorpolarizing prisms listed
on page 3-18.

t o*tic
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Fig. 7 AtlgMl9eamtreiraitingthreup>aeleae^catel1o
rhomb la split into two orthogonally polarized
beams. The e and o components emerge
separated.

Fig.6 WfrhourOlan-Tayor PotariMrathe e-rayexits
parallel to Its or'jlnat direction.

EXTINCTION RATIOS OF POLARIZERS
Whenunpolanzed light passesthrough a polarizer IheNght

which emerges is largelypolanzed with the E vector paraHel
to the transmission aits ol Ihe polarizer

When a knearty polanzedbeam is aTtidem on a polarizer
and the polarizer rotated tor maximum transmission, then k..
the mater ptlndoat UammHUin* * Ihe ratxj ol transmitted
to incident intensities. k,. the minor principal transmittance,
is the ratio when Ihe polarizer is rotated lor minimum transmii-
tance. The extinction ratio is equal to M<.

This ratio is typically 10' lorsheet polarizers. 10* lorthin
film polarizers, and<10*for Oriel Crystal Polarizers.

As the polarizer is rotated in a polarized beam the trans
mittance. k. varies as:

k =(k, - k,) cos'e ♦ k,. (D

6 = Anglebetween me E vector of the lightand Ihe
transmission axis of the polarizer

Two Polarizers In Series

For unpolarizedkghi passing through a pairot identical
polarizers,the ratiool the intensity with the polanzers crossed,
i.e at extinction, to Ihe intensitywith the polarizers alignedis:

2k, k,

k,' +k/

Where:
k,» k,

Note that from (2) the ratio ot minimum and maximum
intensity with two polanzers in unpolarized hght is approxi
mately twice the extinction ratio.

2k,/k, (2)



POLARIZING MATERIALS

Table 1 Refractive Indices at 589nm

I Cateite

I Crystal Ouartz
I Ubca-
I Sapphire(AbO-)

n.

1656

1544

1598

1768

1488

1.553

1.593

1.760

n, -n.

• 0 172

0009

-0 005

-0008

BIREFRINGENT POLARIZING MATERIALS
The polanzation behavior ol acrystal isdetermined bythe

crystal structure and electron bonding. Isotropic crystals have
asmote index olretraction and therelore are nol birerrtngent.
Cateite crystalline quartz, sapphire and magnesium lluoride
are btretnngenl with one opt* axis. These uniaxial crystals
have two principal retractive indices, n, and n.. Still otner
materials such asmicahave two optic axes and three principal
retractive indices. „.,„,,«i

Calcile iswidely used asapolanzmg materia! beeauseo'
itsexcellent transmission and large difference in the Iwo index
olretraction values The large difference simplifies thesepa
ration ofthe two different polarizations. Table 1lists the index
olrefraction values at58* nmlor Ihe ordinary (n.) and extraor
dinary (n.) rays olseveral matenals. Table 2lists the variation
of n. • nowithwavelength.

Table 2 Variation of ne- nowith Wavelength

As used In Oriel waveptates.

0.0047

-0 0048

0 0048

Sapphire
00117

00091

0 0085
• 0 0082

00081

00080

00079
0 0079

POLARIZER OVERVIEW

The next Ihree pages briefly summarize our lamily olPolarizing Optics. They are discussed incomplele detail altheend of
this section.

We offer the following types ol Polarizing Optics:

DichroicPolarizers 3-12
Crystal Polarizing Prisms 3-18
Polarizing BeamSplitting Cubes 3-24

l_.

DICHROIC POLARIZERS

* Highacceptance angle
* Large apertures

We otter three types:

Sheet Polarizers 3*12
Surface Film Polanzer 3-14
Silver in Glass Polarizers 3-15

Sheet Polarizers
These polanzers areavailable lorthe uttraviotet to visible,

visible, and near inlrared. The low cost, wide acceptance
angle,andlargeapertures makethese thepolanzers otchoice
lormany applications. You should only select these polanzers
for lowpowerapplications sincetheyoperatebyabsorbingthe
unwanted polarization and areeasily bleached, particularly by
ultraviolet light.

Surface Film Polarizer
We offer one polarizer of this type: the 27320. IIis made by

depositing a proprietarycoaling on a specialty prepared fused
sitica substrate. This polarizer is notable lor its wide effective
range:230 - 770 nm. very largeacceptance angle, and dura
bility. II withstands prolongedexposure to ultraviolet and visi
ble radiation much belter than Ihe sheet polanzers.

Silver In Glass Polarizers
Our new silver in glass polanzers have very high transmit

tance. acceptance angles lo 60 and higher power handling
capability than our other dichroic polarizers They are made
by imbedding linyelongated silverparticles in a borosihcate
glass. The particlesare aligned so the materialworks like a
tiny wiregrid, absorbing lightwithits £ vector parallel to Ihe
long,conducting silverparticles The spectral rangeol these
polanzers is limited,but we offermodels lormost popularnear
mlrared regions.
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Fig. 1 Avaraga Extinction vs.*«veleng1h range torourlamtty ofpolarizers. Lower extinction Isbatter. The eharl dim not
highlight advantages such a* power handling, trentmlrtance*. and local extinction. These make theSurface Flbn
Polarizer and the Silver In Gla*» Polarteera much more attractive.



POLARIZER OVERVIEW

CRYSTAL POLARIZING PRISMS
• Broadusable wavelength range
• High power handling capability
• Highest Extinction Ratio

Our polarizing prisms are made from select laser quaHyJSEpS* the purest polanzed agM a-^J"-"
pnsms have smaller apertures and accerjtar« anrjles Ihw our
Schro* polanzers. They are xteal tor use with lasers, andtor
applications such as etbpsometrywherehxjhextxicton rs cruoai.

We offertourtypes ot crystalpolarizers:

GlanThompson Polarizers **°
Glan-Taylor Polarizers *'"
LowLossPrismPolarizers *"
Wollaston Polarizers *"

Glan-Thompson andGlan-Taylor Polarizers
These similar polarizers operate byseparating Ihe two

polanzations at an angled interlace ^J^ria?J^ *
such that the o-ray strikes tl at more than the critical angle and
«S reflected. 11 is either absorbed at the ex.1 face or^rgesfromlliemoo^swithex.lw.mJows.Tlieeraypasses
through Ihe angled interlace, with some rellection toss andShe prism slightly drspUtced laterally, but paratel to^he
„pui beam. ft the input beam saiisl.es me acceptance angle
condrtions. then Ihe transmitted beam has ahigh degree ol

•"Summed e,ay contains typicelryjess than 10» to
10* parts of the unwarned polanzatton. The ^J™0**
the srfe olthe pnsm ismainly o-ray. contarrxnated wttti«>me
Ke-ray component which was reflected from the angled
SeTary.1nthe^ec.ed beam theo-ray and the e-ray are not
colmear. and therefore they can beeasily separated

t*-eum _
METHLYACRYLATE

CEMENT

Flg.2 OrWOIaje-'lTiotTipt^Polartiar

hour Gtan-Thompson polarizers, «he**^'!*^J£hwrjrrsrrtsisf.lledwrlhn.lJutylmelhlyacrylateoD^
2) The viable to infrared transmfflance is exceOert*««*"
aWanceangle rs 15' (F/38) You canuse these polanzers
with our morxxhromators without beam«*w^'_^, <te.

The Glan-Taylor Polanzers usean optimized Foucatt de
stgn with an air space between the calcile pnsms. Using an
a^Se extends the transmittance into -»«--W""«"J
allows transmission olhigher power beams. The acceptance
angle and visible to near infrared transmitlance are lower than
those ol the Glan-Thompson polanzer.

Low Loss Prism Polarizers
Like our other crystal polarizers, these split an unpolarized

beam into two widely separated polanzed <-*^™*;L°?0
cause otthe Brewster's angle input and output, and closeto
Brewster's angle internal laces, the e-ray has atransmittance

°f ®8ho^ SanS are usable with visible collimated beams
up to 15 mm in diameter. The output beam ts displaced from
the mput by 6 mm.

Wollaston Polarizers
Our Wollaston Polarizers split an ^^'a^..^8"^"™

two orthogonally polanzed componfnts whichi exit hepotar-
£e, wrthhigh angular separation (- 20^1 633 nrrO T* two
orthogonally polanzed rays travel co-knearty with <different
S ind.ces through the lirsl pnsm. At me -"'e«1acelhe
cryslal onenlation swrlches. so the o-ray beam is refracted
away from the normal and the e-ray is relracted towards the
normal. Therays are lurther separated onexiting Ihe poanzer.
The output rays are almost symmetncal about the input direc
tion.

POLARIZING BEAM SPLITTING CUBES
• Excellent extinction ratio
• Hightransmittance

When Hght stnkes an angled interlace between two dielec
tric meda the relleclance depends on the polarization state
ot the hght. We describe this on page 3-3. These polanzers
exploit this effect with thin film coatings designed for high
reflectance lor one polarization and high transmittance lor the

"^hetwamtransmitted tttrourjh ourr^^
cubes isalmost pure ppolanzed (with respecl to hecube
reflecting lace) The extinction ratio ot 10'is unmatched**

boarnis rrwstry s polarized. The cubes are usually designedtorasperfcwaveler^m.iJulsciJhistKatedcOTtt^des^nlias
atlowedus to oiler broadband models with excellent transmu
ted beam extinction. |_-U—,

Polarizing beam sputters oiler the convenience oforthog
onal beam sphtlmg. They are available in aperturesi up to i
toch. have limited acceplance ang:»s (typcalty atew degrees)
and (he power handling capability islimited byIhe construc
tion.

RETARDERS:TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Retarders change thestate of polarization. They resolve
an incident beam of light into two orthogonally polanzed
components and retard the phase olone component relative
to the other. The emergent beam usually has a different
polarization stateIrom Iheincident beam.

Themost common typeofretarder isaslice ofbrrafrmgent
material inwhich iheo-ray and e-ray travel atdifferent veloc
ities Two rays which start inphase getout ofphase with each
other. Forlightol wavelength Xthe phase difference. 0.isgiven
by:

± 2 n d (n. - n.)
(1)

and the path difference by:

kX =±d(n.-no) (2)

Where*
d = Thickness ot the plate
n. = Retractive index for Ihe extraordinary ray
n„ = Refractive index lor theordinary ray

k allows ustoexpress thepath difference interms ol X.the
wavelength.

When k =m/4where m isanyoddinteger, thepath ditlar-
enceis effectively a quarter wave, so the plate is called a
quarter wave plate. When the path difference isahalf wave,
the retarderis called a hallwave plate.

Fig. 1shows the operation olahalt wave plateonalinearly
polarized beam. The £ vector olIhe input beam isate lothe
optic axis. The inpul beam is effectively resolved into two
otbogonally polarized component beams (page 3-28). one
with the E vector parallel and the other with the E vector
perpendicular lo the opticaxis.

OUTPUT
POLAROATION

Ftg.1 1«jt*llonotpote»1iattont^aMaWWevaRalan]ef.

The retarder delays oneoithese beams with respect tothe
other. After passing through theretarder. the phase ot one
vector a>mponent isdelayed byn(160 >with respect tothe
other: a path drtterence olone halt wavelength The sum ol
thetwo emergent beams isabeam with linear polarization but
rotated by 20 from theorigwial input beam.

Theaction ol thishalf waveplate is torotate theEvector
otthe light through 2xe.twice the angle between the Evector
ol the incidentbeam, and the oplicaxis.



GLAN-TAYLOR POLARIZERS

• Highpower handling capacity
• Transmittance from 400 to 2500 nm

These high extinction polarizers aro specilrcally designed
lor usewith high power lasers They areextensively usedlor
pulseextraction andfeedback elimination BecauseIheyuse
anangao rather than ootical cement. Ihey also have advan
tages over Glan-Thompson or Wollaston polarizers lor any
ultraviolet applications

Two types are available:
• Standardmodols(without exitwindow). Thistypois

intended lo remove unwanted polarization Irom a
substantially polarized beam.

• Withexit window The reiected beam exits the
polarizer, so this type should beusedinpulse
exlraction oranyapplication where thereis signilicant
reactedpower They canalsobe usedlor beam
combination

POLARIZER DESIGN
Our Glan-Taylor polarizers aremade from grade "A- natural

calcile (CaCOj) The material iscarelully selected, optically
ormnled and thencleavedto size Thetwocateitepnsms are
mechanically coupled at the hypotenuse The hypotenuse
laces arealigned parallel andsepamied by anangap The air
gap issosmall that beam displacement isnegligible

Theentrance and exittaces are normal lo the mechanical
axis. The hypolonuse laces arenear the Brewster angle so
Iheroisminimal relleclion loss lorIhetransmitted component.
Theentranceand exillaces ol Iheprismcan be anli relleclion
coated loincrease thetransmrttance Seepages106 to 107
lor coatings The polarizers come mounted mablack anodized
aluminum housing

Fig.1 OrielGlan-Taylor Polarizer withexitwindow.

STANDARD MODELS
The rejected beam isabsorbed at Ihe lace of Ihe crystal

Thislimits Iheapplication ol these modelsto cases where the
reiected component has low averageor peakpower

MODELS WITHEXITWINDOWS
The rellecled beam escapes through two polished side

windows and outthrough one ol Ihetwoholesin Ihe mount
See Fig 1.Having two escape windows allows Ihe polarizer
lo be used with highpower cw or pulsedlasers travelimq in
either direction through the polarizer. This is important in
intra cavity gam switching applications Besureto terminate
the .elected beam salnly iiit isnot to beused. Our 14041 Beam
Slop is a convenient beam terminator

10O0 1500 JOOO ZSOO

WAVELENOTH (nm)

Fig. 2 Tran*mltt*nca (k.) ofOriel Standard Glan-Taylor
Polarlrars lor polarized light.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimension lolerance . 0 mm: • 0 25 mm

Material Select grade calcile (CaCOi)
Wavelength range 400 2500 nm

e ray transmittance >88%

Extinction ratio* < 10*
Field angle @>63? 8 nm 8 10 14radl

Beam deviation 3 (0 9mrad)

Wavelronl distortion rj» 632 8 nm « 1'B ).

Surface quality 10-5

Maximum transmitted power"

Siandard models lOWcm-CW

20MWcm- in 10 ns pulses

Models wilh e»il windows 100 W/cm? CW
200 MW'cm' in 10 ns pulses

Face coating None laces may be AR coated
to increase transmission

Seepaqes lOfiio 10 7
lor coanngs

* The extinction ratio Is somewhat dependent on beam
colllmalion. The stated specification Is for an input bean
collimated lo at least one halt of the acceptance angle.

•• For lasers wllh wavelengths above 450 nm. Damage
thresholds drop with wavelength.

MOUNTING

Fig. 3 You can mount any 1.0 Inch Glen-Taylor
Polarizer In the 25010 Rotator using the 25001 or
25002 Adapter.

See pages 3-35 to 3-36 for manual rotators and Volume I
lor a lull listing ol manual and motorized rotators

Anypolarizerina 1 0 inch (25 4 mm)O.D mount fitsinour
new 25020 Mini Rotator You can mount polanzers with 1.
1 25. or 1 5 inch (25 4,31.8. oi 38 1 mm) O D mounts inlo the
25010 or other 2 inch Rotator using adapters These adapters
have a 2 inch (50 8 mm) O.D

25201 Glan-Taylor Polarizer In 15020 MiniRotator i
14041 Beam Stop.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Clear Mount Mount
Aperture Length O.D. Model Price

(mm) (mm) In. (mm) No. ($)

Standard Models (without exit window)

7 26 10 (25 41 25201 S 529.00
10 29 10 (25 4) 25202 $ 639.00
12 31 10 (25 4) 25203 S 917 00
15 34 1251318) 25204 J 1335 00
20 43 15 (38 1) 25205 $1850.00

Models With Exit Window

10 29 10 (25 4) 25601 $ 746.00
12 31 10 (25 4) 25602 S 825.00
15 34 125(318) 25603 $1730.00
20 43 1.5 (38 1) 25614 $2128.00

14041 Beam Slop $74.00
25001* Adapter to mount 1 0 mch OD $ 33.00

Standard Model Polarizers in

2 0 inch Rotator

25002" Adapter lo mount 1 0 inch OD $ 52.00
Polarizers with Exit Window in

2 0 inch Rotator

25003 Adapter lo mount 1 25 inch OD $ 52.00
Polarizers in 2 0 inch Rotator

25007 Adapter to mount 1 5 mch OO $58.00
Polarizers in 2 0 inch Rotator

The 25001 hold* any polarizer with a 1" OOmount Ifyou
have a polarlrar with a *ld* ••II window tha 25001 allows
you to use the tide exit beam.
U*eIhe 25002 IIyourpolarirerha* a »ldaaxilwindowand
you want to terminate tha aid* exit beam.



MIRRORS: TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Every surface reflects light The rellected light is both
diffuse andregular(orspecular)andsometimes comesboth
fromthe surface and tho bulk material. (Fig. 1) Regular and
specular rolloct.on are defined as "relleclion in accordance
wilh thelaws olgeometrical oplics. without diffusion". (Fig. 2).
The reflectance ol any surface is the ratio of the reflected
radiant flux to Ihe inodent llux

Reflectivity isIherelleclance ofa layer ofmaterial ofsuch
a Ihicknessthat there is nochange inrelleclancewithincrease
in thickness

Fig. 1 OMuae *nd*peculer reflectivity. Only «p*cular
reflections will be Important lor any surface
which Is smooth (on Ihe sc»le ol a traction ot a
wavelength).

Fig.2 With specularreflection, tha angleot the
reflected component I*equal to the angle of the
Incident beam with respect to the normal.

mVT£-J*-NC.TH(i*TO

Fig
3 Typical near normal reflectance ot our metal ratlactor coaling*. Tt»y ar* da.crlbad on page* 10-8 to 10-9.

BARE SUBSTRATES
The reflectivity olany uncoaled surlaco depends on
• Therelraclive index ol the material which vanes with

the wavelengthof the incident light
• The angle ol incidence
• Thepolarization stateolIheincident light
• The smoothness or polish of the surface

For transmissive optics, the single surface reliectances
range trom 3% lor calcium lluonde to 17% for zmc selenide. a
high indexmatenal

SUBSTRATES WITH DIELECTRIC COATINGS
The relleclance ola surface with a d.elecUic coaling de

pends on the optical properties ol both the substrate and Ihe
coaling Coalings can be designed lor very high relleclance
or aspartial reflectors The usetui wavelenglh range ol any
dielectric rclledor is limited (Seepage 105.)

METALLIC REFLECTORS
Hiqhly polished metal surfaces are good broadband spec

ular reflectors. The best metallic relleclors are made by vac
uum depositing a Ihm coating ol the metal on a polished
substrate Aluminum adheres directly loglass but a chrome
intermediary layer must beused lor gold. Atypical coating .s
less than 100 nm thick: thicket coatings have higher scatter
from surface roughness AIreshly deposited aluminum coat
ing has arelleclance ol more than 08Irom 200 nm to beyond
40.000 nm Fig 4shows the reflectance ol Ireshly deposited
metallic telloclor coatings.

Unfortunately Ihe Ireshly deposited metals tarnish very
quickly with Ihe Icrmatton ot oxides or other compounds The
reflectance drops dramatically To prevent significant loss ol
relleclance we overcoal tho metal dims with thm d.eiecmc
films. See the following page.

«r-f-
ALUM-re-LIM
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WAv*ELEr*GTH (rm)

Fig. 4 Reflectance olIreshly deposited metallic
coalings.

METALLIC OR DIELECTRIC REFLECTOR FOR
HIGH REFLECTANCE*'

Dielectric coalings aremore durable, andcanbedesigned
lor a desired relleclance. including reliectances higher than
available Irom ametal coating Any high relleclance dielectric
coalmq however, is effective onlv over a narrow range ol
wavelengths Most dielectric coatings are more sensitive to
anqle ol incidence and polarization than metallic coatings
(Our maximum reflection mirrors on page 58 are exception,
ally broadband and insensilive to polarization or angle ot
incidence lo 45 )

CALCULATING REFLECTANCE
Bare Substrate

It hght hits a nominally transparent substrate surface the
Fresnel reflectance Irom a single surface, lo- normal inc.
dence. p. is given by:

n, - no

ni * rv

as ni > n0

Where
n0 = Refractive indexol air(10)
n, = Retractive indexol the substrate

For an air (rv,. 10) glass
(n, - 1.51 system, p - 4%persurface

(The spectral Fresnel reflectance pft) includes the wave
length dependence ol pasthe retractive indices va.yw.1h \ I

We listsome bare substrates as "Beamsplitters onpages
76 to7 8 On page 12-2 wo describe Ihe dependence olthe
reflectanceon angle ol incidenceand polarization

METALLIC COATINGS
Metals are conductive andsince optical radiation iselec

tromagnetic mnature the conductivity leads to loss ol energy
through Joule healing Metals are highly absorbing lo- EM
radiation which "enters themetal" but this absorption ,s ac
companied by high relleclance. Conductivity and MM
absorbance andreflectance, arewavelength dependent Ihe
reflectivity Irom a metal surface >s gwen by

mi + iki-i
p " ni1 » i »>•) + 1

n?(1 *V.-e 1 - 2"
= it'll tK*H 1 • 2"

Where
ni 1 • i wi - Complex relraclive index
v r Extinction coellicienl

The complex retractive -ndex includes the conductivity ol
the metal The energy no. rellected ,sabsorbed aMMH

For aluminum a.594 nm. n - 144 and n* 523 From
those values r.-0.83 Strong -ibso-bance (h.gh ixAhMM
,saccompanied by high reflectance The stow var.at.on, IIhe
complex relraclive index with wavelength leads to excellent
broadband relleclance

5-3



MIRRORS: TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Angle of Incidence Effects
Unlike dielectric reflectors, metal reflectors are effective

over a wide rangeof angles ol incidence. There is a phase
changeon reflection and this differs lor s and p polanzed
radiation (Fig. 5).Alinearly polarized rayincident alhighangle
willbe rellectedpartially eltiptically polanzed.

aao eso

WAVELENOTH (nm)

Fig.5 Baflectanea tora aridp polarizedBghtltKldar-1
at 45 on a freshly rJepoalledahrmmum surface.
An unpolsrlzed beam Incident at 45 will reflect
a* an atHpHcally polarized beam dus to the
phaaechange and reflectance dHletance*lor
tha a and p component*.

Overcoating Metal Reflectors
Aluminum orsilverquickly tarnish andthereflectivity drops.

We overcoat our metal reflectors with silicon monoxide or
magnesium fluoride for protection Fig. 3 onpage 5-2shows
the relleclanceol At(MgF7) and AI(SO)

MgF, isbetter intheultraviolet butismore delicate lhan the
SiO coating.

Anysuchcoaling muslbe a hall wavethick orIhereflec
tance willbe reduced. This is feasible forultraviolet or visible
wavelengths, bul not for Ihe infrared as the layerstresses
increase with Ihickness. The halt wave coaling keeps Ihe
reflectance dose to that ot the bare melal over a spectral range
ol several hundred nm. We can also enhance Ihe reflectance
over a narrower spectral range by applying a multilayer
dielectric coating.

We listour metal and overcoated metal coatings on pages
10-8 to 10-9.

DIELECTRIC COATINGS ON TRANSPARENT
SUBSTRATES

Dielectric coatings can be optimized lor a single wave
length or a narrow (typically 250 nm) spectral range. The
stmplest coating is a singlethinlayer coaling (page10-8). To
increase the rellectance from that ol the bare substrate the
relraclive index of the coatingmusl be higherthan that of Ihe
substrate.

The reflectance of a mirrorwith a single layer high index
coating is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Tree reflacUm^ fromanuncoatodBK7
substrate and tha same substrate coated with a
1(4wave (at 550 nm) dielectric layer ol refractive
Index 2.32.
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Fig.7 Typical tnuffl-tayerdtatectrlc reflective coating
dealgnad lor maximum reflectance at normal
Incidence and at 030 nm.

Multi-layer Dielectrics
Fig. 6 showed the reflectance with a single 1/4 wave

dielectric layeron a transparent surface.I) additional layersof
alternating high(2.2)and tow(1.35) indexol refraction dielec
trics which are 1/4 wave thick at Xo are deposited on this
nominally transparent substrate, thereflectrvity increases sub
stantially. A13layer coating olthistypehasa reflectance ot>
99.5%at At> Usually suchcoatingshavehighreflectance only
overa very narrow wavelength rangeandthe reflectance is
van/dependenton anglerjt incidence (Fig. 7).There areways
to improve things.The coatingon our Maximum Reflection
Mirrors (>0.99) uses slightcontioiled departures from 1/4
wave thicknesses tor maximum bandwidth (several 100 nm)
and insensitivtly to angle ol incidence.

Multi-layer dielectric coatings can be designed for nar
rowband reflectorswith very high reflectances (>0.995). very
broadband reflectors (our Maximum Reflection Mirrors on
page5-8)orpartial reflectors. Mufti -layer dielectric techniques
are also used to produce polarizers(page 3-12). interference
fillers (page 2-34). and cold mirrors (page 2-46)

Fora detailed Batingo»our standard reflector coating* eaa
paga* 10-S to 10-9.

refracton
1/4 WAVE —
LAYERS
n,cl.3S

HUH INDEX OF
REFRACTION

1/4 WAVE
LAYERS
n, <x2.2

NOMNALLY TRANSPARENT
SUBSTRATE n,n 1.8

Fig. 8 13 layer Dtelectilc reflaclhra coaling.

Angle of Incidence and Polarization
The rellectance curve of dielectric reflectors shifts slightly

lo shorter wavelengths as the angle ol incidence increases
(torn 0* (normal incidence). Additionally, the reflectance for s
polarizedlightbecomes differentto that ol p polarized (as for
an uncoated substrate) (Fig. 7). For incidence above several
degrees, the effective bandwidthfors polanzedlightis notice
ablygreater thanthatof p polarized. We exploitthisdifference
lo make our dielectric polarizers, but for reflectors il can be
restrictive.



FIBER OPTICS TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Alt optical fibers operate bytotal Internal reflection-. «a
ray ol light in a medium ofrefractive index n. stokes the
intedace with another medium olretractive index n, (n,<n.].
atan angle B. andeisgreater than flfc. the ray istotally reflected
back tnlo thefirst medium.«,- sin (nyn,) and iscalled Ihe
enticalangle. See Fig. 1

Fta.1 Ray1lelr>ti6»i»lelenaexgla>n,t«1J lorgtee*)
^ I^lalutanyi»r1axe*dBay2.'rete»1»retatan

angle <"e•»parttoety retracted Into Ihe otaaa and
partial reflected.

An optical fiber experts Mat r-itemat reflection byl-*vtng
anmner region otlow retractive .ndexandaetoddlngofl-agher
Index lighiisconfitwdbyrerjeatedrela-tf^
ottransparent matenat such asglass orfused sheacanprpe
trMjpedfcghtover long distances w<h very low loss.

Figs. 2and 3show the wmplesl type otliber, a<**"***
core ottrttmparonl material with anouter layer ollower index
material. (The same etiect can be obtained bytra*ngthe
index from high mthecenter lotower vafaes attheper-pnery t

Light entering the fiber withm the acceptanca cone «
tetany rellected atthecore ctaddtng interface.

n,a.»aom

withinthaaccauuncacone.Ortel Em** Buttles
erecontprtsad ol alargenunxber of ttbata.eecn
witha core andmm outerlayarot ctaddtng.

CORE a,

Flo.3 lr»el^erx>*rtnglhetl
attaptaina cone N K*ae> reflet a. thocore
cladding tntarfaca.

Tt»eax«»-pt»nceeWq*e.a.depenfeontliere
ces of the core and cladding.

8ina =̂ Vn,'- n»?
tej

Note that theacceptance coneangts Is2a. and n. Is
usually-1. "

Ffcer Inpul endoutput behavior is usually described in
termsol iwmenca) aperture (IMA) II no- 1:

NA«Sena=Vn,,-n,'

"Thisrelates to F/t through

1 1
F/». 2 Sin a 2NA

fTni»ts«uii>?ttiei»wrta>n«Bt/12tans) Vro use stoat-aye
because athajh values ota.sinaisrnore appreeiiale. Al low
values ofa s«ia atana • a). lfc,—

NAst^F/isewOn*jiF*e»«tatiuWrf •-**••
cases arange ofNAs are available lor malenalcomba^«nB
such asgtass-tflass where the tnd-ces are determirted bythe
particular glass used.)

TaMe1 NAaand F/fa forOrW Fbun

ConeAngla

Core ClexMIng HA W 2ad*g(rad)

SAea Hiasac 027 19 31 (0 SSI

S*ca 022 23 2510 441

LKjuxd Piasmc 0 47 1 1 5610961

Glass Glass 056 09 681121



FIBER OPTICS: TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Because ol the small cross section required for flexibility.
typically much less than a millimeter, single fibers are not
efficienl in collection of energy Irom larger incoherent (non
laser) sources Fibers packed in a bundle provide both the
llexibility and large aperture We supply bundles lor illumina
tion or energy transfer only In these. Ihe individual libers are
haphazardly localed in the input and output ol Ihe bundle.

Fig. 4 AltOriel Fiber Oplic Bundle* are «oe energy
traniler. Any correlation ot the po*lllon ol an
Individual fiber In Ihe output lace lo It* poalllon
In the Input tac* I* an unintended reiult of Ihe
comb technique ol preparing Ihe bundle*.

WHAT'S IN A FIBER BUNDLE?
Our slandard Fused Silica Bundles are made ol fibers with

relatively largo(to25011m) cores OurGlass and HighGrade
Fused Silica Bundles use smaller (- 100 um) libers A thin
(9 pm)cladding confinesthetight Thebundle mayhave 50to
500libersdependingon typeand diameter.Thelibers are held
in a llexiWe stainless steel protective sheath. The libers at
each end ol the bundles are bonded in a stainless steel leirule.
The ends are cut and polished flush with the lerrule

The input apertures ol our bundles are 0.063 inch (1 6 mm)
or 0 125 inch (3 2 mm) in diameter The entire aperture does
not collect light since the libor bundle is made up ol small
cylindrical liberspacked logether The ratiool uselul area lo
the lull aperture area is called the packing Iracllon. We
maximize this in our bundles

TBANSMITTANCE

The transmitlance ol a single fiber, fiber bundle or liquid
lightguide varies with test conditions A ray which passes
down Ihe axis travels a much shorter distance than a ray which
enters al the limilmgacceptance angle The relleclance al Ihe
core-cladding interface is close to. but nol exactly 1. A ray
which enlers at a high angle can have many thousands ol
reflections in going through a liber and so experience more
loss lhan an axial ray or one with lew relleclions When a liber
is bent sharply, light teaks oul and the transmittance drops

We show transmittance data lor practical conditions ol a
largolaunchconelora speciliedlengthol liberwhichisloosely
coiled. The transmittanco is derived by ratioing the radiation
through the liber bundle lo that through an aperture ol Ihe
same size. This eliminates any loss Irom overfilling a liber
bundle. The data includes packing loss.

Light is rellected Irom the input and output laces, and
absorbed or scattered as it passes through the liber. The
absorption and scattering losses depend on Ihe wavelength
ol Ihe radiation.

Transmitlance decreases with lenglh. For light ol one
wavelength, the transmittance - length relationship lor con
slant operating conditions is approximately:

T = Pd -RiJeH'"

Where:
P = Packing fraction
R • Reflection loss
0 = Absorption coellicient
L = Lenglhol tho average lightpath throughIhe fiber.

R is typically 0 04 lorOrielFibers P vanes Irom0 8 to 0 92
lor liber bundles and is I lor single fibers and liquid light
guides

GIbss and Fused Silica Bundles
Wo offer Glass Bundles and two grades ot Fused Silica

bundles Tho economical Glass Bundles Iransmit visible light
andnearmlrared radiation (seeFig 5) They havea very large
acceptance anqle (68"). and aretherelore excellent lor illumi
nation ollarge areas orcapture olradiation emitted Irom large
sources.

OurStandardGradeFusedSilica Bundles use silica libers
with polymer cladding They have excellent transmittance
trom theUV to 1200 nmandIrom 1500 - 1900 nm. Our High
Grade Fused Silica Bundles use smaller silica libers wilh a
doped silica cladding. These havebetter overall transmittance
and signilicanlly better low UV trar.smittance lhan the Stan
dard Grade Fig 6 shows the transmitlance lorIhestandard
grade. Wo list both grades on page 8-12

TRANSMrTTANCE AT THISWAVELENOTH
ONLY DECREASES BY~ 20%

AS FIBER LENGTH MCBEASES BY S

THANS»*TTANCE AT THIS
WAVELENGTH DTCnEASES

BY 6 AS FBlll LEMOTH
NCnEASES BY 5

WAVELENOTH (im)

Fig. S How much theIran»mll1ance decreaae* a*the
liberbundle lenglhI*Incieased depend* on the
w»velength. Thesecurve*are lor glass liber
bundles.

eo-

OZ 0* 06 OS ,0
WAVELENGTH(urn)

Fig. 6 Tran.mlttance otSlandard Grade Fused Silica
Bundles.

Single Fibers
We carry two types ol single fibers mcore sizes Irom

200nm to 1 mm. Both have a single cylindrical core with a
cladding and protective|acket

All our single libers aremuHtmode. asthe smallest core size
is200 |im Single mode fibers with cores olabout 5to 10 |im
are used lor long haul communication
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Fig. 7 Tran.mlnance ofOriel UV-VIS and VIS-NIR
Single Fiber*

Liquid LightGuides
OurLiquid Lighl Guides consist ota clear, nontoxic anaer

ob* liquid ma flexible lube with polished silica windows on
each end They areavailable in 3and5mm diameters, and
have high transmittance Irom 270 to 750 nm (Fig 8) They
havenopacking traction lossanda large acceptance angio
which makes them the most efficient type ol large aperture
llexible light guide inthe270-400nmrange
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Fig. 8 Tran.mln*nce ofOriel Liquid Light Guide*.



FIBER OPTICS:TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

CHOOSING THE FIBER OPTIC
The importantconsiderations tncfude:
• Spectral dislhbution ofthelight tobetransmitted
• Sizeotthesource andangular distnbuiion ol source

radiation: sizeandacceptance angle oloutpul target
• Cost

Spectral Considerations
SeeIhe Iransmntance curves on(he previous page lor Ihe

transmitlance ol Ihe various fiber types. The curves have ex
tended Hat potions and sloping portions asshown mF-g. 5

Thetransmittance ofhght wrlh awavelength which lieson
theDal portion oltherjive will decrease gradually as theliber
lenglh tsincreased. The transmitlance lor light onihesloping
pontons ol Ihecurve will decrease rapidly with fiber length

Throughput/Collection Considerations
A largeNA and bundle diameterare best forcollectionot

radiation from large sources Collection from a large area
source vanes as the square of the NAand the square of the
diameter. If Ihe light Irom thebundle isfor illumination ota large
target, oris lobe measuredusingan Integrating Sphere, then
Ihelarger Ihebundleandthe higher the NAthe better.

For a small intense source and a small target with a
restricted acceptance angle at the output ol the liber, tt may
be important toconserve *bnghtness". When using a laser
(effectivefy a point source) orother small source, youmight do
better with a low NA and small diameter liber system.

Cost and Availability
We provideboth standardand custom fiberbundles and

liquid light guides. Slandard products are mosl economical,
followed by longer guideswithslandard apertures.

Fused silica fiber bundles costmore than glass bundles.
Our higher grade silica bundles usehigh performance silica-
sftca libers.Because ol the smalldiameterol these fibers,a
highgradebundle requires manymorefibers thana standard
grade bundle.The increased performance is oflen worth the
higher cost.

The liquid light guideshavebest transmrttance Irom 300to
700nm.soyou should consider theseifthewavelengths you
work with are m (his range. Liquid light guides are more
expensivethanglass orstandardgradefusedsilicabundles,
bulsignificantly lessexpensive lhan higher grade fused silica
bundles.

Hyou needavery long length ol fiber, then consider using
oneormore single fibers. You canselect thelenglh of single
fiber youneed.TheVIS-NIR fiber is moreeconomical thanIhe
UV-VIS fiber, andhas excellenlbansmission in Ihe visible

NA AND WAVELENGTH

Tho index of refraction ol fused silica varies rapidly with
wavelength inthe UV. Therefore Iheacceptance andoutput
coneschange with wavelength Fig 9 shows thesignificance
olthis tor our standard grade fiber bundles. The higher grade
silicabundles do nol show (hts effect. The 254 and 546 nm
scans arealmost identical for Ihe higher gradebundles.
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Fig. 9 Normalliad linear scansaero** Iheoutpul
cones fromthe 77961 24inch(610 mm)long,
standard grade fused silica fiber bundle lor two
Inpulwavelength* <2$« and S46nm). The input
condition*were identical:aUghtly asymmetrical
from a concave mirror at F/3.

EMERGENT CONE
Thelight conepattern which emergesfrom the fiber will be

determined bytheinpul iBummation. the fiber properties, and
the lay of the fiber bundle.

For longlibers.Ihefiber propertiesdominate,whilefor short
libers (< 1-2m) (he launch (or input) conditions dominate.
Fig. 11 showsthe outputsfor various inputconditions lorthe
77578. 36mch (914 mm) long. 3 mm diameter high grade
fused sHica bundle.The same broadband source was used
Thebundle wasloosely coiled and turned through 90 .

Ourglass and slandardgrade(used silica bundles show
similar effects. Theoutput from ourliquid light guidesisa little
less sensitive to inputconditions,bul more sensitive lo bend
ing ol the guide.

POSITION (•

Fig. 10 Linear scan across the outputpatternfromtha
"-7578 Fiber Bundle lor dlHerentInput
condition*. The curve* have boon rtorn-aHtad lor
clarity. The F/1.0cone corresponds to |u*l
overruling tha fiber acceptance angle. For a
short fiberbundle. Ihe lowertha Inputangle, the
imaller tha divergence of tha outpul cone.

LASER TO FIBER COUPLING

We offer UV to NIR single fibers lor use with lasers. With
such small fiber core diameters, coupling becomes an impor
tant consideration. We oiler liber couplers on page 8-25.

COUPLING LASER BEAMS INTO FIBERS

Numerical Aperture and Spot Size
The numerical aperture ol a fiber is a measure of the

acceptance angle. For acceptance by the liber, light musl
strike the liber al an angle smaller than a . where a is given
by:

n, sin a = in,7 - nj*V

Where:
n„ - Index of refraction of the incident medium
n, = Index ol retraction of the fiber core
n, - Index of refraction of the liber daddmg.

,o- •>,

r*/ie\>ti*,otl*n*
Sell •NAotFtjar

0.» Iron Laser Beam Dta-

F„- tout Lena Fecal LengOi
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S ahoUrJ be aboul 0 75 D,
8*i e, must be I*** rhan Ski a
a lor moat Ox*t FeJer* •
11.5' (MA • 033)
8- 1Z7XF./D.(forO**»*e>n
Later 0*am)

S * FM• Beam Deeerosnce (lo*
irxaltjtiod* Deaav

Fig. 1 General rule* tor coupling laaar beams Into liber

The incident medium is usually air tor which n, is 1.
Often the angle is nol calculated but Ihe NA for Ihe beam

matched to that ot the fiber.

The numerical aperture (NA) ol Ihe liber is defined as
sin a. It is just bke the NA lor a microscope objective, and
related to the tamiltarF/# lor a lens through:

F/ff = V}» sin a

There are two simple conditions tor efficientcoupling:

* The beam NA should be lower lhan that ot Ihe liber
so that all the beam can enter Ihe fiber. See Fig i

* The focused beam at the liber lace musl be smaller
than the liber core .

Practical Guidelines For Multlmode Fibers
AD the fibers we list on pages 8-18 to 8-19 are muflimode

fibers. Laser to fiber couplingcan be optimizedusing straight
forward geometrical optics

* The focused laser spot should be smaller lhan the
core, and the NA ol the focused beam less lhan that
ol Ihe liber

To calculate the spot size use:

For Gaussian beams:

S=1.27XF„/D..

For mullimode lasers:

S = F„H

Where:

t) - Fullangle beam divergence
F„ x- Focal length ol the lens used
D„= 1'e'diameterol theGaussian beam at the

focusing fens
A = Laser wavelength

Beam divergence and 0. can be changed with one ol the
Beam Expanders listed on pages 1-61 lo 1-63.

* A smaller spot eases alignment tolerances, but
increases Ihe power density on the vulnerable fiber
lace. We recommend a spot size ol 0 75 times ihe
core dameler for high power operaito-r For Gaussian
beams the spot size (He7) shouldbe loss than 0 65
times the core diameter.

* Use as small an NA lor the laser beam as possible to
minimize bending losses. Smce Ihe spot size and Ihe
NA ol the beam are linked, il is often possible to trade
these parameters lo optimize the launch conditions.
The NA lor the beam is given by:

NA=i-ft(D./F.)

When 0.. is increased (ora lens ol shorter local length is
chosen) to make the spot size smaller, the NA (beam angle)
goes up.



LASER TO FIBER COUPLING

Fig.2 Acce-pUneeconaangleotanbar.

Ourmultimodefibers have NAs ol about0.22. The accep
tance angle is 12.5 .The acceplance cone angle is2S

• The laser beam should be centered in the lens. Spot
size andlaunch angleschangeitthe laseris oil
center.

• Donut orring pattern outputsusually indicate oll-axrs
launch.A sharpreductionin the size of the outpul
beam when the liberpositronis adjusted usually
indicates coned fiber positioning

• Ourmicroscope objectivesproducevery smallspots
trom low power beams. Forhigh power beams use
the piano convexlenses listedon pdge1-18. The
curved side should lace (he incoming laser beam.

Example

Select a lens lo couple the 792622.0 mW HeNeto
a 50 urn core liber with 0.2? NA

The beam diameter is about 0.7 mm al Ihe laser
output.

Since S=1.27 XF«/0*.

S= 1.27x0.633
0.7

i1.15F„

Where:
S is in um and F,, is in mm.

For a spot size(1/e*) oflessman065x50• 32.5pm.
thetens local length must belesslhan 28mm. The 13570
Microscope Objective hasalocal length ol25.5 mm. and
is well corrected so the spot size wit! be dose to that
calculated. ThebeamNAwiththislenswill be about0.006.
which is much less than the 0.22 of the Ifcer.

Example

Couple a 100W inultimode cwND:YAG into a77571
Fiber. The beam diameter lor Ihe laser is 6 mm and
beam divergence is 11mrad.

The fiber, hsledon page8-18hasa 400pmcoreand
NAol 0.22. S =F„8. II8 is in mrad.F«in mm. then S
will be m um.

Thespotsizeis 11 x F„ microns. Our 25mmlocal
length lens (41220) gives a 275 pmspot sizebutIhe
beam NAis then0.12.whichmatcheswellwithIhe fiber
NA of 0.22.

Single Mode Fibers
The numberof modes whicha fiber can guidedropsas the

libercore diameter or NA is reduced At smallenough values
ol either, onfy one liber modeexists. Theliber is thencalled
single modeormonomode. Most single mode libers havecore
diameters ol 4 • 8 pm and NAs ol about 0.2.

Optimizing Ihe coupling ola laser into a monomode liber
requiresmode matchingtheory. Thelocused laser spot should
matchthe fiber mode diameter. This is inthe rangeol 1 -1 5
timesIhe fiber corediameter. Theconverging beam mustalso
be within theacceptance angle determined bythe fiber NA.

RBER OPTICS AND CONVEIMTIONAL LIGHT SOURCES

The key togetting the maximum tight through a fiber oplic
is lo use a bright (highradiance) source ol appropriate size,
and optimize the source lo libercoupling. Lamp bnghlness is
sometimes described by color temperature. Our short arc
lampshave colortemperaturesol morethan5000Kwhileour
tungsten halogen lampshavecolor temperatures as high as
3400K.OurVolumeII catalogcomprehensivelydescribesthe
widest range ol laboratory light sources available ft also
discusses source to fiber coupling and has specific perfor
mance data. Herewe give some generalguidance.

1. Short arc lamps provide Ihe maximum ultraviolet and
visible light torfiber opticirradiation Ourxenonarclamps
have intenseoutpul from250 nm lobeyond 1000nm Our
mercury arclamps have more UVoutpuland strongline
outputs al 550 and 580 nm. See Ihe spedra and source
sizes in Volume II.

t— FOR FILTERS.
REAR ^ BEAM SPLITTERS.

REFLECTOR ETC

Ftg.1 Costing ttiellgM fromeaource end
re-tocusing Iton Ihe fiber.The ratecuaadcone
should have an F/t equal lo or greater than the
fiberacceptance cone. Tha retacuted Imageot
the source Is magnifiedby tha ratiool the local
length*of tha focusing lens to tha condenser
Ian*. A typicalefficientayttem fora fused silica
fiber collects at F/1 and focuses al F/2.

2. Use the dimensionsotthe fibertoseled Ihesize otthebght
source, arcor filament. Re-imagmgoplks willmagnifyIhe
source by -1 torglass bundles and -2 lor lused sihca
bundles. These numbers are based on collecting light al
F/1and relocusing al Ihe fiberF'f.

Using a larger size source eases alignment, butproduces
a lot ol unwanted power which may have to be removed
A 50-100 watt arc lamp wiH give as much power througha
single liber ola600pmcoreas a kWarclamp sincethese
lampshavesimilar brightness.The idealsourcehas a very
bright arcaboutthe size ol Iheliber or fiber bundle.

Nonimagingoptics,such as those inour PholoMax"". the
reflectorswhicharean integralpartol Ihetungstenhalogen
lamps on page 48 ol Volume II.or Ihe contcoidalreflectors
described on page 5-10 ol this catalog are useful
particularly withfiber bundlesand Liquid Light Guides We
oiler an F/2 refledor for PholoMax"* lo match the
acceptance cone ol (used silica fibers With these
broadband refledors you do not need additional focusmg
optics, but you do need spectral littering to reduce the
power density on the fiber input.

F*? ELLIPSOIDAL
REFLECTOR

60138 ADAPTER

FISER OPTIC
BUNDLE

nCHROIC

REFLECTOR

n*nniiif}!'))'!!>nn)!: :>>>

Ftg.2 U*lr>glha*fncianlPhottjleUx~*ourt^wlthan
Frj ratvactor to locus tha output ot a ISO watt arc
lamp Into a fused silica fiber bundle. The
dichroic reflector remove* unwanted radiation,
reducing tha power load on the fiber Input.



LARGE CORE OPTICAL FIBERS for UV to NIR

• Transmit from 200 nm to 2 urn
• Core diameters Irom 200 lo 1000 |im
• Available with SMA connectors

• Flexible nylon jacket protects fiber
• Ideal for laser or small bright sources

Singlefibersare an economical and convenientmethod ol
Iranslerrinqenergy for long distance applications They can
be used lor remote sensing or processing with high power
lasers We provide optional SMAconnectors to simphly optical
coupiinq lo a sample, laser or detector

We otter two types ol liber UV-VIS and VIS NIR.

CONSTRUCTION
Oursinglefibersare availablewithcore diameters Irom200

to 1000 |im Theyconsist ol a liber core wilhcladding and a
nylon |acket lor protection They may be ordered with bare
ends or with SMA terminations

ADVANTAGES OVER FIBER BUNDLES
Single libershave several advantages over liber bundles

These include

• Lower transmission losses

• Higher damage threshold
• More economical in long lengths
• flpquiro much smaller apertures and conduits
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Fig. 1 Tr*n*mlttance ot Oriel UV-VIS and VIS-NIR
Single Fiber*.

LIGHT COLLECTION

You cannol use a single liber lor efficient capture and
transmission ol radiation Irom large sources The optical en-
tent ol Ihe fibers is too small Single libers have ma|or advan
tages forsmall sources including hightransmittanceover long
lengths,flexibility, compactnessand theyare economical You
can mechanically hold sovoral single libers together lor effi
cient capture of the outpul ol a large arc source This gives
you the advantages ol these libersand efficient light transfer.
Pages 8 9 to 8 10 discuss liberto laser coupling Page 8 25
describes our single fiber couplers

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Available core sizes range from 200 to 1000 iim (1 mm).

Transmittance for both liber types is shown in Fig. 1 The
numerical aperture is 0 22

UV-VIS FIBER
This liber has a high purityUVgrade silicacore and silica

glasscladding ft is usable Irom 300lo2000 nm(see Fig. 1 lor
transmitlance curve), and suitable lor high power laser beams
Thedamage threshold lora dean input surfaceis morethan 10
J cm' or 100 W cm * cw tor wavelengths above 360 nm

VIS-NIR FIBER

This fiber has a water tree silica core to reduce absorplion
in the IR. and. depending on the sire is clad with silica or
silicone (See Fig 1 lor transmittance curve ) This is an
economical alternative lo Ihe UV-VISFiber lor any application
where UV transmittance is not required

FIBER OUTPUT
For short straight lengths (< 1m) olliber, theoutput retains

many olIhe characteristics ol the beam launched into the liber
The spectral-spatial distribution may change duetothealien-
uation ol rays launched at an angle. These travel longer
distances in the liber.

For very long lengths olfiber, particularly where the fiber is
coiled or bent. Ihe output isdetermined by Ihe liber NA. The
launch conditions are -forgotten." Acentral cone, determined
by the fiber NA. may be surrounded by a lower intensity high
anqie output Fiber bend conditions also have an impact.
Fig. 2showsascan ol the output Irom the 77512 Fiber coupled
toa mercury arc lamp Fiber length was5 m.

Fig. 2 Linear aeon oloutput pattern, from.a wiled 5m
lenglh ot 77512 UV-VIS Fiber with 77572 SMA
connector*. The'arc ot a 100WHg lamp wa.
relm.ged onthefiber Input. (•) show* Ihe
pattern with the*rclocu»ed atthefiber Input;
(b) »how* thepattern w»h Ihe liber moved
0.5 mm from locu*.

BPf ',w.r

SMA termtn»ted jingle<*
liber with 5058 Holder tor Spectral Calibration Lamp*.
(See Volume II lor 6058.)

SPECIFICATIONS
Numerical Aperture

Relraclive Index ol Corp
Relraclive Index ot Cladding
Outer Jacket

022. f 0 02
1 452 al 850 nm
1 438 .11850 nm

Black Nylon

ORDERING INFORMATION
Fiber only, with

Minimum UV-VIS F
Bend

Radlu*

Maximum

Lenglh Model Prlce/Melar-

(mm) (m)
77530

200 77511 $ 4500

77512 S 9200

77513 | 155.00

250 20 77514 S 298 00

Cladding Jacket
Diameter Diameter

(|im) (|im) (mm)

200 250 1.0

500 13

600 750 1 7

800 1000 20

1000 1250 2.25

"niiTiarlnia" Price lorconnector. Terminating
VIS-NIR Fiber Flb<(r

Prtce'Metar- 2 SMA wilh2 SMA
(J) Connector* Connector*Model

No.

77515

77516

77517

77518

77519

5 1500

S 4500
S 9200

S 148.00

S 257.00

77570

77571

77572

77573

77574

1131.00

S 147 00
S 163 00

$173 00
J 189.00

See page 8-25 lor Fiber Holder*.



OPTICAL COATINGS: TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

OPTICAL COATING TECHNOLOGY
Optical coalings are used toalter the relleclance. transmit

tance. absorbance. or polanzation properties ofopticalcom
ponents. The optic being coated is usually called the^ sub
strate.Thecoating isdeposited inhigh vacuum (<10 Torr)
using the process of evaporation. Coating materials include
metals, dielectrics or semiconductors. Oxides. Iluondes and
sulfides are Ihemost common dielectric materials Tellurides
and selenides are used lor specialized applications.

Balms Coating Chamber wtth prooaa* monilotlng and
OOfTtTOl.

Thickness Control
Thecontrol ol layer thickness is crucial in optical coating:

there are two principal methods used to control layer thick
ness: interference monitoring, and measuringthe resonance
ol a crystal oscillator.

Interference Monitoring
Interference thickness rnonitonng isusefulfordeposition ma

terials with awell delmed refractive index Thetechnique isuseful
with dielectrics and some semiconductor materials. Either the
transmitted orreflected beamscanbemonitored Intransmission
mode, monochromatic light passes through thesubstrate being
coated and the transmitlance is monitored. The transmittance
changes as the layer thickness builds up. If the indices ot the
dielectric are higher thanthat ofthesubstrate, thetransmission
gradually decreases. When Ihe optical thickness reaches 1/4 ol
tliernonitonng wavelength. Ihechangein transmission momen
tarily stops.

II evaporation iscontinued beyond the1/4wave thickness,
the transmitlance increases to tho original value and then,
again momentanly stops at the 1/2 wave monitoring thick
ness. This process couldbe continued,observingminimum
transmissionsat 1/4wave multiples and maximum transmis
sions at 1/2wave multiples olthernonitonng wavelength.

This evaporation process can be repeated many times
using layers ol different indices. As the numbor ol layers
increaseseachadditional layer produces a smaller changein
transmitlance or rellectance.

Measurements becomemoredifficult andeventually mon
itoring is limited by the signal to noise and stability of the
monitoring instrument.

In a typical vacuum deposition system", light from acontin
uous source, a deutenum lamp, tungsten halogen lamp or
inlrared element", is mechanically chopped,collimated and
passed into the vacuum chamber. In the vacuum chamber, the
collimated beamistransmitted through a monitoring teslplate
mounted ona rotating planetary which is onthesameplane
as thesubstrates lo be coated. Thetransmitted beamthen
exits thevacuum chamber and is locused into a monochro-
mator— andontoa photodetector. Alock-in amplifier selects
the chopped signal Irom background The lock-in output is
usedtoobserve ihetransmission minima andmaxima.

• Recent trend*InIhlckn*** monitoring Include lb*use of
Oriel*InsteSpec'"Olode Array Sy»1em *ndMulllSpec"
Spectrograph tor *lmultaneou» monitoring ot m*ny
wavelengths.

" Tha Oriel 7340 DualSource Lamp Homing I*widelyu»*<l
torIhl*purpose.IIslmplltle* •oure*Interchange.

••• TheOriel 77250Monochrom»tor I*IncorporatedInmany
vacuum deposition «y*1em».

CrystalDepositionRateMonitors
Ouartz crystal oscillator monitoring isvery often used to

control theIhickness olmetal layersandlordmleclric coatings
with a lew layers. Aguartz cryslal plale isplaced onihesame
plane asthe substrates lo becoated The resonant Irequency
olIhe crystal depends onitsmass. Monitoring theresonant
Iroouoncy allows determination ol the deposited film thick
ness As layers accumulate on the crystal the sensitivity to
increasing thickness diminishes andliim stresses complicate
Ihe relationship between resonant Irequency and layer thick
ness. Because ol this. Ihequartz cryslal oscillator type ol
monitoring is usually limited tosovoral layers

Evaporation
The coating material must beconverted Irom a solid into a

vapor and then condensod on tothe optic surface. 1hemost
common melhods ol vaponzation are Thermal Vaponzat.on
and ElectronBeam Ion Bombardment.

Thermal Vaporization
In this process the coating material isresistance healed in

a tungsten, molybdonum or platinum "boat" lor metals and
high temperature dielectrics. For some low temper?lure di
electrics, indirect heating with a refractory IHament suffices.

Electron Beam Ion Bombardment
In this process Hie coating material is heated by direct

electron bombardment Avanable voltage and cur-eni (5-
15kV alup to several amps) electron beam isconcentrated
in a very small movable spot in a multi-pocket water cooled
copper crucible; ditlorent nvaporalion malerials can bo con
tained in the mutli-pockets. This method ol evaporation rs
versatile andreduces contamination resulting Irom interaction
betwoen thecoating material andthecrucible. Theheating is
localized andtemperatures canbehigh enough loevaporate
refractory matenals.

Sputtering
Sputtering isanother technique used for thin film deposi

tion It is particularly uselul lor large area substrates. The
substrate anda targol olthematerial tobedeposited are held
close together ina plasma chamber The substrate iscooled.
Heavy tons Irom tho plasma bombard the target and knock out
small particles ol taiget material These "condense on Ihe
cooled substrate. Sputtering can quickly produce uniform
coalings over large areas, andusesIhe deposition material
more efficiently than evaporation techniques.

HOWOPTICAL COATINGS WORK

Reflection From Uncoated Optics
When light is incident loa smooth surface between two

transparent media as in Fig 1. some olthe light enters Ihe
second media andis retracted, and some is reflected at the
interface. The relationship between the angle ofincidence (i).
andtheangle of relraclion (r) isgiven by Snell's law:

n, sin i = n? sin r. (1)

n, andn, - Indices olretraction olthe media as shown

Fig 1 Retraction andpartial reflection ota ray Incident
•t *ngle I Inan Interfacebetweentwomedia,
one ol refractiveIndexm and Ihe other n>. r I*
the angle ol retraction.

Relleclance depends on the indices ol refraction ol the
matenals involved, andtheangle olincidence andpolanzalion
ol Ihe incident light:

Where:

R.

n» =

R,

tan* (i - r)

tan' (i + r)

_sin'_(li_=_r)
" sin*(i + r)'

(2)

,.(31

Reflectancu oflight polarized parallel lo the plane
ol incidence (p polarized)

R, - Reflectance ol light polanzed perpendicular to the
planeol incidence (s polarized)

At normal incidence, these equations reduceto:

R = R. = R„ =
n7- n, (4)

SingleLayerAntl-rellection Coatings
Fig. 2shows a 1/4 wave optical Ihickness olatransparent

dielectric material deposited onthesurface olglass. At normal
incidence Ihere will be relleclion Irom the air-dielectnc and
dielectric-glass boundaries. II the dielectric material hasan
index lower thantheglass,the two reflections will be Irom a
medium having anindex greater lhan the oneinwhich the light
was traveling. Because of the 1/4 wave optical Ihickness ol
thedielectric layer, thetwo rellections will be180" out ofphase
with eachother, causing destructive interference. Asshown in
Fig. 3.the 1/4 wave optical thickness ol dielectric reduces Ihe
total rellectance.

If theoptical thickness ofthelayer isnotanoddmultiple ol
1/4wave, then Ihe two relleclions are nol 180 out ot phase
andtheinterference isnot totally destructive. Therellectance
will be greater than the minimum (Fig. 3). For an optical
theknoss ol a haltwave, the phase change is 360 This is
equivalent lonot having any layer, so therelleclance is the
same as that ol Iho bare substrate

OPTICAL ThSCKNESS

Fig. 2 Transparent thm film coating *howlng reflection
horn Ihe •Ir-dlelectric-fll***Interlace*.

3E003
AIR n,.10 <
SUBSTRATE n,-1 45 o
Uof, n,e1.38 3 ooj

1

' UNCOATEO .

WAVELENOTH

-

COATING IS
l'2» -

.>f-H
/

fr WAVELENGTH FOR
WHICH COATING IS 1/4 >>

At normal incidence lor anair-glass system where n, - 1.0
andn, - 15 R- 004lor each surface or - 0.08 lor thetwo
surtacos. In anoptical system with 8 glass (n, -1.5) optical
elements there will bea relleclion lossol 1• (.96) W47S/..
andpossible ghost images Anti-relleclion coalings will reduce
both the loss and the ghosts.

From (4) wecanalsosee thailor a surface mair. (n, - 1).
the rellectance increases as n, increases.

Nolethatthe relloctod waveundergoesa phase change ot
180" iln, i n,. Thisphasechangeupon rellection is important
in optical coating.

WAVELENOTH (nm)

Fin 3 1/4wavethick AR coating ot megne»lum
lluorld*on a lu»edsilicasubstrate reduce*Ihe
reflection Irom 4% to « 2.0% al the design
wavelength



OPTICAL COATINGS: TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

How much Is the reflectance reduced?

The positionsof the minimaand maxima in Fig.3 depend
on the film optical thickness: i.e thickness times refractive
index. The relleclance. at normal incidence, for any 1/4 wave
thickcoating on a non absorbing substrateis givenby:

R_(fii n? - n,Y
~(n,n, +n,*)*'

Thisis0 for n5* =n, n..... (6)

For air(n. - 1.0).andglass(n, -1.5) the ideal value torn»
would be 1.22. Unfortunately, a dielectricmaterialhaving an
index of refraction ot 122 with desirable mechanical, environ
mental and optical properties does not exist. MgF, with an
indexof 1.38ts a goodcompromise as a relatively hardand
durable anti-reflection coating.

For BK7/A. (n, - 1.5167) and magnesium fluoride (n* -
1.38). R is about0.0128. A1/4 wave coating ol magnesium
fluoride on a flint glass ol indexnj - 1.7reducesIhe reflec
tance from 0.067 to 0.003.

Further reduction in reflectance is possible by using a
multi-layer V coal such as those on page 10-7.

Wavelength de perafofice
Since the opticalthickness can only be 1Mwave forone

wavelength, therellectance depends ontheirravexengtholthe
incident Hght. Fig. 3 showsthe computedwavelength depen-
dence at normal incidence lora 1/4wave coating. Reflectance
is reducedover a large partof the visibleby designing the
coating for awavelength ot550nm.Theraflectanco increases
in the red and blue, givingthe surface a slight purple tmge
when viewed inwhite light. This resembles the bloom on ripe
plums andso application ot thistypeol coating rssometimes
called blooming.

Angle of Incidence
Thechange inreflectance which occurs with the applica

tionofa thin Mm coating is notonlywavelength dependenl. It
is also angle of incidence dependenl. Aloff-normal incidunt
angles the expressions torcalculating reflectance become
morecomplicated andalsoorller for s andp polarized inci
dent light. Angles ol incidence of up lo about 25° shift the
reflectance curveloslightly shorter wavelengths. A single1/4
wave thick(al 550 nm) layerot MgF» wiBprovidean average
ol less than 2% reflection from400 to 700 nm lor angles ot
incidence up to 25" for unpolarized light.

MuitMayer Ante-reflection Coaling*
Thereare severalways ot improving the efficiency and

wavelength range ot anti-reflection coatings. Most ot these
techniquesinvolvethe use ol mufli-layer coatings.One ol the
simpiesi is Ihe double quarterlayer.Twoquarterwave layers
of Afferent materials are used. The reflectance from a two
layerAR system at normalincideoceis givenby:

(n}* nt - n> n«T

'(nj'nt +n^V

(5)

(7)

where the layer indices are shown in Fig.4

This has a minimum at ru = nj (Rt/n?) (8)

Since n( is usually - 1. nj >ru to satisfy (B).

LAYER 1

-a-LAYER 2

Fig.4 Uyarlritfioaaol a muttWayarcoating.

Thisdouble ARcoatingonglassisoftendesignated bygHLa.
(glass, high index, low index, air). Materials such as zirconium
dioxide (n - 2.1)zincsulfide (n - 2.32).or titanium dioxide (n -
2.4). areusedas Hlayers while magnesium fluoride (n- 1.38)
orcerium fluoride (n > 1.63)may be used as I layers.

An aJtematemethod ol mufli-layer anti-refledan coatingin-
votvestheusedasrngte dielectric|-*j1wflhlayerel*av**igdifferent
thicknesses(Fig. 5). Ina typical exampleol thistypeotcoating
the first layeris 11* wavethickMgF* at450nm.The secondlayer
isa so called "absentee'layer whichreturns the index ofretrac-
eon back to thatot the substrata.The thirdlayeris 1Mwave thick
ot MgF, at900nm.Thisthird layer is notonly1/4wavethick at
900 nm. itis also 1/2wave thick at 450 nm. Trie resutl is a coating
whichhas two minimumreflectionwavelenglhs:450and900nm
and tower(thana single1/4wave coating)retlei-aon at interme
diate wavetengths.

n, AJR 1/4 WAVE MgF,
ATI-
IS- 1-38

Fig. 5 MutlMayefAR Coating usinga alrvgW derrtactric
with tHflaranl thleknasa layers, and an absentae

TT»»*alBi**x*efl«-tton coatingwouMbeoi*mple1elyeffective.
reducing surface tosstozero, wavelength independent, angle of
incidence torjependent polarization state independent, ableto
tolerate high power densities, and inert. Untortunalely. sucha
coating doesnotexist. There ishowever always a"best coating"
tor your application. This may be anything from a simple and
inexpensive quarter-layercoating toacomputeroptimized multi
layer with tensotlayers. Computer modefl-ngthernany variables
inoptical coating, andIvwtedge ol the Mm properties, adher
ence, stresses, durabilily. etc.. allows the coaler to designthe
coating tortheapplication. There aremanymufli-layeranti-reflec
tion coating designs already available, eachotwhich lends to
optimize a particular parameter.

DIELECTRIC REFLECTOR COATINGS
Equation 5gives the reflectance at normal Incidence tor a

1/4 wave layer ona substrate. Mthedielectric layer has a
retractive index <n3 - 2.32) higher than that of the glass
substrate. Ihe relleclance olthequarter wave layer is0.314.
much higher lhan tho 0.042 from Ihe bare substrate.

II nowa second layer having anindex lower than theItrst
layer isdeposited, this second layer acts asan arrtwejlectton
coating for the first layer, decreasing the reflectance. Ha third
layer isadded with amaterial having an index higher than the
second layer, this last layer ads asa reflector layer lothe
second layer, increasing total reflectance. In tha way the
reflectance canbe built up from Ihe 0.042 from the glass
surface lo dose to 1. .

In iheair •glass system. 13layers otalternating tngh moex
material (n, . 2.2) and tow index material (ru - 1.35) produces
a0999 reflectance atthewavelength where thelayers are 1/4
wave optically thick (Fig. 6). This reflector isnow substarrtiany
wavelength dependent; alwavelengths above and below the
1/4wavelength the reflectance decreases.

In the allemating high and low index refraction stacks.
manipulation ol Ihe number ot layers, layer mickness and
materials can produce: long pass fillers, short passttflersj»w
and hoi mirrors, maximum and partial reflectors andbeam
splitters.

Asecustom eewtee wecancoat aubatrataa with DMectrtc
ReflectorCoatings. Contact u* to*a quota.

AJR.n,*ri.O

taOH»*3f,X LAYtH a* « t-f
LOW ******tAVtW. e« » VU
l*W**3CXUWm«

low ecu* lathi, i
HOH»*3tXU>TIB,«i1

LOW **3tX LATtB_ B« « t»»
MOM x>PtXLAVtW. m » !•»
low mot* LA-rtn. m »«•>»
MnM*eaEXLAYPx.«s»ta
low »*•**latct, »« « ue
l*gHi-*JtX LATER

LOW *eTJtX LAVtW.
tSOMWDtSLATtR.ru

OLASS
n, si 1.6

Flo- 6 i3l*yf*i*»ttfl-l»^o1elet^e©attng.^
coa«tigli««S9-»*rall<jctane* atthedesign

Fig. 7shows the reflectance olalypical multilayer reflec
tor. Maximum reflector coatings at different wavelengths can
be superimposed toincrease therange ofhigh reflectance.
Other variants include making oneormore slacks adifferent
odd multiple times 1/4 wave thick toblock a specific order,
and slightly varying Ihe layer thickness Irom 1/4 wave ini a
controlled lashion loincrease thehigh reflectance bandwidth.
We use this techniquelorourbroadband reflectors on page
5-8.

j WAVEUNQTel (am)

Ftg.7 Typical trat-taJieltlJnce otam-jnMayaiillelectrlc
reflectorcoatingat 0 and 45 taeldenee.

METAL REFLECTOR COATINGS
In metal reflector caattngs the main ccnsMerattons are:

reflectance, durability, hardness, adherence, uniformity and
long term stability. Oriel metallic reflector coatings are depos
ited under stringently dean high vacuum conditions. The optic
tobe coaled is first cleaned ina series ol ultrasonic baths
(detergent.de-tonizeddistilled water, and reagent grade-or
ganic solvents). Then the optic is air dried in a dust-tree
environment. In thevacuum chamber. Ihe optic isheated and
farther deanedbytonbombardment glow discharge.

We ofler the toltowingmetal coatings:
• Bare aluminum
• Aluminum with SiO» ovorcoat
• Aluminum with M?Fj overcoat
• Graded Chrome • Odd
• Sitver with overcoat

SeapaoealMtolO*

BEAM SPLITTERCOATINGS
These coatings are ottered only tor flat optics such as

windows, flats etc.The toOowtng coatings are oflored.
• Inconel metal ina ihidtnesswhedi givesaspectraiiy

neutral coating with a32/32 beam spMttng ratio from
400 - TOO nm. (Absorption « 0 38.)

• AH dietedric beam spatter coatings to*™™!.™
Four R/T ratio coatings areavailable: 20/80.30-70.
50/50 and 70/30.

See paga10-10 tora dataflad Hating.

10-5



ANTl-REFLECTtON COATINGS

SINGLE LAYER BROADBAND AR COATtNG FOR
GLASS AND FUSEDSILICA

Magnesium fluoride isan excellent, mexpensive anti-re
flection coating lor windows, tenses, and beam &*«£*
layer ol MgF, on a glass or (used silica substrate reduces
surface relledance to less than 1.5% per surface over awide
spectral band. See Fig. 1. ^^.^.-^a.

Weoffer single layer MgF, anti-rellection coatings tocover
five spedral ranges Irom (he utlravtolet lo the near itjlrared

The Ihickness ol the MgF, layer is1/4 wave al the •™dpo«J
olthe wavelength range, e.g. tho 400 to 700 nm. 79710
Coating is 1/4 wavethick at550nm.

SINGLE LAYER BROADBAND AR COATING FOR
ZINC SELENIDE AND ZINC SULFIDE

BecauseolIheir high index olrefradion. zinc setenido and
zinc sulfide have high surface refledion losses. ZnSe hasan
index ol refradion ot 2.4al 10.6 pm: refledion eMMtw
- 17% per surface. ZnS has an index olrefradion of2.2 at
10.6 um.and refledion losses of- 14% per surface.

Asmgte 1/4 wave layer ol Barium Fluoride can reduce the
refledion toss to S2% per surface for ZnSe and for ZnS See
Fig. 2.

two roo

WAVELEWOTH UxfiO

Flg. i _i*rfeetanee ot aBK 7surface tom^6Wm*V*
wavethicklayerot MgF,centeredat550nm.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:
Retractive hides:
Reflectance

Milspec compliance:

Incident angle:

ORDERING INFORMATION

Range
(nm)

250to«00
400 to 700

70010 1100
1100 to 1700
1700 to 2500

No.

79700

7x1710

79715

79718
79719

MgF,
1377<?»589nm _ ^_
Dependson the refractive
index of the coated malarial.
The curveon page 10-3shows
the datafor fuseds*ca with
1/4wave coatingat 550 nm.
Meets or exceeds
Abrasion.MH-C-675A
Mhes»n.Ma-M.13S0eC
Hardness.Mil-M 13S08C
0"to20"

Run Charge*
$150.00
$15000
$15030
115000

SISOjOO _

tsiacePrfca"'
115.00
$1500

$1500

$1500

$15.00

Fta.2 Btog> surface mfleetar*etiemZji^
with 1/4wave ol BaF*at 10.8 pm.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:
Retractive Index:
Reflectance

ZnSe:
ZnS:

MHspeccemptanee:

BaF,
1.4 9 10.6 pm

< 1 5% 9 10.6 pm
< 0 5% @ 10.6 pm
Meals ot exceeds
Abrasion.MM-C-675A
Adl-esion.MilM-13508C
Hardness.MHM.13508C
0-to20*

ORDERING INFORMATION

'Wavelength

• (nm) Material*
I 9.510 12 ZnSe
[_9 to13 ZnS

No.

79750
79755

Cost tor coating aachsurtaca.
Coat lor coating each optic.

Run
Charge*
$775.00

$775.00

$25.00

$25.00

Cost lor coating each eurf ace.
Ce*l tor coaling each optic.
These price, are for up to 2.0 Inch (50A mm) diameter optica. For larger •tern contact Oriel for a quote.

ELECTRON BEAM BROADBAND MULTI-LAYER
ANTI-REFLECTION COATINGS

These electron beam deposited multi-layer dietectnccoat-
inos are designed for minimum rafledance. Reflection lossesarereducedtos0.5%r^surfacolorthesr^dlier^awler«^
range. These coalings are extremely durable and withstand
upto2J/cm7 m10ns pulses. „_.„,-,

Because ofIhe high number ollayers, these coalings are
more sensitive totnctdent angle than Ihe single layer anti-re
flection coatings. We offer these coatings lor normal and 45

"^These coatings are tor fused silica substrates and lenses.
,.,. •—\

1
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\
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•>
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WAVELENOTH <nm)

Flg.3 TransmHtaneeol 79700 Coating on aluaad
slUca surface.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material

Rellectance:

Maspeccornpl^nce:

Irvddenl angle:

MuW-laycroVretecmcs
S 0 5%/surtaceavg ovarthe
wwetx-ngth range specified
Meets or exceeds
Abrasion. MilC-675A
Adhesion.Mrl-M-13508C
Hardness.Mil-M 13508C
0-. 110 or 45 . * 10

ORDERING INFORMATION

I Wavelength
Range
(nm)

250 to 400
400 to 700
700 to 850
250 to 400

400 to 700
700 to 850

Anglo ol
Incidence
(degree*)

0

0

0

45

45

45

No.

79700
79710

79711
79712

79713

79714

Contad
Oriel

ELECTRON BEAM NARROW BAND
MULTI-LAYER ANTI-REFLECTION COATINGS
("V" COATINGS)

These multi-layer tfdedriccoatings rwJuce ^^™*
lions to S0.25% for asingle wavelength. We offer them for
632 8nm:other wavelengths are available onspecial requosi

Like thebroadband mufti-layer coatings Arose are sens,,
live to angle ol incidence. We offer a0" and 45^ coaling For
"V" Coatings alother wavelengths contad us.

wraLBetrmcnix)

Fig.4 Trei-smlManee 0179655 Coating on aluaed
silica surface.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material
Reflectance:

Milspec compliance:

Multi-layer dielectrics
s 0 25Vsurtace max
Meets or exceeds
Abrasion. MB-C675A
Adhesion.Mil-M-13S08C
Hardness. MHM-13508C
O.±5'or45 .15'

ORDERINGINFORMATION

Angle of
Wavetongth IncManoa

(nm) (degrees)
6328 0
6328 45

79650

79855

Run Pleee
Charge- Prlce"

(« W
t 275.00 * «•«>
$ 275.00 t 15.00

• Cost tor coating eaehsurtaee.
" Coal torcoating each optic.

These prices awfor upto*0trich (50.8 ix*m)d*emet^
For larger sliet contadOrlal loraquote.



METALLIC REFLECTOR COATINGS

Vacuum deposited thin Dimsof several different metals
make excellent reflectors. It is difhcull to polish metal sub
strates lo the smoothness required tor specular reflectance in
the visible and ultraviolet,so mosl metallic reflectors are made
by applying a thinmetal film to a highly polished glass sub
strate. We call these coatings metallic reflectorcoatings to
distinguishthem fromdielectric reflector coatings.

Metallic reflector coatings are inexpensive, cover a broad
spectra) range,andhavegoodrefledance(thereis some toss
due to absorption). Some metal coatings, such as aluminum
and silver,tarnishrapidly, and refledance drops significantly.
I)the optic is to be used as a firstsurface reflectora protective
overcoatisstrongly recommended.Fig. 1showsa first surface
and second surface refl'dor.

L.

KFIECTOR COATMO
ONfRST

SURFACE

RETUCTOR COATMQ
Cex*-«TERNAL

SUWACE

Fig. 1 First a-rrisce reflector (a), endeacond surface
r(b).

BARE ALUMINUM COATING
Freshly deposited aluminum has anaverage ol90%reflec

tivity l»tween 200 and 1000 nm. with an absorption band
(85%R)at820nm.From 1.0to30pm.reflectivity is94%to99%.

Athinoxidecoaling forms quickly onaluminum exposedto
air.UV refledance latls due to the oxide coating, and deterio
rationol overall reflectance results fromcontinued exposure
to chemeals in the atmosphere. We recommend a bare alu
minumcoating onlylorsecond surface refledors.

SPECIFICATIONS
Malena!

Reflectance:

Mil spec comphance

Incideni angle-

Bare aluminum

See curve (Fig 2)
Meets or exceeds
Abratwn Mrl C 675A

Adhesion. Mil M-13508C
Hardness. Mil M13508C

010 45

79950 BareAluminum Coating t 90.00 Run Charge*
$ 19.00 Place Price"

Cost tor coating each surface.
Cost tor coating each optic.

ALUMINUM WITH PROTECTIVE SiO OVERCOAT
Overcoating aluminum withsttconmonoxide (SO) produces

anexcellent general purpose, broadband refledor for Ihevisible
and infrared. The refledivityol this coatingis between 85 and
90% from400 nm to 20 pmwilhadipto - 75%alaround825nm.
Thiscoating ismuchmoredurable thanbarealuminum, butcan
still be easilyscratched: care must be used in handling. The
coatedopticmay be cleanedusinga soft optical cloth. We Ssl
deartrrig supplieson pages 11-1 lo 11-3

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:

Reflectance:

Mil spec compliance:

Incident angle:

Aluminum with SiO overcoat
See curve (Fig 2)
Meals or exceeds
Abrasion. Mil C-675A
Adhesion. Ml Ml 3508C
Hardness. Mil M-13508C
0 lo 45"

79990 AHiminumwBh Silicon $120.00 Run Charge*
Monoxide Overcoat S 19X0 Piece Price"

* Coat for coaling each surface.
" Coal for coating each optic

UV ALUMINUM COATING
This aluminum coating has a nmtedive layer of magne

sium fluoride. Tho MgF, overcoat prevents oxidation and
ensureshighrellectance Irom theUVto the infrared

This coating is easily scratched, and must be cleaned
carefully. See pages 11-1 to 11-3for cleaning supplies.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:

Reflectance:

Mil spec comphance:

Aluminum with MgF, overcoat
See curve (Fig. 2)
Meets or exceeds

Abrasion. Mil C-67SA
Adhesion Mil M 13S08C

Hardness. Mrl-M 13508C
0 10 45

79920 Aluminum withMagnesium. $145.00 Run Charge*
Fluoride Overcoat $ 22.00 Piece Price"

Coal for coating each eurtace.
Cost lor coating each oplic.

Theseprices arefor upto 2.0 toich (50.8 mm)diameter optica. For larger sbes contact Oriel for aquote.

GRADED CHROME -GOLD COATING
Gold isanexcellent refledor from thenear IR (800 nm) to

the tar IR (30 pm): in this region refledivity exceeds 98%.
Beyond 1.5 pm. refledance isgreater than 99%. Unlike atu-
minum. gold isresistant losurfaceoxidation,bul il isextremely
soft and care should beused inhandling and cleaning. Clean
agold coated opte using anon-contad flow otwater, organic
solvent anddeandryair. ,-«___

Gold adheres poorly tomost types otglasses. Aninterme
diate layer ol chromium, which adheres strongly to glass
optics, isrequired. We apply athin layer ol chromium lo Ihe
oplic. and then deposit Ihe gold. The resuB isacoating thai is
pure crtjome. chrome with gold, and pure gold

SPECIFICATIONS
Material
Refledance:
Milspec comphance:

Incident angea-

Oraoed Chromium - Gold
Sea curve
Meets or exceeds
Abrasion. Ml C-675A
A4hesmn.MI-M13508C
Hardness. Mrl-M-13508C
0"to45"

79930 GraoWChromium » 675.00 RunCharge*
GoWCoaWig » 60.00 Piece Price"

• Coat tor coating each surface.
Cost lor coating each optic.

SILVER WITH DIELECTRIC OVERCOAT
Asbare silver tarnishes rapidly in air and Ihe reflectance

fans quickly, weonly recommend bare silver lor internal or
second surface refledors. Weoffer anefficient dielectric pro
tected sitver coating as a first surface refledor Alayer ol
magnesium lluoride protects the silver Irom degradation

The 79938 has high visible and infrared reflectance and is
durable. You can dean itwith our 49122 Melaihc Reflector
Cleaning Fluid described onpage 11-1.

On spedal order wecan coat your transparent optics with
an internal silver reflector coating The silver isdepositedion
the surface and overcoated with aprotedrve Mack paint. You
should consider an anti-re«ed»on coaling on Ihe entrance
surfaceof any internal refledor

SPECIFICATIONS
Material
Relleclance:
Mil sprK compliance

Incident angle:

Ag(MgF,)
See curve
Meets or exceeds
Abrasion. MaC-67SA
Adhesion MI-M-13508C
Hatdne&S.MI-MI 3508C
0' to 45

79938 Sitverwith $ 195.00 Rim Charge*
I-<^r*Cwcoai $ 40.00 Place Price"

• Cost lor r*at»rxgaechxHirfaea.
" Coat tor coating each optic.

Th— price, .re for up to 2-0 Inch (503 mm) ain^op^forto^McortbxAO****•****•

VaXVELENOTHtiin)

Typical new rwnfiew •••*—..—
taltarapldly In tha ultraviolet whan It laexposed toair.

coatings. Tha raflaclanea otthe alumlnijm Wieting

10-9



Fig. 2.15. Angular configuration for scattering of electromagnetic radiation from a bound
electron.
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MOLECULAR RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

TABLE 2.3. RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTERING CROSS SECTION o* AT 694.3 nm

Gas Formula (io-'^cn^sr"1) Ref.

Hydrogen H2 0.44 a, b
Deuterium D2 0.43 a

Helium He 0.03 a% b
Oxygen o2 1.80 b
Nitrogen N2 2.14 a, b
Carbon dioxide co2 6.36 b
Methane CH4 4.60 a.b
Nitrous oxide N20 6.40 a

Neon Ne 0.09 b
Argon Ar 2.00 a, b
Xenon Xe 11.60 a

Freons -—important to stratospheric studies:
Freon-12 CC12F2 36.08 b
Freon-I3BI CBrF3 24.87 b
Freon-14 CB4 4.91 b
Freon-22 CHC1F2 21.90 b

aRudder and Bach (1968).
''Shardanand and Prasad Rao (1977).
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Fig 321 Theoretical distribution ofvibrational-rotationa! Raman spectrum (v- 0 -» I vibra
tional transition) at 300 K. showing the O-. Q-. and S-branch structures and the differential
Raman-scattering cross section for N, molecules (lnaba and Kobayasi. 1972).
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Fit. 3.22. Theoretical distribution of Raman volume backscattering coefficient due to amolecule
mixture contained in a typical oil smoke as a function of Raman-shifted frequency (lnaba and
Kobayasi. 1972).
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TABLE 3.3. RAMAN(Q,O + S BRANCHES. ANDTOTAL). PURE-ROTATION RAMAN.
AND RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS*

Raman Shift

Molecule (cm-*)

0,
CO,^,)
CH4(r,)

232966

ISS6.26

1388.15

2914.2

4f«/dQ(cin**sr-*)

Q-branch
O + S

Branches Total

2.9 x 10"" 5.5 x IO-" 3.5 x 10"**
3.3 x IO-10 1.3 X IO-* 4.6 x IO-10
3.4x IO"" 7.3 x IO-" 4.2 X IO-**
2.1 x IO-** 0 2.1 X IO-*-*

Pure

Rayletgh Rotation Total

3.9 x 10"" 1.1 x I0_I* 4.0 x 10"
IT

3.3 x 10" " 2.0 x 10"n 3.5 x I0_ P

9.0 x 10"" 8.3 x IO"" 9.9 x 10_ IT

8.6 x 10"" 0 8.6 x 10' IT

•Based on thepolarizability tensor theory of Placzek (1934); reproduced from Inaba (1976).



TABLE 34 RAMAN WAVE-NUMBER SHIFTS AND MEASURED DIFFERENTIAL RAMAN
BACKSCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS APPROPRIATE FOR 337 l-wc EXCITATION*'

Raman- Raman Cross Section

Shifted Differential Relative to

Raman Shift Wavelength Cross Section 0-branch

Molecule (cm-') (run) (lO-^cm'sr-*) ofN: Ref

Freon 114' 442 342.2 4.2(/>) l.49(/-) 1

CC14 459 342.4 26.0 9.3 2

Freon C-3 IS** 699 345.2 7.«P) 2.77</») 1

NO,<r-,) 754 345.7 24.0 8.6 3

SF6 775 346.1 12.0 4.3 2

Freon 116' 807 346.5 IMP) IMP) 1

Freon 114' 908 347.7 5.3,/*) I9(P) 1

C»H6t»,) 991 3487 44.0 15.7 2.3

o, 1103.3 350.2 64 2.3 4

SO, 1151 5 350.8 17.0 6.1 3.5

CO:(2rj) 1285 352.5 3.1 1.1 2.3

NO;(r,) 1320 352.8 51.0 18.2. 3

COj(r,) I38R 353.7 4.2 1.5 2.3

o, 1556 355.9 4.6 1.6 2.3

3.3d?) \HQ) 2.3

C,H4(»2) 1623 356.6 54,0) \MQ) 2

NO 1877 360.0 1.5 0.54 3.5

CO 2145 363.5 3.6 1.3 13

N, 2330.7 365.9 3.5 1.3 2.6

2.8,0) 1-0(0) 2.6

HjS 2611 369.7 190 6.8 2.5

CH,OH(»,> 2846 372.8 14.0 5.0 2.3

C}H,2 2885 373.4 124.0(0 44.3(C) 1

CjH. 2886 373.4 8i.mo 29.2(C) 1

C„HI4 2886 373.4 134.0(0 48.0(C) 1

C4H,0 2890 373.5 93.5(C) 33.4(C) 1

CH4 2914 373.8 32J(C) 115(C) 1

-(»,) 21.0 7.5 2.3.6

CsH,o 2941 374.2 102.5(0 36.6(C) 1

C,Hf 2942 374.2 63.6 22.7 1

C,H5OH 2943 374.2 19.0 6.8 2.3

CH,OH(2r6) 2955 374.4 7.5 2.7 2.3

C*H, 3010 375.2 89.6(C) 32.0 2

CH4(»,) 3017 375.3 14.0 5.0 2.3

C,H4 3020 375.3 28.6 10.2 1

-(•,) I6«?) 5.7(f?) 2

C»H,0 3064 375.9 87.9(C) 314(C) 1

C»H6(r,) 3070 376.0 30.0 10.7 2.3

C.H. 3072 376.0 65.2 23.3 1

NHj 3334 379.8 11.0 3.9 2

C.H, 3372 380.3 3.36 1.2 1

H,0 3651.7 384.4 7.8(0) 2.8(0) 2.6

H, 4160.2 392.2 8.7 3.1 2.3

"0 indicatesthe valueof the 0-branch vibrational Raman backscattering crosssection:C indicatesa
broad muliipeaked structure associatedwith the C—H stretch mode: P indicates a cross section based
on a ratio of peak intensities ratherthan spectrallyintegratedsignals.
'References: 1. Stephenson (1974); 2. Murphy et al. (1969): 3. lnaba and Kobayasi (1972): 4.
Schwiesowand Abshire (1973): 5. Fouche and Chang(1971): 6. Penneyet al. (1974).
'' 1.2-Dich.txoieti^uonKtluRe.

-'Ociaitieorrxyclccutane.
'Hcxaftuorwthanc.

/TeiraliuoreaKthane.
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TABLE 6.1. OPTICAL INTERACTIONS OF RELEVANCE TO LASER
ENVIRONMENTAL SENSING

Technique

Rayleigh
scattering

Mie

scattering

Physical description

laser radiation elasttcally scattered from atoms or molecules is
observed with no change of frequency

jtv,—vanUAL LEVEL

hi/

GRC>UN0 LEVEL

laser radiation elastically scattered from small particulates or aerosols
(of size comparable to wavelength of radiation) isobserved with no
change in frequency

hi/

hi/

Raman laser radiation inelastically scattered from molecules is observed with
scattering a frequencv shift characteristic of the molecule (hv-hv*-E)

—VIRTUAL LEVEL

Resonance

scattering

V Jusa
-_^y••* .«•••: LEVE

VtBRATIONALLY
EXCITED

OR&NOLrML L£VEL

laser radiation matched in frequency to that of a specific atomic
transition isscattered bya large cross section and observed with no
change in frequency

EXCITED LEVEL

hi/

GROUND LEVEL

Fluorescence laser radiation matched to a specific electronic transition of atom or
molecule suffers absorption and subsequent emission al lower
frequency, collision quenching can reduce effective cross section of
this process: broadband emission is observed with molecules

Absorption

Differential
absorption
and

scattering
(DAS)

GROUND LEVEL

ELECTRONICALLY
EXCITED
VIBRATIONAL
LEVELS

hi/*

observe attenuation of laser beam when frequency matched to the
absorption band of given molecule

\Z
-EXCITED LEVEL

GROUND LEVEL

the differential attenuation of twolaser beams is evaluated from their
backscattered signals when the frequency of one beam is closely
matched to a given molecular transition while the other's frequency
is somewhat detuned from the transition

hi/(

ht/2

h£?®
2

-EXCITEO LEVEL

GROUND LEVEL
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LIGHT INTENSITY CONVERSION CHART
SCOTOPIC VISION pte.Wt; ••• PHOTOPIC VISION
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STELLAR MAGNITUDE

LUMENS PER SQUARE METER (LUX)
io4 io5 io6 io7 io8 IO9 10'° 10" io12 io13 IO'4 10

PHOTONS/ mm* • ( 5 5 0 n m Band)
A in-315 10-m ,013 10-B |0« 10'0 109 108 10"7 106 IO5 10 1010° 10

OVERCAST CLEAR QUARTER FULL
NIGHT SKY NIGHT SKY MOON MOON

INTENSIFIER ...plus AUTO-IRIS

TWILIGHT SUNRISE HEAVILY UNOBSCURED
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...plus AUTO-DATING
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Fig. 6.1. Optical interactions of relevance to laser environmental sensing.
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Figure 14«1 Energy levels in
neutral nitrogen molecules in
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electronic energy levels, with the
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resenting vibrational energy levels
for molecules in those electronic
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and vibrational energy states
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Figure 13-« Typical output characteristics of a Raman-shifting cell for.operation at l-Hz
rebeiition rate and optimum hydrogen pressure. S„ indicates Stokes-shif.ed Ine n. AS„
uXa.esamiStokeVshifted line n. The pumping laser is identified ,n the upper nght corner
of each small graph. (Courtesy of Lambda Phystk.)
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Figure 7-1 Energy levels In a helium-neon laser, with
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tesy of Mellcs Griot.)
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Figure 8-1 Relative Intensities of major lines ofargon and krypton for one laser model.
Sin-ngths of various lines may differ somewhat between models. (Courtesy of Spectra-
Ph\sics Inc.)
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Figure 8-2 Energy levels of singly ionized argon, show
ing only the blue-green laser lines. Actual energy-level
stnicturc is considerably more complex, as indicated by
the many possible emission lines.
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Figure 10-1 Energy-level struc
ture in the CO, laser, showing the
relevant vibrational modes of the
CO, molecule. Numbers in paren
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ing, and asymmetric stretching vi
brational modes, respectively, of
the molecule.
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Figure 14.28 Mode patterns (without the faint interference fringes
this iswhatthe beam lookslikein crosssection). (Photoscourtesy Bell
Telephone Laboratories.)
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Fifurc 14.27 Lasermodes:(a)illustratesthe nomenclature; (b)com
pares the broad atomic emission with the narrow cavity modes; "'
depicts three operation configurations forac-w gaslaser, first show inn
several longitudinal modes undera roughlv Gaussian envelope. th>"
several longitudinal andtransverse modes, andfinally a single lone
tudinal mode.
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1 Full Width Half Maximum
2 Full Widih Half Maximum (Icm'-30GHi).
3 10%energy reduction
4 Full angle for 86* energy.
5 Wuhrespect toexternal trigger, tins withM5UJ.

6 shotuvshot for 99 91 of pulses
7 from average for 8 hours
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9 At beam cenier.
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Optical Layout NY82

1. Rear minor

2. Pockets cell
3. Xywavc plate
4. Dielectric polarizer
5. Oscillator rod
6. Amplifier rod
7. Gaussian output coupler
8. Turning mirror
9. Faraday isolator

10. Final amplifier
11. Harmonic generauxs
12 Dthroic separator*
13 Optional mjecuon seeder

Physical Layout NY82

Continuum. 3150 Central Expressway. SantaClara. CA 95051 Tel «OS 727.32*0. FAX «t* 7:73550
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RECEIVER SYSTEM

RECEIVING MIRROR

RRPRIVER

1) 24" optical flat: Reflectivity 90% @ 532nm
coating: AISIO 84% @355nm

88% @ 607nm

2) Cassagrain telescope primary mirror:
Retlectivity 87% @ 532nm

coating: AISI02 W.5% @ 355nm
87% @ 607nm

3) Secondary mirror: Rettectivity 87% @532nm
89.5% @ 355nm

87% @ 607nm

4) 2", high rettective low power mirror:
ReHectivity 99.8% @ 532,355,and 607nm.

5) 1" fabry lens: Reactivity .3% @
AR coated 532,355,607nm

6) 1" collimating lens: Renectivity .3% @
AR coated 532,355,607nm

Reff ~ 67'4% ® S32nm
66.8% @ 3S5nm

66.1% @ 607nm
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TELISCOPE
OPTICS
by Harrie Ruttenand Martin van VenroolJ

*4£%£^

A Comprehensive Manual
for Amateur Astronomers.

Ik) Gregorian

Published by:

Willmann-Bell, Inc.
P.O. Box 35025
Richmond. Virginia 23235 "£ (804)
United Stales of America 320-7016

lei C**a*graim*n

F, 14 Telescope configuration,: (.) Newtonian; (b) Gregorian; (c) Cauegrainian (Ro*. 1966).
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SOCKET ASSEMBLIES

Voltage Divider Consideration

VOLTAGE DIVIDER CIRCUITS
To operatea pttotomultioHer tube, a high voltage of
about 1000V is usually applied between the
photocathode (K)and anode (P).In addition, a voltage
gradientmust be set up among the photoelectron
focusing electrode (F) and secondaryelectronmultiplier
electrodes or dynodes (Dy).

Figure 1:Schamatlc Repraaentation of PMT
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In general, the Interstagevoltages for the various
electrodes are derived, as shown in Figure 2. by using
resistors or Zener diodes across the voltage between

the cathode and anode instead of using individual
voltage sources. This circuit is termed a voltage divider,
or bleeder circuit

The current b flowing through the voltage divider
circuit shown in Figures 2 (A) and (B) Is known as the
divider current or bleeder current and Is highly related
to the output linearity, to be described later. The
capacitors G , Ct and Ca connected in parallel with
the Zener diodes In the circuit shown at (B) are used to

Figure fc Voltage DMdar Orcutt wHh Anode Grounded

(A) Using Raetstora Only

P i' f f TJ»

(B) Using Restates end Zener Diodes

minimize noise generated by these Zener diodes. This
noise becomes significant when the current flowing
through the Zener diodes is of insufficient level. Thus.
care is required with respect to this point as this noise
can affect the output signal-to-noise ratio of the
photomultiplier tube.

1) Anode Grounding and Cathode Grounding

The general technique used for voltage divider circuits

is to ground the anode with a high negative voltage
applied to the cathode. This scheme eliminates the
potential difference between the external circuit and the

anode, facilitating the connection of such circuits es
ammeters or cunent-to-vottage conversion operational

amplifiers to the photomultiplier tube. However, when a

grounded anode configuration is used, bringing a

grounded metallic holder or magnetic shield case near
the bulb of the tube can cause electrons to strike the

inner bulb wall, resulting in the generation of noise.
Also, for head-on type photomultiplier tubes, if the

faceplate or bulb near the photocathode is grounded,
the slight conductivity of the glass material causes a
current to flow between the photocathode (which has a

high negative potential) and ground. This may cause

electrolysis of the photocathode. leading to the danger
of significant deterioration. For this reason, when

designing the housing for a photomultiplier tube and

when using an electrostatic or magnetic shield case,
extreme care is required.

In addition, when using foam rubber or similar
material to mount the tube in its housing, it is essential
that material having sufficiently good insulation

properties be used. This problem can be solved by
applying a black conductive layer around the bulb and

connecting to the cathode potential (called HA Coating).
However, in scintillation counting, it Is often Impossible
to use this technique, since the grounded scintillator is
in intimate contact with the photomultiplier tube. In such

cases, the cathode must be grounded, as shown in
Figure 3. with a high positive voltage applied to the
anode. Using this scheme, a coupling capacitor C is

Figure 3: Voltage DMdar Orcutt with Cathode Grounded

*

used to separate the high positive voltage applied to the
anode from the signal, making it impossible to obtain a

DC signal output

2) Voltage DMder Ctrcutts and Output linearity
In either the grounded anode or grounded cathode
configuration, when the incident light on the
photocathode Is increased in level to increase the
anode current Is, as shown in Figure 4, at above some

current level, the relationship between the incident light
level and the anode current deviates from the ideal

linear relationship and the photomultiplier tube goes Into
saturation.

Figure 4: Output Unaartty of PMT
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2-1) DC Operation Output linearity

If we consider the case of deriving DC output using the
circuit configuration shown in Figure 2 (A), when the
incident light level ts incraased, the current I* flowing in
the loop Dyj-R»-P-Oys increases, cancelling out the
current b which flows In the reverse direction through
Rs. This effect results In a decrease in the voltage
across Dyj and P. The same effect is observed
between the other electrodes, but the earlier the dynode
stage, the smaller the current flowing In the dynode. so
that this effect lessens. Thus the voltage to be applied
to latter stages Is distributed to the previous stages so
that there will be en increase In dynode voltage. The
result Is en apparent Increase In current amplification,
the phenomena shown in Figure 4 at B.

If the Incident light level is increased further, so
that the anode current equals the voltage divider
current, for the above described reason, the voltage
between the last stage and the anode approaches zero.
This decreases electron collection efficiency of the
anode and the anode output becomes saturated, as
shown in Figure 4 at C.

While there are differences depending upon the
type of photomultlptier tube and voltage divider circuit
used, when a DC output is derived, the maximum

practical anode current is determined by the voltage

divider current calculated from the supply voltage and

the total value of the voltage divider resistances. It is
suggested that the anode current be smaller than 1/20
of the voltage divider current. The technique of

increasing the maximum output current is to lower the

voltage divider resistance values or use a Zener diode

between the last dynode and the anode as shown in

Figure 2 at (B), and. if necessary, the previous stages as
well.

However, using the former technique, the power
which mist be dissipated within the voltage divider
circuit increases. This may raise the photomultiplier tube
temperature, and subsequently results in en increase in
dark current and possible variations in output Using the
latter described technique, also, if the current flowing in
the Zener diode is insufficient Zener diode noise can
increase with the danger of reducing the output
signal-to-noise ratio. To absorb possible noise
capacitors should be connected across the Zener

diodes. Note. also, that On and Da of Figure 2 are used
to establish a constant voltage on the electron focusing
electrode regardless of variations in the applied voltage,
and are thus not related to output linearity.
2-2) Putse Operation Output Linearity
To use pulse operation with a photomultiplier tube,
ceramic disk capacitors having good frequency
characteristics are connected in parallel with the
voltage dividing resistors of the last several stages, as
shown in Figure S (A), those capacitors provide electric
charge during the duration of the pulse and result in a
significant increase in the maximum peak current.

Using this type of operation, to achieve good output
linearity (better than \%\, the capacitor value connected

between the last stage end the anode should be roughly
selected as follows.

C a 100-—(farads)

where O: Electric charge for one output pulse
(coulombs)

V: Voltage between the last stage and the anode
(volts)

When adding capacitors to the last few stages, the
electric charges required by the preceding stage should
be assumed to be 1/2 to 1/3.

When the pulse output increases further, even using
this technique, it will result in saturatedoutput by virtue
of the space charge effect in the region of the anode In
such cases, the voltage divider resistance values from
the central stages to the last stages should be changed
so that the voltage gradually increases towards the last
stage. This scheme is known as a tapered voltage
dividercircuit and is effective insofaras the interstage
breakdown voltages will permit. In many cases.



however, since this Iseccompanied bya decrease In
current amplification, it is necessary to increase the
applied voltage.

Itthevalue of Ri In Figure 5 Ismade urtnecesseriry
high, the voltage drop b •Ri across this resistance will
reduce thevoltage between the last stage and the
anode. And theeffect of thespace charge and a
reduction insecondary election collection efficiency of
theenode will cause a deterioration inoutput linearity.
In addition, care is required since mismatching of
Impedances with the output cable and any external
circuitry can cause ringing. Techniques used toobtain
linear output using parallel capacitors ortapered voltage
divider cirdults apply as well to the grounded cathode
circuit configuration andthe anode positive voltage
circuits.

Figure S: Voltage DMdar Orcufts for Putae Operation
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TYPES OF SOCKET ASSEMBLIES
As discussed in the previoussection, variouscautions
are required inmaking upthe voltage divider circuit
To tree the user from the necessity ol designingvoltage
divider circuits and performing troublesome parts
selection. Hamamatsu provides a variety of socket
assemblies which enable sufficient performance to be
derived from photomultiplier tubesby making simple
connections only.

Refer to the types of socket assemblies listedon
page 5.

i, DType Socket Assemblies (E717 Series. E990
Series etc.)

The Dtype socketassemblies havea built-in voltage
divider in a metallic or plastic container, as shown in
Tigure 6.

A selection guide Is provided on page 7. enabling D
type socket assemblies to be selected for individual
application requirements. Note that this catalog includes
only those types intended for general applications, and
Hamamatsu is readyto producespecial socket
assemblies to individual user specifications.

Three types of D type socket assembliesare
ebailable with different circuit configurations. Figure 7
showsthe general method used to makeconnection to
an external circuit

Figure6: D Type Socket Aaaambty
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2) DA Type Socket Assemblies (C1053 Series, C15S6

"the DAtype socket assemblies have a built-in voltage
dividerand amplifierto convert the low-level,
high-impedance current output of the photomultiplier
tube to a low-impedance voltage output Since the
high-Impedance output of the photomuftiplier tubeIs
connected to the amplifier circuit8t a minimumpossible
distance,the problem of external noise Induced In
connecting cables Is eliminated.

The DAtypo socket assembliesare avertable witha
bandwidth of DCto SMHzforthe C10S3 series and DC
to 10kHz forthe C1S56 series. Eitherseries is available
for1-1/8" (28 mm)diameter side-on and head-on
photomultiplier tubes as standard products. Inaddition,
variants havinga BNCconnectorin place of the
photomultiplier socket sectionare also available. This
type enables use of other photomultiplier tubes in
combination with an appropriate D type socket

assembly.

6
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HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES
Voltage Dependence

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE VOLTAGE
DEPENDENCE
Photoetoctrons emitted from the photocathode of a
photomultiplier tube are directed by the election lens
system and collidewith the first dynode where several
times this number of elections ere emitted as secondary
electrons. This multiplication process of secondary
electrons is repeated at latter stage dynodes. so that
when electrons finaty reach the enode. the number of
electrons is approximately 10* times the original number
emitted from the photocathode.

The relationship of the election emission ratio * for
each dynode stage to the appliedvoltage is expressed
as follows.

it-A'E*

Where A is a constant. E Is the interstage voltage, end
a is another constant determined by the dynode
material and geometricstructure.The value of a is
usuallyin the range0.7 to 0.8. When a voltage V is
applied between the anode and photocathodeof a
photomultiplier tube havingn dynode stages, the overall
current amplification G is g:«ren as follows.

G=(A.E.r-[A.(n-fT)-]"

(n + \rn
- K'V* (K Is a constant)

The usual type of photomultiplier tube uses 9 to 12
stages of dynodes and. as shown In Figure 1, the
current amplification is proportional to the 6th to 10th

power of the voltage epplied between the cathode and
anode. This essentially means that the output of the
photomultiplier tube is extremely sensitive to variations
in applied voltage. Thus the requirements in stability of
the power supply must be at least 10 times as stable as
the output stability required of the photomultiplier tube.

Hamamatsu regulated high voltage power supplies

are the products of many years of experience as a
specialist in photomultiplier tube development and
manufacture. Various models are provided, ranging from

modular types to general-purpose bench-top types. All
models are desined with requirements that arise in
photomultiplier tube operations.

Figuret Current Amptfflcatton vs. Supply Voltage

Type No.

L • . 1

>y»--4i»i""'».* Output Voltage
Output
Polarity

Output
Current

Input Voltage W6I9"*1
•'••' •""n* •

Bench-top
Type

cess High Stability -200 to -1190 V Neg. 5 mA 100/115/220 Vdc j 3.3kg
C3350 ±Z kV Output. Large Current 0 to 13000 V Pos./Neg. 10 mA 100/115/220 Vdc | 8 kg
C2633 Computer Compatible ±200 to +3071 V Pos./Neg. 5mA 100/115/220 V* 1 8.5 kg

C3360 -5 kV Output Oto -5000V Neg. 1 mA 100/115/220 Vdc 3.5 kg

Modular
Type

C1309-O1

Ct309-02

Large Current Modular Type

High Stability Modular Type

-400 to -800 V

-20010 -ttOOV Neg.

2 mA

0.7 mA

+15Vdc I 140 g
I

I
+15 Vdc : 120 gC13O9-04

C1309-06 -1.6 kV Output Modular Type -400 to -1500 V t mA

C2456 Small Modular Type -190to -1W0V Neg. 0.5 mA ; +15Vdc tOOg

28

mmmmmmm



COOLERS
Cooling Effect on Dark Current

FACTORSOF DARK CURRENT
Thedark current of a photomultiplier tube is a slight
output current which flows when a high voltage is
applied to thetube andno light Isentering the
photocathode. Since dark current deteriorates the S/N
ratio, itisa factor which establishes the minimum limit
ofdetection when theoutput current isextremely low.
when measuring extremely low-level light.
Factors which affect daik current canbeclassified into
theseven described below. The degree towhich each
of theseaffects dark current will depend, however, on
the type ofphotomultiplier tube and will very from tube
to tubeand with respect to operation conditions.

1) Trwmtonic emission of electrons from the
photocathode and dynode surfaces.

2) Leakage current between electrodes and pins.
This is chiefly dueto Impurities on theelectrode
supporting materials, glass stem and plastic base
surfaces end on the socket surfaces.

3) ion current flowing asthe result ofionization of
residualgases inside the bulb.

4) Photoelectron emission asaresutt ofcollision of
internal electrons and Ions with electrode supporting
materials and glass.

5) Photoelectron emission by theglass scintillation as
a result of gamma rays emitted from radioactive
elements (chiefly *"K) within the glass bulb.

6) Photoelectron emission causedby Cherenkov
radiation due to cosmic rays passingthroughthe
glass.

7) Field emission of electron from the photocathode
surface and dynode surfaces.

Figure t DarkCurrant vs. SupplyVoltage
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Figure 1shows therelationship between thevoltage
applied between thecathode and anode of a
photomultiplier tube and the anode dark current. This
characteristic curvecan be divided intothreeregions.
In the low-voltage region A.the major causeof da*
current is theleakage current 2) and inthehigh-voltage
region C. 3). 4) and 7) become the governing factors
which determine the dark current. In contrast tothis, in
theregion B which approximates actual opertion
condition, thermal electron emission is thegoverning
factor. From this behavior, itcanbe seenthat cooling
thephotocathode surface and dynodes would be very
effective in reducing dark current.

COOLING EFFECT
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the temperature
characteristics of dark current for various photocathode
materials ina photomultiplier tubeof the same shape
and dynode structure. From this figure, itcan beseen
that, as thework function becomes smaller (bialxati -
multialkali - S-1: silver oxide cesium), theinfluence of
temperature indetermining thedark current increases.
Essentially, this means that theeffectiveness of
refrigeration In reducing dark current and improving the
S/N ratio increases. In this figure, although thecooling
effectdecreases in the region below -20 to -30'C.
thisis attributable to the fact thatthe contribution of
factors other than thermionic emission becomes
relatively large in this region. Inphoton counting
applications since theleakage current can be ignored, it
is possible to achieve greater effectiveness from
cooling.

Figure 2: Dark Current vs. Temperature tar
Varioua Photocethodes
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MAGNETIC SHIELD CASES
Influence of Magnetic Fields and Magnetic Shielding

INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
The photomultiplier tube Is a type of vacuum tube in which
photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode repeatedly collide
withdynodes and are thus multiplied before they reach the
anode.The degree of multiplication varies significantly
depending upon the position of the collisionon the dynode.
Therefore, externalmagnetic fields can cause electrons to be
deflected fromtheir normal paths, causing a loss in electron
multiplication factors. Essentially, the photomultiplier tube output
is extremely susceptibleto the effects of magnetic fields. For
example, since even the terrestrial magnetic fieldhas quite an
effect merelyrotating the positionof a photomultiplier tube will
result in a noticeable change. Because of this phenomenon,
photomultiplier tubes which must be moved and those which
must operate in proximity to the leakage flux from such devices
as transformers must be mounted in magnetic shields.

MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS
The degreeof change Inoutputwith respect to magnetic fields
variesgreatly depending upon the type of photomultiplier tube.
Figure 1 shows the magnetic characteristics of typical
photomultiplier tubes. The measurement was made by placing
the photomultiplier tube and excitation coil inside a permalloy
housing and degaussing the electrode before measurement. A
uniform light Intensitywas applied to the photocathode and an
output current of approximately 1/«A was derived. The magnetic
field derectJon Is shown In Figure 2.

In general, photomultiplier tubes having a large distance
between the photocathode and anode and. In particular, those
having a large distance between the photocathode end the first
dynode or a relatively small dynode opening In comparison with
the photocathode area, will exhibit a large variation. Therefore,
head-on types of photomultipliers which usually have a long
distance between the photocathode and the first dynode are
more susceptible to this effect than side-on types. And of these,
types which have a large photocathode area show particularly
large variations.

Electrons chiefly receive the effects of a magnetic field in
the region between the photocathode and the first dynode. This
is because the distances between the following dynodes are
relatively short and because the dynodes themselves ere made
of nickel or other magnetic materials which provides a shielding
effect with respect to electrons travelling through the dynodes.

Figure <b DtiacDun of Magnetic rtelda
(For data ahown In Figure 1)

Figure t ExamptM of Magnetic Shield Effect
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SHIELDING EFFECT
Magnetic shield cases ere metallic tubes fabricated from
permalloy or other materials having high permeability. By
positioning the photomuitiptier tube within such a case, it is
possible to reduce the influence of external magnetic fields on
output level. To express the effect of a magnetic shield case,
the magnetic shiedling factor may be used. It is determined by
the permeability p. the thickness t and Inner radius r of the
shield case, as shown in Figure 3.

The magnetic shielding factor for two shield cases of
different radii used one within the other is the product of the two
shielding factors. This scheme is usable to obtain an extremely
high shielding effect.

1) Saturation Characteristics
The B-H curve which expresses the relationship between the
external magnetic field (H) and flux density(8) withina magnetic
material indicates a saturation characteristic, as shown in Figure
4. Gince the permeability p is given by the B-H ratio, the
relationship of H to p. as shown in Figure 5. varies depending
upon the external magnetic field intensity, with subsequent
change in the shielding effect Therefore, in extremely
high-intensity magnetic fields, it is recommended that a soft-iron
magnetic shield case having a thickness of approximately3 to
10 .um be used as this material has a high saturation flux

density.

2) Frequency Characteristic
The above described shield case characteristics are for DC
magnetic fields. In contrast to this type of field, the leakage flux
from a transformer creates an AC magnetic field effect which
must be considered as well. The permeability of a magnetic
materia! decreases with increasing frequency. This is particularly
noticeable for thick materials, even et low frequencies.
Hamamatsu E989 Series shield cases use a material of 0.8 mm

thickness, yet providing sufficient effective permeability even at
normal line power frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz. shown in Figure 6.
11 magnetic fields of high frequencies such as 1 to 10 kHz are
applied, a thin shielding material (0.05 to 0.1 mm) having good
frequency characteristic should be used in combination with the
normal shielding.

3) Edge Effect
The shielding effect given by 3/it/4r applies in the case that the
shield case is of sufficient length. Since actual shield cases
have a finite length, however, there is a deterioration of the
shielding effect at both ends which should be considered. For
this reason, as shown in Figure 7. it is necessary to locate the
photomultiplier tube so that its end Is somewhat covered by the
shielding tube. For head-on photomuttlplier tubes, this depth
should be approximatery the case radius. If the magnetic field
direction Is parallel to that of the tube axis, however, the edge
effect becomes extremely prominent, so that the photomultiplier
tube should be kept to within at least the diameter depth from

the end of the shield case.

Figure 3: Shielding Effect

Shielding factor Maul) =
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Figure 4: /3-H Curve
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Figure 6: Frequency Characteristic
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Figure 7: Edga Effect
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PRECAUTIONS FOR USE

t. Magnetic shield cases should not be subjected to shocks. When
deformed by shocks, permeability decreases. Also whittling and
drillingthe case effect permeability, and therefore should be
avoided.

2. Some shield cases have small holes near the edge. These holes
should be used to mount the shield case on the chassis and not to

cramp the tube in the shield case.

3. The E989-10 has a little flexibility in diameter as shown at the
right. However, when the diameter exceeds the range from 14 to 17
mm. the shield case may be deformed and permeability lowered.

4. The PMT tends to Increase in noise when a grounded object
approaches the tube. Since the shield case is generally used at
the ground potential, the PMT should be positioned in the center
of the shield case by using, for example, elastic foam rubber with
sufficient insulation wrapped around the tube.
'The cathode-ground scheme and HA Coated tubes are
excepted from the above.

5. The magnetic shielding effect decreases towards the edge of the
shield case as shown at the right. It Is suggested to cover the tube
with a shield case longer than the length by at least half the tube
diameter. See the item "Edge Effect* on page 25.

6. Shield Case Mounting Method
In making precise photometric measurements, it is essential that the position of the photomultiplier tube be
kept constant with respect to the other parts of the measuring system.

When using E989 Series shield cases, it Is necessary to mount the photomultiplier tube securely to
ensure that no looseness develops between the photomuttiptier tube and the shield case or between the
shield case end the other parts of the system. When a photomultiplier tube which does not have an HA
coating is used In a grounded anode circuit with a high negative voltage applied to the cathode, if the
shield case is grounded, there Is a danger of noise being generated, as described above. This noise may
be minimized by insulating the shield case from gerund pootential sufficiently end. even H the outside of
the shield case is sufficiently Insulated, by connecting the shield case to the cathode through a resistance
of approximately 10 MO. This technique is partlculariy required when measuring extremely low light levels.

The following are typical shield case mounting methods.
E989-10: (For 1/2* Side-On Photomultiplier Tubes)

The shield case can be positioned around the photomultiplier tube using an insulating material
having good Insulating properties between these two components. Then tighten then using adhesive
tape or thermal-shrinkable tube.

E989: (For 1-1/8* Side-On Photomultiplier Tubes)
Foam rubber or a similar material having good Insulating properties and elasticity can be used to
hold the photomultiplier tube in the center of the shield case. By using the mounting holes in the
shield case, mount the shield case to the system. When doing this, use of L clamps or other
mounting fixtures are suggested.

Shield Cases for Head-On Photomuttlplier Tubes:

Foam rubber or other similar materials having good Insulating propeitiea and elasticity can be used
to securely hold the tube in the center and an appropriate holder should be used to mount the

shield case to the measurement system. When tightening the shield case using bands or screws,
sufficient care should be taken that force sufficient to deform the shield case is not applied.

• E989-10 Flexibility (mm)

• Edge Effect of Magnetic Shield Case

• *. v IONGCR

'Some Teflon end plastic materials may cause scintillation when illuminated with UV light. Care should be taken when
selecting insulators.
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HAMAMATSU
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

R943-02

For Photon Counting
Low Dark Counts, Wide Spectral Response, Excellent P.H.D.

GaAs(Cs) Photocathode, 2" (51mm) Dia., Head-on Type

Hamamatsu R943-02 is a 2" diameter, head-on type photomul
tiplier tube having a GaAs(Cs) photocathode and a synthetic
silica window The combination ot the GaAs photocathode and
the synthetic silica windowallows high sensitivity over a wide
spectral range from UV to IR (160 - 930nm).
The R943-02 employs the linear locused dynodo which is de
signed specifically tor photon counting application It leatures
very low dark counts and excellent pulse height distribution
(PHD)ot single photoelectrons. (Fig. 2)
The R943-02 is equivalent type ot RCA C31034 series photo
multiplier tube, but basing diagram and voltago divider are
somewhat diltorent.

APPLICATIONS

• Raman Spectroscopy
• Fluorescent Spectroscopy

• Aatrophyslcal Measurement
• Laser Detection

FEATURES

Low Dark Counts 20 cps typ. (at - 20*C)
Wide Range Spectral Response _ 160-930nm
Excellent Single Photoelectron Pulse Height Distribution

Peak to Valley Ratio - 1.8 (at -20*C)
Fast Time Response . Rise Time - 3.0ns (at 1500V)
HighQuantum Efficiency 1«% (»t 632.8nm)

GENERAL

Spectral Response 160 to 930nm
Wavelength ot Maximum Response 300 to 800 nm
Photocathode

Material GaAs(Cs)
Minimum Uselul Area 10mm x 10mm

Mode Opaque

Window Material Synthetic Silica
Dynode

Secondary Emitting Surface Cu-BeO
Structure Linear Focused

Number ot Stages '0
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances (Appro*.)

Anode to Last Dynode 2pF
Anode to All Other Electrodes 3pF

Base 21-pin Glass Base
Weight 93g
Suitable Socket* E678-21A (Supplied)

• See "Note D" on page 2 and "Cautions" on page 4

l«to""»'•<-.•> •" •

Figure 1 Typical Spectral Response
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PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE B943-02

MAXIMUM RATINGS (Absoluto Maximum Values at 25°C)
Supply Voltage oonm/drBetween Anode end Cathode 2200Vdc

Between Anode and Last Dynode y I
Average Anode Current* B."itfJL
Average Pulse Count Rate8 ,jS!Average Cathode Current ZntoSvc
Ambient Temperature0 TO ,0^

CHARACTERISTICS (at 25»C)
Cathode Sensitivity6 Win.

Quantum Efficiency
at 280nm _
at 632.8nm (He-Ne Laser) -

LuminousF M0
Radiant

at 253.7nm (Hg-Llne) -
at 632.8nm (He-Ne Laser) -
at 700nm —

at 852.1nm (Cs-Line) -
Red to White R8tioG -

Anode Sensitivity"
LuminousF 15°
Radiant

at 253.7nm (Hg-Llne) -
at 632.8nm (He-Ne Laser) -
at 700nm —

at 852.mm (Cs-Line) -
Current Amplification" -
Equivalent Anode Dark CurrenH -
Anode DarkCounts'* -
Time Response"

Anode Pulse Rise Time1- -
Electron TransitTimeM —

Typ. Max. Units

21 — %

14 — %

600
-

«A/lm

30 _ mA/W

70 — mA/W

71 — mA/W

65 — mA/W

0.58 —

300

1.5 x 104 — A/W

3.5 x 10* — A/W

3.6 x 10* — A/W

3.3 x 10* — AW

5x10» —

1 10 nA

20 50 CDS

30 _ ns

23 — ns

Table 1:Voltage DistributionRatio
Electrode I K|D».|Oy»|Py.|Dy.|0y»|0y.|Py>|0Y'|0ir»|Dy|»l pJ

'•iliAllhlililllll'lihTOistnbuHon Ratio |

Supply Voltage: ISOOVdc

NOTES
A Avnraged overanyinterval ol30secondsmaximum.
B Measured «lsmote photoelectron level The discrimi

nator level ts set at valley point
C In practical opera!**.. »>• cathode current isdesired to

be lower than 0 1nA (OOOtnArmm'l to prevent Mo
shc*en.ngofpholocathode. tot.eepthec.iNKJewr.ent
under 0 InA.theenode current should not getout o» the
region at I" '1 Inthe figure below.

Recommended Anode Current
vs. Supply Voltage

1000 "500

SUPPLY VOUMtC (V)

O At temperature ol lest than -50*Cthe tubamay be
damaged due to the difference Intemperature coeHJ.
cientsbetweentheglass«iemandthesocket. Oonluse
the socket below -50*C. However, the tube use al
temperature lowerthan - WC can be made possible
by facilitating direct contact with the atom pin. usinga
socketcontact (100-2520S) supplied byWinchester. For
details, please contact your local HAMAMATSU repre
sentative

E Supply votlege is 150 volts between thecathode andall
other electrodes.

F: Thelight source is a tungsten filament tamp operated
at a distribution temperature of 2BS6K

O: The quotient of the cathode sensitivity measured with
thelight source sameasMote Epassing through a red
filler (Toshiba R-«8) divided by the cathode luminous
sensitivity without the red litter

H Measured with the supply voltage and voltage distrib
ution ratio m Table •

J Measured withthesupplyvoltageto provide the anode
luminoussensitivity of 200(A/lm) and the voltagedis-
tributlon ratioIn Table 1 after30 minutestorage Inthe
darkness. .

K Measured withthe supplyvoltagewhichgives 2 x 10"
of current amplificationand withme voltage distribution
ratioshown inTable 1afterone hourstorage inthe cooler
set at - JO*C Andme discriminator is set at 1/3of single
photoelectron level

L Therisetimeis the limefortheoutpulpulsetoriseIrom
10% to 90% of the peak amplitude when the entire
photocathode is illuminated by a delta function light
pulse

M The electron transit time is the interval between the ar-
rival of a delta function light pulse at the entrance window
of the tube and the time when the output pulse reaches
the pea* amplitude In measurement the entire photo
cathode is illuminated

Warning-Personal Safety Hazards |
Electrical Shock - Operating voltages |

!applied tothis device present ashock hazard

Figure 2: Typical Photoelectron PulseHeight Distribution
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Figure 4: Typical Time Response
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Figure 6: Typical DarkCounts vs. Temperature
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COOLING

As Figure 6 shows, the dark counts ot the R943-02 de
creases by cooling the tube. Therefore, when performing
photoncounting,itis recommended thatthe tube be cooled
down to about -20°C. The cooler C2761 which features
temperature control from - 30°Cto 0°C is available Irom
HAMAMATSU.



PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE R943-02

Fiaure7: Dimensional Outline and Basing Diagrams(Unit mm)

h) TUBE

PHOTOCATHODE Orienlallon 0, Pholocnlhode
with Respect to Base Pin

( .'•, PHOTOCATHODf

6 !

Bottom View

OY Dynode
K: Photocathode

P: Anode

IC: Internal Connection

(should not bo used)

HAMAMATSU

bl PHOTOCATHODE

x Ans Cross Section

REMARKS

• HA coaling

R943-Q2 ri coaled with the conducliva paint
connected to Ihe cathode, which is covered with

an insulating material |HA coating) This meihod

decreases noise

Care should be laken not to damage the insu

lating cover wrapping around the bulb
• Handling

li'iil 0? uses a graded bulb sealing, so care
should be taken to prevent bulb cracking

CAUTIONS

• Use Ihe HAMAMATSU SOCKET E67B-71A only

• When soldering the voltage dividers to the socket
R943-02 should be inserted in the socket

HAMAMATSU PHOTONICS K K . Eleclron Tube OMslon
3145. Shlmokanjo.Toyooka-viiiaga. iwaiagun. Shiruokaken. 43801 Japan.Telephone-. 053982/5748. Fa«- 053967/7705. Tele»:4709-825
USA Hamamatsu Corporation 360 Toolhill Road. PO Bo» 6910. Hnrlq—«lf» N J 088070910. Telephone 701 731-0960. Fa. 701231-1539
W Catr. II.-.- ni..iu... n .hi.... rt«KU bMA.M.41. tn ' . IT1 i i , — A,--• i»r<mm l.l.nhnnii rV(l^?17'iO Fat (1A

Fttn

j Photonics Oeulschlanfl GmbH Airbrinecslr 10 DB036Hr>
.iisu Photonics F.ance 4951 "ue On la Vanne. 07t?0 Montrouqe Telephone HI 46 55 47 5B. F.i

08152 375 0. Fai 08157 7658

I) 4B 55 36 65

Ultra-low light level
photon counting modules

PHOTONS IN ... PULSES OUT

The SCCM-tOO serins nl siltptt! pltotun uiiintii."

modules, featuring a new generation nl siliemt nt»
liinrltppholrxiiiMtos. nrociosienrd for .T|>)ili(.iitiiiiisMH.Ii
asphoton correlation (or particle siziitR. Ihionsi itntn

sturlirs. clr.

These simple-to-use modules niter:
• photon detectionefTiciencies ii|i Io40%a 6:1.1 nm.

up In 25%(S 800 nm

• Lew voltage inputs' • 12. •5. -S wills

• TTI. oulpul pulses

• Nothing ioatlinsi

Slflrulaitl modules am availahlo with porformamc
specifications tosuit dilferenl applications Stamford
optical inlorfarcs include Rhcr optic uitincclnrirrd and

single- and multi-mode optical fillers

|l vtnir design ran licncfil Imm simple, rllitiittl

photon connlinR. call and rcquesl Data Sheet

Sit Al lOT) antl pritatii! inlorniatinn VVr alsii wel-

come your enquiries ritgartitng custom and OEM

applications.

CI^O^i*."
I_iv. ..-.: .

Optics
The Leader
in Emitters

and Detectors

RCA Inc.. Elcctto Optics

USA Canada/Resl ol World Europe

Introducing solid
photon counting
that outperform PMTs

^^r^i^^^f^^^pjf^
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This qrouo ot tubes nonmar.ly intended lor wkIo bandwidth, high
gam phoion counting applications although most types are
eguaiiysuitable lor d C measurements
The parent type istheS20 response 9663 wtwch isbasedonthe
THORN EMI 14stagefast linear locused dynode structure, win
BeCu secondary emitting surfaces However ihepholocathode
d-ameie' isreduced byinternal focusing, io25mm.nit*
9863.100 and9 mm inIhe9663/350 This .esunsinnegligee
cathode dark count atroom temperature while still preserving the
wtfespectral rangeottheS20pholocathode
BMftak cathode vanants arethe 9693/100 and 9993/350 vrtnch
aredirectly interchangeable with the9863 These provide even
lowerdaik counttorapplications in thevisibleregion

Electrical Characteristics and Ratings

Spectral Raapon*

OE(X)

"tOO 200 J00 J00 500 600 700 BOO 901.' '000
Wavelength <nm)

The 98B3 is identical inconstruction to thebialkali cathode14
stage 9813 (page 36) buthasa lirst dynode which isspecially
processed toa<ve ahigh secondary emission coelt'Cient (- iBa
600eV) thisresults inan improved single electron response ol
typically70%I w h m
The 9B84 isa 12stageversion olthe9883torusewhere Ihehigher
gam isnot necessary or where mesHghily taster response lane is
an advantage

Alt typesareavailable with a quartz(lusedsilica) window option
denoted by a O suttm
Now tr«eiyp«aierxyma»vsupc«*agraryi4ea)aieaicorvieci»dio
catnooe pmiarviblack MSBC s-eved 'o Hawnete cnaiO"xi oltheCMS*
envaioo* Iheshm-v-xi « Drowoefl 'o. amnaiion ou-pos-sanasnouki not

«ilhout consumna IHOBN CMl

Outline drawings ld.mens.ons are norianal unless otherwise slated and in mm wrth inches in brackets)
",!°5m™ , .aotxrat.
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42.94 in

12.38 in

DETECTOR SECTION

GROUND BASED ATMOSPHERE

LIDAR SYSTEM

Two wavelengths ( 532 nm and 355 nm)
Shuttered for high and low altitudes
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D

DATA ACQUISITION

Dataacquisition systems and
architectures should be matched
to the intended application. Wilh
the varietyin standardsand inter
laces currently available today,
the system designercan choose
amongvariablesthat include
capacity (size), speed,datapath
width, expandability, flexibility,
interconnection protocol and
media, in-line preprocessing and
control, and ease ol replacement
of faulty components.

LeCroy designs instrumentation
that can be incorporated into
several different types of architec
tures rangingfrom small
scate(singlechannel or data
source)to large-scale(500.000
channels) data acquisition
systemsthat support speeds from
300 bits/sec to 5 megawords/sec
(32bitwords). Bothconventional
TTL. ECL and fiber optic intercon
nections can be implemented.

GPIB

THE GPIB (IEEE Std 488-1979)
Bus is the most popular instru
ment bus today. This byte-serial
systemcanconnectup to 15
talkers (units such as a digital
voltmeter able to transmit data),
listeners (units such as a pro
grammable power supply ableto
receive instructions and data) or
talker/listeners to a master
controller. AHLeCroy stand
alone instruments are equipped
with GPIB interlaces for data
transfer rates up to 400 kbytes
per second.

The strict serial limitations of the
GPIBinterfacingstandard can be
partially bypassedbyusing the
IEEE-488 Bus to tie CAMAC
crates together and connect to
the host computer.

CAMAC

CAMAC Is a modular data
handling system used at every
Nuclear Physics research labora
tory and many industrial sites all
over ihe world II reorescntr. the

Committees. The CAMAC
Standard (IEEE 583) is the ideal
system fora high speed,
medium density acquisition
system. Highspeed means at
least 1 Mbyte/second. The
i MHz. 24-bit wide data path on
both the backplane of the crates
and the interconnections
between crates transfers data at
rates that exceed the capabili
ties of Direct Memory Access
(DMA) channels in many
minicomputers. For a more
detailed discussion, see LeCroy
ApplicationNote AN-33. Intro
duction To CAMAC. which can
be found in the Appendix.

Its primaryapplication is data
acquisition, but CAMAC may
also be used for remotely pro
grammabletriggerand logicap
plications (LeCroy ECLine
family of programmablelogic
units).

Most LeCroy CAMAC data
acquisitionmodules are mutti-
input. They contain between 1

and 16 inputsper single-width
module (23 modules per crate).
A simple seven-crate system is
shown in Figure 1.

The CAMAC standard covers
electrical and physical specifica
tions tor the modules, instru
ment housings or crates, and a
crate backplane. Examples of
crates with 25 positions include
the LeCroy Model 1434A and
the highpowerversion.Model
8025; and the Model 8013A
with 13 positions.

Individual crates are controlled
by slaveorintelligent controllers
such as the LeCroy Model
6010. The controllers are
connected together with a paral
lel Branch Highwaythat ends in
a Branch Driver. The Branch
Driver is interfaced directly to a
data acquisition computer.
Alternatively,tree or parallel
data acquisition architectures
may be createdby connecting
secondary CAMAC branches
via Branch Driver Modules.

STANDARD
CAMAC
CRATE

,-5211

Figure 2
CAMACcommunication batwean CAMACBranch**via ffew optic finks

CAMAC crates may also be
connected in a Local Area Fiber
Optic Network via the LeCroy
Model 5211 Fiber Optic Serial
Link and serial crate controller.
Up to 62 crates separated by a
maximum of 500 meters can
exchange data at transmission
rates of 4 to 5 megabytes/sec.
(See Figure 2.)

LeCroyalso offers crate control
lers that interface directly with the
GPIB. Therefore, the entire
CAMAC crate may appear as a
single instrument on this very
popular laboratory instrument
bus. The Model 8901A is a
GPIB/CAMAC slave interface that
operates as a Tafker/Listener"
white the Model 6010 may be
programmed to do real time
computations and data compac
tion.

Timingand protocol specifica
tions permit up to one million 16
or 24-bit word transfers per
second for both the DATAWAY
and CAMAC Branch. GPIB
speeds are usually limitedby the
host computer, but block transfer
rales of up to 300 kilobytes/sec
are easily obtainable.

THE LECROY DATABUS
AND DEDICATED CAMAC
SYSTEM

The LeCroy OATABUS finks a
family of dedicated CAMAC data
acquisition systems designed to
tulfillthe demanding requirements
of largescale Drift Chamber(4290
Timing System) and Multiwire
Proportional Chamber (PCOS III
Latching Systems). Information
from the data acquisition modules
is read via the backplane of a
CAMAC crate to a dedicated
"executive* controller unit. The
executive controllers can handle
a variety of functions including
data compacting, autotrimming,
system testing, and control. The
executive controllers are then
daisy-chainedtogether and
transfer the data via DATABUS to
an interface module located in a
standard CAMAC crate (See
Figure 3). Dueto the dedicated
CAMAC architecture and the bi
directional 16-bit wide DATABUS
system, transferrates may be
three times faster than standard
CAMAC rates tor 16-bil words.

The CAMAC Module 4299
DATABUS Interface downloads
tcsl and control commands back

to the dedicated crates. It stores
data and addresses of only
pertinent data acquisition chan
nels hi its 4K x 16-bit memory.
Rapid and simple CAMAC block
transfers can be executed under
control of an internal word count
register or an automatic "end-ol-
data* monitor (CAMAC Q-Slop
Mode).

FASTBUS

The FASTBUS Standard (ANSI/
IEEE STD 960-1986) represents
the lastest high density data ac
quisition available today. De
signed for the next generation of
High Energy Physics and Heavy-
Ion experiments, it permits almost
any architecture imaginable,
transferring data at speeds up to
40 Mbytes/sec (See Figure4).
LeCroy Application Note AN-26.
An Introduction to FASTBUS. can
be found in the Appendix.

FASTBUS was designed to keep
features of older important stan
dards while extending the capa
bilities of data acquisition sys
tems. FASTBUS provides for a
more densely packed system,
reducing dramatically the per-
input cost. This and other desinn
rjonls have hen ""..-'"•••"•.••, ~
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FASTBUS meets these require
ments by incorporating several
powerfulfeatures, including:

1. Modularity

2. 32-bit address and data
fields

3. Highspeed, asynchronous
ECL backplane with 32-bit
wide Dataway

4. Multiple, parallel processor
bus architecture with multiple
bus segments that operate
independently but link
together for passing data

5. Asynchronous handshaking
for compatibility with mod
ules having dilferent data
transfer speeds operating
on the same bus

6. Synchronous nonhandshake
data transfer for maximum
speed

7. Broadcast operations for
initializing, clearing, etc..
several modules in one
operation

8. A polling structure for fast
scanning of sparse data from
a large number of modules

§)<§H§>4 MUONORIFT
CHAM8ER

9. Easy finks to computers for
Host Intervention or Data
Transfer

Essentially, the FASTBUS
backplane Is intended to be an
extension of a computer
backplane. By its nature, there
fore, it is an expandable system.
The backplane is called a 'Seg
ment*. Connections between
segments are made by a Seg
ment interface, called a Segment
Interconnect (SI). An SI in one
segment is connected to a SI in
another segment by a Cable
Segment. The Segment Inter
connect can be either a Master
or Slave, depending on the op
eration it is performing. More
over, it can be a Master on the
FASTBUS Segment and simulta
neously a Slave on the Cable
Segment. The designations
Master and Slave here are
dynamic. Inthat the designation
is defined by the role played by
the SI at some given time.

FASTBUS permits Multiple
Masters to have access to the
segment. The standard provides
a protocol for arbitration when
more than one master requests
control of the segment. Once
mastership is granted, the Master
may then proceed to establish a
communications "lock* with any
other device on the segment
which will act as a Slave. Alter
natively,the Master may Broad
cast a message to all Slaves
which respond to the Broadcast
(e.g.. Clear. Polling tor Data
Ready, etc.).

The integrity of communication
between Master and Slave
modules Is insured via a hand
shaking scheme. This frees the
standard from a speed require
ment. That is. communication
occurs at whatever speed the
Master/Slave system will
support. This, of course, is not
the case with Broadcast com
mands where a Master talks to
an Slaves in a segment, nor is H
true for Hardware Block Trans
fers where the Master must be
able to operate as fast as the
fastest Slave. So while there
are cautions required for use of
FASTBUS, the versatility and
expandability is sufficient to
meet the most demanding re
quirements of data acquisition
systems.

VME

The VME Bus (ANSI/IEEE
Standard 1014-1987) was
originally introduced to the
physics research community
primarily as a processing bus.
Data was collected in a LeCroy
DATABUS, CAMAC or FAST-
BUS subsystems and then
ported (sometimes via the high
speed, noise Immune ECL Bus)
to a processor farm built out of
cost effective VME computa
tional modules based on the
Motorola 66000 lamiJy of CPUs.
Additional data from environ
mental monitors was often
integrated into the data stream
at this point requiring some
basic low performance data
acquisition modules in VME.

The role of VME systems have
expanded from this first architec
ture to include complete data
acquisition systems with front end
modules all in the VME standard.
While never being able to reach _
thehigh densities ot FASTBUS W
(and thesubsequent cost sav- £
ings), these systems have
become very attractive for
monitoring and control applica
tions. LeCroy has developed a
line of medium density, high
performance instrumentation
kteatly designed for these appli
cations. Combining 6 or 16
channels of instrumentation in a
single width VME module,
permits several hundred channels
of high fidelity TDC. ADC or
scaler to be directly integrated
into a VME system.

BUS COMPARISONS

FASTBUS. VME and CAMAC are
at) modem, standard buses that
are used in data acquisition
applications. While CAMAC is the
oldest. FASTBUS the most so
phisticated and VME the most
well known because of its com
mercial applications, each has a
role in physics research. In the
chart below, these buses are
briefly compared.

FASTBUS VME CAMAC

Speed 10-30 MHz transfer
rate (32 bits)

10 MHz transfer rate
(8.16, or 32 bits)

1 MHz transfer rate
(24 bits)

Power Upto 75 Wper module
Power supply and cooling

Approximately 25 W
per module

15 W per module

Master Any slot multiple
permitted

Controller Slot must be
filled; Multi master

Master Controller slot
only; Single master

Maximum Density 96 16 32

Convenience Power-on Installation
and removal ot modules
(permitted by Connector
type and Bus Halt.)

Power-on installation
can damage modules

Power-on installation
can damage modules
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Inorder to assist with determining which data acquisilion module willluifillthe experimental requirements,
comparison matrices of ADCs and TDCs can be found below.
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SIGNAL AVERAGERS

HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNAL AVERAGERS
2102SA 8 Bit, 200 Megasamples/s
2103SA 8 Bit, 200 Megasamples/s
2101 ASA 8 Bit. 100 Megasamples/s
2130SA 8 Bit, 30 Megasamples/s
2112SA 12 Bit. 10 Megasamples/s
2112FSA 12 Bit, 20 Megasamples/s

REAL TIM*-. SIGNAL AVERAGERS

2824SA 12 Bit, 2 Megasamples/s

Dual Channel

2860SA
2812ASA
2814SA

12 Bit.
12 Bit.
14 Bit,

1 Megasamples/s
100 Kilosamples/s
100 Kilosamples/s

Dual Channel
Eight Channel
Four Channel
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FEATURES

♦ Fast repitition rate high frequency signal averagers (over 3000
sweeps/second for 1024 samples/sweep) with pre-trigger recording

♦ Real time signal averagers atconversion rates upto 2 Msamples/s

♦ Multiplechannel real time averagers

♦ Complete hardware signal averaging; releases host computer from
time-consuming averaging

♦ Programmable number of samples/sweep from 1to32,768
♦ Programmable number of sweeps from 1 to 65,538

♦ 24 bit per sample deep averaging memory

♦ Additionand subtraction modes, including algebraic sums

♦ Built in DAC for oscilloscope display of averaged signal during and
after averaging

DESCRIPTION
Signal averaging greally improves the slgnat-to-nolse ratio for repetitive signals with
synchronized Iriggers. DSP Technology signal averagers usesummalion averaging, the
arithmetic addition and/or subtraction ot digitized sweeps. If the associated noise is
random, thesummation procedure results In a signal-to-noise improvement proportional
lo the square root ot the number of sweeps. For example, averaging 65.536 sweeps
improves the signal-to-noiseratioby a factorof 256.
Many different typesof signals lend themselves to signal averaging:

1) Signals which are Inherently repeatable (for example, signals from rotating
machinery scanning spectrometers). ..^.i.

2) Signals which can be repeated usingan external stimulus suchas Kinetic
reaction studies where the reactionis stimulated by an energy source sucn
as a laser.

3) Repetitive signals which havenoassociated synchronization ortrigger puse
but have an inherentdominantleature which can be used as such.

ACTUAL SIZE

SIGNAL AVERAGERS

HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNAL AVERAGERS

These averagers use high speed transient recorder front ends to digitize
and store one sweep of waveform data at a t.me. This data is.then
transferred over a dedicated bus to a companion Model 4101 signaaveTS memory which adds each new waveform to those previously
summed in its 24 bit. 32k sample memory. Data .ssummed antiI storedI .n
280 nsec per sample. Up to 65.536 sweeps can be Pr°9'ammed.
Averaging can be interrupted at any time to read data and sweep counter
contents The number of samples/sweep determines the max.murn, sweep
rate For 8,192 samples/sweep, averaging takes 2.3 msec per sweep, for
1024 samples/sweep the time needed decreases to U.J
msec/sweep Averaging is automatically halted when the<VW™™*
number of sweeps has been completed or when any summed data
sample reaches a count of 16.777.215 (24bits).
Sampling rates are programmable or switch selectable through ain internal
crystal controlled dock. An external clock source of any ^ency from
5c to maximum sampling rate may be used. The f eep can be dv.ded
into pre- and post- trigger segments to record information pnor to the
trigger point.
REAL TIME SIGNAL AVERAGERS:
These units use DSP TRAQ™ PADC system "«^ to ImpJ™*
multi-channel, real time averaging. An external clock (not included)
commands the analog to digital converters to sample convertJand
transfer data to the Model 4101. Up to 8channels can be compiled by
one Model. 4101 with a maximum conversion and transfer rate of 500
nsec/sample. Record lengths are programmable from 1 to w2 768
samples/sweep in increments of one. Sweeps can be initiated each time
atrigger is received or programmed such that the first tngger initiates all
sweeps. All samples in these real time averagers are post-tngger.
GENERAL

Both addition and subtraction averaging modes are selectable via either a
front panel input connector or by computer command. The modei can r»
changed from addition to subtraction, or visa-versa, without d'Strubmp the
sum already accumulated. This feature might be used. »or example to
subtract a bias or background waveform from an expenmental apparatus
setup. The internal arithmetic is programmable aseither offset binary to
to 16.777.215) or 2's complement (± 8.388.607). Averaging can be
automatically disabled on overflow orunderflow.
The averaged waveform can be observed with a standardJuratory
oscilloscope while the data is accumulating. The display fromtheinternal
12 bit digital-to-analog converter can be adjusted via a front paniel switch
to scale over any 12 of the 24 bit data range. Th.s display is generally
useful only with single channel averager configurations.

TBAO it a Tiadamarfc ot DSP Technology rne
ACTUAL SIZE

o£p
MODEL 2B12ASA

2812 4101

MAMMU.
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MODELS 2012 & 2012F
10 & 20 MEGASAMPLES/S, 12 BIT,
8 KSAMPLE TRANSIENT RECORDERS

FEATURES

♦ 12 Bit Dynamic Range at up to 20 Megasamples/s
Sampling Rate

♦ Switch Selectable, and Computer Readable
Controls (digitizing rate, pre/post trigger samples,
record length)

DESCRIPTION

The Models 2012 and 2012F combine the wide dynamic
range (12 bits) needed to capture signals whose
baselines are either dynamically changing or are
unknown with high speed digitizing rates. Both models
are single module transient recorders with ADC. control
and storage functions self-contained.
The digitizers can be entirely controlled from the front
panel of the instrument much like a normal scope. Al!
switch positions are readable by the computer. Access
by the computer and run status are indicated by front
panel LED's.

Data conversion and storage can be initiated by front
panel toggle switch or computer command. An external
signal (TTL level), toggle switch or computer command
stops the conversion after the programmed number of
post-trigger samples have been recorded. An external
clock can be used to accommodate any sampling rate
from D.C. to full sampling speed or variable rate
importance sampling.

Digitized data can be viewed by attaching a standard
laboratory oscilloscope to the DAC display out
connector and triggering with the sweep trigger
generated by the unit. Computer, driven display of
multiple waveforms is especially suitable for
multichannel data acquisition systems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - MODELS 2012 & 2012F G&£
SIGNAL INPUTS

Impedance: 50 U(1Kfl oplional). 30 pi

Voltage Range: 2.0 V lullscale ± 1 % lullscale per 10°
C.

Overvollage Recovery: 50 ns Irom 2X overdrive

Overvoltage Protection: 7 V dc, 50 V lor 1 ms. LED
indicates inpul over lull scale.

Bandwidth (3dB):
Full scale: 10 MHz

x0.1 lull scale: 15 MHz
±0.2dB: DC - 5 MHz

Offset: + lull scale. Continuous adjustment by polen-
tiometer. Front panel test point lor DVM Drill 1 count
/10°C.

STOP TRIGGER

External: TTL level, positive edge sensitive. 50 us min.
width 1 KO input impedance. Inpul protection 25 V dc.
250 V for 1 ms.

Manual: Front panel switch

Computer: F(25)A(0) command

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER

Resolution: 12 bits (one pari in 4096)

Dynamic Distribution:
- 70 dB down al 1 MHz inpul Irequency
- 65 dB down at 2.5 MHz input Irequency

Aperture Uncertainly: 24 ps

DC Linearity: + 1/2 LSB. i 0 05 %

Conllnulty: Monotonic

SAMPLING CLOCK

Internal: Crystal controlled clock:
20. 10. 5. 2. 1. 0.5. 0 2 Mhz

CLK IN: Edge triggered. TTL inpul. 20 MHz max lor
2012F; 10 Mhz max lor 2012. No restrictions on Ire

quency changes.

CLK OUT: TTL output, drives 50 O load Regenerated
internal or external sampling clock

MEMORY

Type: Static ram

Size: 8192 samples

Organization: Reduction ol record size is selectable
by computer control lor efficient matching to applica
tion Cyclical data recording allows division ol memory
into pre- post-trigger periods by computer control

DISPLAY

Digital lo analog reconstruction ol memory contents
drives 1 KU to ± 5.0 V. Scope trigger ol TTL level is
also provided at the beginning ot each display sweep

DIGITAL OUTPUT
Data Format: 16 bit 2s complement encoding (Ollsel
binary encoding, strap selectable).

Readout Protocol: IEEE #583 CAMAC Full NAF
decoding, LAM implementation and O » 1 is returned
lor every executable NAF command Alter the last
memory word has been read, O » 0 is returned.

COMPUTER COMMANDS
F(0)A(0): Reads pre-trigger samples, record size, sam
pling period.

F(2)A(0): Read wavelorm data. Q - 0 relumed alter
last data word

F(3)A(0): Read module ID. C2012' or -2012F)

F(8)A(0): Test LAM, O - 1 returned rl LAM is on

F(9)A(0): Initialise module and start sampling.

F(10)A(0): Reset LAM.

F(11)A(0): Computer single sample.

F(16)A(0): Write pre-trigger samples, record size, sam
pling period.

F(24)A(0): Disable LAM

F(25)A(0): Computer slop trigger.

F(26)A(0): Enable LAM and computer readout.

F(27)A(0): Enable ollsel measurement. To read, issue
F(25). wait tor post-trigger samples, and read ollsel
data with F(2).

POWER REQUIREMENTS

± 6V 3 A

± 24 V 300 mA

PACKAGING

#3 width CAMAC module
221 mm H. 50 mm W. 292 mm D* (8 T x 2" x 11 5_)
'Depth Irom Iront lo rear panel. Rear connector is 13
mm (0.5*).

In conlormance with the CAMAC standard (or OF
shielded instrumentation modules (IEEE standard 583.
European Esone Report #EUR4l00e).

TEMPERATURE RANGE
0° lo 40° C (32° F lo 104° F) ambient to operate within
specifications (when installed in crate with enough air
How to hold maximum air exit temperature to 55° C
(131° F)

MATING CONNECTORS
Cable assemblies LCOB (LEMO-BNC) and LCOL
(LEMO-LEMO) are compatible with all input and output
connectors Not included



American National Standard

for the safe use of lasers

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD 7.136.1-1986

Wavelenglh.X
(Mm)

Ultraviolet

0.2(1(1lo 0.302

0.303
II 304

0 305
0.30ft
0.307

(I MR

n UN

0.310
mil

(1.112

0.313
0 114

0.31*10 0.400
0.31 Mo 0.400

VimMc and Nor Infrared*
0 4UI |n 0 7(X1

0 41X1 in 0 71X1

0 40010 0 550

0 550 to 0 700

0 550 lo 0 7IKI

0 4(XI in (I 7(«l

0 71X1 lo I 050

0 71X1 to 1.050

1 nsi to Moo

I0.M lo 1400

0 7IKIIO I 4(K1

Far Infrared

1 4 in Id'

TabteS

MPE for Direct Ocular Exposure.

Intrabeam Viewing lo • 1-aser Bear

F.*po*ureDuraiii

10•' lo 3 x 10*
10 * lo 3 « I04
10 * lo 3 x 10*
10"" lo 3 x 10*
10'lo 3x10*
lO'lo 3x10"
I0*to3x 10*
10 * lo J x 10*
1(1'mix |0*
10 * in .1x 10*

Iff' lo 3 x 10*
10"*to 3x10'
10 * lo 3 x 10*

1(1" in 10

10 lo 3 x 10*

10"*in I.Rx 10''
1.8 x in-' lo 10

10 lo 10*
10 lo 7,
7, in 10*

10*lo3x 10*
IO'ioIRx 10"

1.8 x 10 ' lolO'
10"*to 5 x 10'

5 x 10'' lo 10'
10' lo.l x 10*

Iff* lo Iff'
10'' lo 10
>I0

10'* in iff*

Manmum Permissible Eip"""*

(MPEl

3 x 10" J -cm"'

4x 10"' ••cm-'

6x 10"' J • cm"'
1.0 x 10"' J cm"'

1.6 x 10'' Jem '

2.5x10 J • cm "

4 Ox 10' J cm"'

6.3 x 10 J •cm"'
1.0 x 1(1 J-cm'1
1.6 x iff ••cm '
2.5 x 10' J cm '
4.0 x 10' J • cm"'
6.3 x 10 J • cm"'

0.56l" J • cm"-

J-cm '

5x Iff' J-
IRr'"xlff' J-

lOx 10"' J-
I 8f'"x 10"' J-
IOC x Iff' J-

C, x 10 * W -
5CAxl0' J-

IBC^'xlO"' J-
5 x 10"* J •

'l'"x 10' J
320 C» x 10"* W

10-'I-cm"*
u\56i""J-«m"'

0.1 W-cm"'

1.0)-cm•'

• See Nnie in Section R for pulsewidlhs less ihin I ns.
••See Figs 4.5.and'. forgraphicrepresentation

NOTES: C. = I for X= 0 400 in n 7(X) iim.
C, • I0-""' ""'" for XaiO.700 in I 051 Mm <*ee Fig Bl.
C", = 5 for X• 1.051 lo I 4(XIiim.
<", = I for X• 0 41X1 in 0.550 Mm.
C = in""'•*** fin X- II.550 in0700 Jim (see Fig 91,
T,-I0x I0"" """, lorX=0.550 lo0.7(KI urn(seeFig 9).
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Nnle* for Culculannn ami Measurement

In 56 i'" I cm'", whichever i* Inwcr

I-mm limiting apenure

See Fig*. 5and6 for graphical repreventatii

7-mm limiting aperture.
See 8.2 fix multiple pulse limitations.
SeeFigv 4 and 11 Inr graphicrcpresenlatii
See R.2and Figs R.I. and 12 fur cmrectior

factor*.

See Table 1 for apenure*.
Sec 8.5 for cnneclinn factor* al 1.54 un
See Fig. 6 (nr graphic representation.

0

0

• t

amencan nanonai standards institute, mc

1430broadway. newyork. newyork 10018

AMERICAN NATIONALSTANDARD7.136.1-1986

Table 6

MPE TorViewing a DlfTu** Reflection

or a Ijiser Beam or an F.xtended-SourceI.aser

Wavelength.X
(Iim)

Exposure Duration 1*
(t>

Maximum Permi**ible E*po*ure
(MPE) Note* for Calculation and Measurement

Ultraviolet

0.21X1 in 0 302 10"' 10Jx 10*

0.303 10 ' lo 3 x 10*
I0"*to3xl0* ft* 10"' J cm"' or 0 56 f"' J cm"', whichever i* lower.

0.105 10"* to 3 x 10* LOx 10"' J •cm"'
Iff* lo 3 x 10*

0.307 10'lo 3x10* 2.5 x 10"' 1 •em"' l-mm limiting aperture

0.308 10"*to 3 x 10*
10"*lo 3 x 10* 6.3 x I0"! J cm"' SeeFigv 5 and6 forgraphical representation.

10 * lo 3 x 10* 1.0 x 10"' J cm "

10 " lo 3 x 10* 1.6 x Iff1 J cm '

10"* lo 3 x 10* 2.5x 10"' J-cm"'

10"*lo 3 x 10* 4.0x 10 ' J-cm "

Iff* lo 3 x 10* 6.3 x 10"' I cm •

0.315 lo 0.400 10"* lo 10 05fti'" J cm "

0.315 lo 0.400 10 to 3x10*

Visible**

0.400 lo 0.700 10"' to 10

0 400 lo 0.550 10 lo 10*
lOtoT, 3.83f"' J cm ' • sr"1 l-mm limiting aperture or a^.. whichever i*

0.550 lo 0.700

0.400 lo 0.700

7, to 10*
10*10 3x10*

21 C J cm "•«"'
2.1 C,I0 ' W-cm"'-sr"1 See 8.2 and Fig*.7.8.9.1Land l2for

graphic repre*enlaiion and multiple pul»e

0.700 to 1.400 10 ' lo 10

0.700 to 1 400 10 to 10'

0.700 lo 1.400 10' lo 3 x 10* 0.64CA W•cm ' •si '

Far Infrared

l.4io 10' 10"' lo Iff' 10'J cm-'
0.56 f"' ) cm"'

See Table 9 for aperture*.
I See 8..". and Fig 6 for correction factor*

>10 0.1 W-cm"' |
1.54 only 10 ' lo Iff* 1.0 J cm"1

.—.

• See Notein Seclion 8 forpolsewidths less than I r».
•♦See Fig. 7and Fig. B3 ofAppendi* Bfor graphic repre*enl»lion.

NOTES: C = I forX= 0 400to 0.700|tm.
C = |o'""""" lorX= 0700to 1.051 pm (*eeFig.8).
C = 5forX= 1.051 to 1400 p.m.
C» • I forX=0 400in 0 550|im.
C,, • 10""^""' for X=0.550 lo0.700 urn (*«- Fig. 9).
T, =10x in*"*-*'** for X=0.550 to0.700 urn (*ee Fig. 9).
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Table 7

MPE Tor Skin Exposure lo a Laser Ream

Wavelength. X
tumi

l:*po*wc Duration i Maximum Permissible Exposure
l«l (MPF.l

lira* olei

1.200 lo 0.302 10 " lii 3 v 10*

'.303 10 "to 3 « 10*
i UU 10 " to 3 x 10*

i 3115 III " to 3 * 10*

m* III " lo 3 x Ml'

1.1117 10 " lo 3 x 111*

l 108 10 "in 3 x 10*

1.31W III " lo 3 « 10'

1 Mil

Mil

111 •" in »x 10*
III "mix in*

• 312 in " in 3 « itr*

I'll 10 " to 3 * 10'

HI4 I0"lo3x 10*

1.315 in II 400 III" III III

HI5 lii II41X1 III III III'

•1.315 lo 041X1 III' lo 1 x HI*

Visible and Near Inlrarvd

•I4UI lo 1 41X1 III" III III

III ' ll>10
lOln 1* III*

Fat Inlrarcd*

1.4 ti 10' III " lo III

III ' to 10
>I0

1 54. nl\ 10" lo Ml"

•Sec 8.4.2 Inr large beam crnss-scctionv

3 x »r J cm'-

4 x 1(1 i cm

6 x 10 'I cm'

1 0 x 10 ' J cm'

1.6 x Ml J cm"

2.5 x 10" 'J cm

4 Ox 10 'J cm

ft 3 x III J cm

Mix III 1 J cm

1.6 x 111 'J cm

2.5 x 10 'J cm

4.11 x 1(1 'J cm

6 3 x 10" 1 J cm

0.561' 'J cm"

11 cm'

1 x 10 ' w cm

C, x Ml •J •cm

I.KV' 'J •cm

0.2 C» w • cm

10 J •cm

0.561' 'J •cm

0.1 w cm

1.0J •cm

Notes lot Calculation and Measurement

or 0 561'' J cm -. whichever is lower.

I mm limning aperture

Sec Fi(.'s 5 and 6 Inr graphic n-pn-scntation

I mm limiting anvnurr

Scc Figs. 6 and K

I mm limiting aperture tor I 4 in IIMpm
I l-mm limiting aperture lor 0.1 to I mm
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Reference Guide

J of any precisionoptic
rtakadegradingihe surface.The need
•orcleaning thoutd bemtntmlted by
returning optica to their case or
coming the optic and mount wtth a
protective bag when not In use. If
cleaningIsrequired,we recommend
one ol Ihe lotlowtng procedures:

Cleaning Materials
rhfyethyleoe lob gfocm. Pteate

wear them. Sotvenii are harsh to the
skin.

Dmtt Are riasae. Lens tissue or
equivalent.

DmttAre blower. Filtered dry
nitrogen blown through an antistatic
oonle (Siroco Inc..HatDetd. PA)Is
best. Bulb type blowers and brushes
must be very clean to prevent
redistribution ol dirt.

Mild, ttearnaf momp. IX f»
'.AvnM perfumed, alkali or

coloredproducts.Severaldropsot
green soap (availablein any phar
macy) per 100 cc of distilled water Is
•creptsole.

Spectroicopkr Hfde faqpiqpjf

Cotton twobo. Avoid plastic
stems which can dissolve In alcohol
of Ketone.

Cleaning Procedures
Dmttonopticscanbe my

rightly boundby staticelectricity
Blowing removes tome dirt: the
remainder can be collected by the
surface tension ol a wet alcohol swab.
Acetone promotes rapid dryingol the
optic to ehminate streaks.

I) Blow oil dust.

J) Hany dust remains, twist
tissue around a swab, soak In alcohol
and wipe the optic In one direction
with a gentle figure-eight motion.
Repeat.

S) Repeat Step (2) with acetone
soaked swabs.

rTitgrrpWHfs. oilor water spots
should be cleaned Immediately. Skin
adds attack coatings and glass.
Cleaning wtth solvents atone tends to
redistribute grime. These contami
nants must be titled from an optical
surfacevllh soapor other welling
agent. The part Is then rinsed In water
and Ihe water n moved with alcohol.
Acetone speeds drying and eliminates
streaks.

t) Blow off dust.
X)Using a soap saturated lens

tissue around a swab, wipe ihe optic
gently hi the same figure8 motion.
Repeat.

S) Repeat (2) wtth distilled
water only.

4) Repeat (2) with alcohol.
5) Repeat (2) with acetone.

Delicate optics such as UV
aluminummirrorsare most safely
cleaned by Immersion. Ob not
Immerme cemented opHca.Washing
solutions should be used only once to
prevent recontamlnatlon.

1) Blow oil dust.
2) Prepare petrl dishes filled

with soap solution, distilled water,
alcohol, and acetone. Line Ihe bottom
of each with tissue to prevent
blemishing an optic.

3) Immersethe optic Insoap
solution. Agitate gentry

4) Immerse in distilled water.
Agitate.

5) Immerse In alcohol. Agitate.
•1 Immerse hi acetone. Agitate.
7) Blow dry.

Mllltory tpedflcatrtrnt are
used by Newport to communicate the
durability ol optica) coatings Inan
Industry consistent manner. The
primary MILSPECS used are:

M1L-C-47S specifies that Ihe
coating wit) not show degradation to
the naked eye after 20 strokes wtth a
rubber pumice eraser.Coalings
meeting MIL-C-675 can be cleaned
repeatedly and survive moderate lo
severe handling.

MIL-M- I38M sets durability
standards for metallic coatings.
Coatingswill not peel away Iromthe
substrate when pulled wtth cello
phane tape. Further, no damage
visible to the naked eye win appear
alter SOstrokes wtth a dry cheese
cloth pad. Gentle, nonabrastve
cleaning is advised.

MtUC-l4M» specifies durabil
ity ol surfaces under eirvirortmerrtal
stress. Coatings are tested at high
humidity, or In brine solutions lo
determine resistance to chemical
attack. These coatings can survive In
humid or vapor filled areas.

Smrface aaallty ot an optical
element ultimately determines the
performance of a system. Eventhe
highestquality material.IIfinished
poorly, willcause distortion, loss or
al elevated power levels, failure ol the
optic. Inorder lo communicate
opticalsurfacequality.Newporthas
adopted the lotlowtngstandards.

4 clear aperture is specified
forallNewportopllcalcomponents. It
indicates a minimum area over which
speclllcatlons are guaranteed.
Although typical optics will meet or
exceed their ratings to the edge ol the
component, a clear aperture speclfl-
callnn allows suttlclent area lor sate
handlingol the optic during manufac
ture.

Scratrh-dlg ratings measure the
visibility of large surface delects as
definedby US militarystandardMTL-
ai.TR.T0 Ratings consist of two
numbers. Ihe llrst denoting the
visibilityof scratches, the second,of
digs (small pits). A 010scratch-dig
number Indicates a auriare tree of
visible delects. Numbers Increase as
the visibility of blemishes Increases.
Scratch numbers are linear with a #10
scratch appearing identical to a I
micron wide standard scratch on
glass. Similarly,a fl dig appear*
Identical to a 0.01 mm diameter
standard pit. fleooe mate that no
mbtolmte weaaarrriienl ofdefect
tit* It made or Implied by the
wcratcrhdln standard.

Components with small scratch-
dignumbers willhave increased
damage thresholds, reduced scatter,
and will eliminate unwanted diffrac
tion effects. Newport recommends
the tnllowtng guidelines In selecting
surface finish:

Scr-Dtg

to-net Non-laser optics

fi0-40 Low-power.

unfocused beams

40-20 Colllmated laser
beams

40-20 High-energy, focused
beams

flgwre Is a measure ol how
• closely the surfaceol an optical
J element matches areference surface.

Since geometrical errors will cause

distortion of a transmitted or re
flected wave, deviations Irom the
Ideal are measured rn terms ol
wavelengths of light.

Spherical error comprises the
majority ol Uguredeviations. Optical
polishingrelieson circularstrokes lo
finish a surface. For this reason,
deviations from Ihe Meal are usually
spherical, ellher concave or convex.
Newport computes spherical error as
Ihe maximum peak4o-vatley devia
tion Irom a best fillings reference
surface. Mathematically. Ihe Ideal
surface Is hallway between Ihe points
of maximum deviation. Practically,
this represents the point ol best
alignment. Figure errors are repre
sentedby E.withF^.. corresponding
to the maximum peak-t«»-valtey
deviation Irom the relerence surface.
Although less frequently used. Ihe
root mean square error.E,^,. and the
averageerror.T.m,.. may alsobe
defined.

RtrtrttHCf nm

i - *•»„

J L ».,

!«,.«*„

hregmlmrlty. denoted by 8.
refers lo figure deviations that are not
spherical Innature. It is usually
causedby warpage due to Internal
material stress or mishandling By
means ol careful processing ol Ihe
highestqualityoptical materials, this
error Is negligible In magnitude.

The warelenttth used m testing
at)Newport opth-s Is 6-12 Hnm. consis
tent with modern laser Interferome
ters. When used al kmger wave
lengths than KI2.A. an optic winhave
a smaller relative error. Similarly
shorter wavelength* will accentuate

ffl.R'nrel
m*1' wavelength oluse (nm)

the relative error. The following may
be used to convert llgure errors:

Laser Damage

CertWea Damaft Tnrotmoim
optics are avallaliteIrom Newport.
Testing on a tot basis enables New
port to certify damage resistance to
the rated lluence. Please see the
Certified Damage Threshold optics
section on page M-77 lor more
Information.

Sore EoermyLrorlmare hated
lor a majority of Newport optical com
ponents. Although these carry no
certification, the levels published ate
conservative and derived Irom

laboratory use tests.

Order* are shipped Irom our
main plant In FountainValley. Cantor-
nia. Unless otherwise noted, an optics
are hi stock and n»ady lor delivery.

Items whose prices appear In
brackets jSXXX) are high accuracy,
materia! Intensive products They are
ollered on a limited stork basts.
Please contact Newport lor exact
delivery times.

Unlisted (•) prices or starred
(•) part numbers indicatehigh
accuracyoptics with very specific
applications.They arestocked as
uncoated substrales and coated at
needed. Please contact Newport lor
price and delivery
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The Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Filter as a Digital
Signal Processing Tool

JOHN D. MATHEWS, senior member, .fee. J. K. BREAKALL. and OEORG K. KARAWAS

II. Mathematical Derivations

A GeneralNonrecursive FIRFiller
Inkeeping with thetutorial nature ofthispaper westart

with the simplest of statements concerning the FIR ap
proach to filtering. Using Ihe lime and frequency do
mains, a tapped delay line representation of a nonrecur-
siveFIR filter acting on analog signal jr(r) is shown sche
matically in Fig. I. The resultant output signal has the
form

vfn - U «,t0 - wr) (I)

wherethe coefficients«„are realand where the lime ref
erence is. forlaterconvenience, at the center of the delay
line. Assuming thatihe Fourier transform of jr(r) ♦» Xlot)
exists we Fourier transform (I) and find

Yiu) ** H(u) • Xfw)

Choice of Coefficients
liquations (3) or (5) describe the effects ofthe filler on

an input sigrol given aparticular set ofcoefficients {n,).
These coefficients are often chosen such that thedigital
filter characteristics arcsimilarto one of various common
analog filters (e.g.. the "ideal" filter). The process ofsyn
thesizing these filter characteristics often involves
smoothing (windowing) or the resultant coefficient se
quence to suppress ringing |I4|. (IS).

Asmentioned intheintroduction, wepropose tochoose

where

Hiu) 2 o.c"

m

(3)

*/^T. The cor-

" (4a)

Fit. I Blockdistrain of the nn«iectir»i»e FIR filterdescribed by (It Thi*
•cnenutic form ol the hirer i* valuable became o( its vivial simpl>ciiy

is the "voltage" transfer function andj =
responding "power" transfer function is

5(w) = ff(w) • tf*<«) £ amame~

«= S l«C + 2 £ <i„<>„cos (n -mhirr (4b)
„.-k\ •-••* I

while the inverse Fourier transfortn of (3) is
*

hit) = E a.bi* - nr) (5)
• --»"

the filter impulse response with*(r') the unit impulse.
Note that hit) convolved with sit) yields (I).

The filter described by (3) or(5)becomesadigital filter
if we uniformly and instantaneously sample v(r) at inter
vals of t time. Then (I) becomes

"i a.*-.. (6)

where the index / refers to consecutive members of the set
of sampled signals, ir we restrict t(f) lit be band limited
in lite Nyquist irequency (2*r2ri or less. Ihcn the sam
pling lilieriif: process occurs \s ilium! :ilia*int:.

These "traditional" filters are all based on various win
dowing (weighting) functions applied to the coefficients
of the infinite Fourier series representation of the ideal
low-pass filter. The coefficients of this series are

0. ±1. ±2.

(H)

and the windowing function Win) is such that W{n) = 0
for |n | a K, thus truncating the series so that the result
ant transfer function becomes

W.-(w) S Win)Ce*****. (18)

The Win) i - K S n s K) are chosen to minimize in some
sense the ringing (Gibb's phenomena) which results from

truncation of Ihe series representation of the ideal low-
pass filter (15. chap. 5|. (16. chap. 3|.
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RAVTFIGH LIDAR

SIGNAL

TELESCOPE

SURFACE AREA

4nR2

N(Z) =neffTA x̂ xaRn(Z)AZ x-^
PHOTOCOUNT = SYSTEM X PHOTONS X SCATTERING X RECEIVER

EFFICIENCY TRANSMITTED PROBABILITY PROBABILITY

=> Special care should be taken to maximize the

efficiency of the lidar's optical design by;

1) Maximizing transmission through lenses

and filters.

2) Maximizing reflection off mirrored

surfaces.

3) Minimizing the total number of surfaces

in the system.



Facility Laser A.(nm) Laser Power
PL(w)

Telescope Area
AR(m2)

Performance

Factor*

ARPL(m2w)

AFGL

(mobile) Nd:YAG 532 3 0.07 0.2

Haute

Provence Nd:YAG 532 4 0.5 2

Kyushu
Univ. Excimer 351 16 0.2 4.2

CEDAR Dye 589 5 1.2 4

CEDAR+ Excimer 351 30 1.2 50

'Equivalent performance at 532 nm
♦Not yet tested

pFTECTOR

24) Fused silica plano-convex lens (1" dla• * *" FL)
AR coated, 99.7% trans. @ 532,355,607nm

14) Dichroic beamsplitter: reflects 99.5% @ 532nm
' transmits 82% <§> 355nm

transmits 86% @ 607nm

Narrow-band filter, BW = .29nm @ 532nm
55% transmission

Beamsplitter, transmits .5%, reflects 99.5%
Glass plano-convex lens (1" dia. x 1" FL)
AR coated, 99.7% transmission @ 532nm.

6)

7)

27)

13)

4)

19)

25)

22)

23)

10)

8)

20)

highly reflective mirror @ 532nm,355nm
reflects 99.8%

Glass plano-convex lens (1" dia. x 2" FL.)
AR coated, 99.7% transmission.

Photon counting PMT, 20% quantum efficiency
@ 532nm.

Dichroic beamsplitter: reflects 99.5% @ 607nm
transmits 82% <§> 355nm

Narrow-band filter, BW = 3.5nm @ 607nm
83% transmission.

Photon counting PMT, 7% quantum efficiency
@ 607nm.
Narrow band filter, BW = 3.2nm @ 355.1nm.

24% transmission.

fused silica plano-convex lens (T'dia. x 2" FL)
AR coated, 99.7 transmission.
Photon counting PMT, 24% quantum efficiency
<S) 355nm.

Derr= 10.71% @ 532nm
4.93% @ 607nm

3.78% <§> 3SSnm



5XglFM FFFTCIENCY

ileff=TeffxReffxDeff
m ™ 607nm

LAMP .0718 .0251 .0324
GLINT .0481 .0218 --

j_ASFq POWER

Pi = laser power in joules.

m 355nm

LAMP .7J .4J
GLINT .5J .18J

ElIMEE&aGEESIIX

n(z) is read from table II in
the U.S. Standard Atm. 76

Alt. DiZ)

30Km

50Km

60Km

3.745E23 /m2
2.135E22/m2
5.995e21 /m2

TF1 FSCOPE AREA

AR =*R2 where Ris the radius of
the primary minor.

Ar
LAMP .13 m2
GLINT .0804 m2

£gffi" RAricsCATTER CROSS SEgEIQM

oR =5.45 [550/X(nm)]4 x10'32 m-V1
532 355nm—

oR = 62.26E-33 313.6E-33 m2 aRaman =56.12E-36 m2

ATMOSPHERIC TRANRMTSSTQN

TA =TUp xTBack
Ty and TB are claculated from LOWTRAN 7

30Km .6249 .3337 .6768
50Km .6215 .3313 .671
60Km .6214 .3312 .6709

E = hc/X

™ 355 607nm

373.9E-21 560.1E-21 327.5E-21J

ITMTFr.RATION HEIGHT

AZ =cxd/2 where xd =integration time
Td = 2|XS

AZ = 300 m

ATMOSPHERIC HEIGHT

Z =height of scattering volume
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Fig. 5. The density and temperature results obtained on 8and 9March 1986
at the same time by rocket instrument and lidar.
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Fie 4 The four datasonde rocket flights and the corresponding lidar results
are shown for the density ratio to the USSA76 model and for the temperature.
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DENSITY RATIO
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'START TIME 06:01

END TIME 06:44
'DATE 14-02-1986
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Fi£ 6. The data obtained on 14 February 1986 exhibits significant departures
between the lidar and rocket data. Two major difference are observed ^ this
data set, the large wave response associated with the strong wind field during
during this period and the additional optical scattering between 25 and 35 km.

DENSITY RATIO 532/355 RATIO

Fie 7 The simultaneous measurement of the UV (355 nm) and the visible



Hydrostatic Equation

dP = -pgdz

Ideal Gas Law

P = pRT/M

By combining these two equations and integrating downward from a
starting altitude z0 and upper level temperature T(z0) we obtain

t/-i _ T(z0)p(z0) ^ M
P(Z) H

P(z) s atmospheric pressure profile
p(z) s atmospheric density profile
T(z) s atmospheric temperature profile
g(z) s gravitational acceleration
M s mean molecular weight of atmosphere
R s universal gas constant

FEBRUARY 24. 1986

I 9(r)p(r) dr

J *U

FEBRUARY 24. 1986 04:30-13:47 UTC

kr/2« (cyc/n)

Density perturbation profiles and power spectrum measured on February
24, 1986 using the AFGL Rayleigh lidar at Poker Flat, AK. The diagonal
lines indicate the 0.3 m/s phase progression of the 7.7 km wave
[Miller et al., 1987].
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Temperature profiles obtained at Andoya, Norway on March 13, 1986
with the University of Bonn Na lidar. Integration period is 5 min. and
vertical resolution is 500 m (von Zahn and Neuber, 1987].

Na temperature can be measured by scanning a narrowband laser
through the D2 resonance line. Technique was first demonstrated by
Thomas and co-workers [Gibson et al., 1979: Thomas and
Bhattacharyya, 1980].

[Granier et al., 1986]
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[Granier et al., 1987]

Resonance-fluorescence lidars are used to study metallic species in the
mesosphere and thermosphere. Systems have been developed to
measure Na, Li, K, Fe, Ca and Ca+.
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